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Povzetek
Točno in učinkovito določanje negotovosti fizikalnih količin je nujen korak vsakega eksperimenta ali računalniške simulacije. Negotovosti na področju simulacij transporta delcev
lahko delimo glede na tip, na sistematične oziroma statistične, in glede na izvor npr. negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih oziroma negotovosti, ki izvirajo iz približkov. Specifično pri
simulacijah transporta nevtronov fuzijskih in fisijskih aplikacij radiološkega ščitenja lahko
približke dodelimo specifikacijam geometrijskega modela in materialne sestave, numeričnim
aproksimacijam (diskretizacija faznega prostora) pri determinističnih metodah in statističnim
negotovostim, ki se pojavijo pri stohastičnih metodah za transport delcev. Točno poznavanje vseh negotovosti povezanih s simulacijami transporta delcev privede do zmanjšanja
varnostnih faktorjev in posledično bolj učinkovitih eksperimentalnih in komercialnih zasnov.
Disertacija je osredotočena na razvoj novih metod za učinkovito propagacijo negotovosti jedrskih podatkov in zmanjšanje statistične negotovosti pri stohastičnih simulacijah transporta
delcev s hibridnimi metodologijami.
Prvo poglavje disertacije povzema vse teoretične vidike transporta nevtronov, redukcije
variance, hibridnih metodologij ter določanje občultjivosti in negovosti (O/N) zaradi jedrskih
podaktov (JP). Drugo poglavje vsebuje opis in evalvacijo programov, ki so bili uporabljeni v
disertaciji. Predstavljena je tudi obsežna evalvacija in validacija hibridne kode ADVANTG.
Poleg determinističnega pristopa k O/N zaradi JP, je za namene validacije predstavljen tudi
stohastični pristop k določevanju negotovosti zaradi JP. V zadnjem poglavju so predstavljeni
glavni doprinosi avtorja disertacije znanstvenemu področju. Velik poudarek je namenjen
predstavitvi razvoja uporabniku prijaznega in učinkovitega programskega paketa ASUSD
(ADVANTG + SUSD3D) za O/N zaradi JP. Programski paket omogoča analizo O/N zaradi
JP kompleksnih aplikacij radiološkega ščitenja, ki so bile do sedaj okorne, računalniško
potratne ali celo nemogoče. Paket ASUSD je bil validiran na dveh referenčnih eksperimentih
in apliciran na dva kompleksna fuzijska problema, vključno z zahtevnim referenčnim eksperimentom strujanja, JET3-NEXP. Poleg tega, je bil paket ASUSD uporabljen za preučevanje
efekta samoščitenih JP na učinkovitost parametrov za redukcijo variance. Zaključni doprinos
znanstvenemu področju hibirdnega transporta delcev je razvoj nove metode za določevanje
parametrov za redukcijo variance na podlagi občutljivostnih profilov - SABER. SABER
deluje enako dobro oziroma bolje kot trenutno uveljavljena metodologija.
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SANDY
PACS: 24.10.Lx, 28.20.Fc, 28.52.Av, 28.52.Lf, 29.25.Dz, 28.41.Ak 28.20.Gd 29.87.+g
25.70.Jj 28.52.-s

Abstract
Accurate and efficient determination of uncertainties of physical quantities is a necessary step
of any experiment or computational analysis. Uncertainties in particle transport simulations
can be divided by type, statistical or systematic, and by origin i.e. uncertainties in nuclear
data and uncertainties originating from approximations. Specifically in neutron transport
simulations of fusion and fission shielding applications the approximations can be attributed
to geometry and material specification, numerical (discretization of the phase space) approximations of deterministic transport methods and statistical uncertainty of stochastic transport
methods. Accurate knowledge of all uncertainties related to transport simulations leads to
reduced safety margins and consequently to more efficient experimental and commercial
designs. The thesis is focused on developing new methods for efficient propagation of nuclear
data uncertainties and reducing the statistical uncertainties of stochastic transport methods
with hybrid transport methodologies.
The first chapter of the thesis gives an overview of all theoretical aspects of neutron
transport, variance reduction, hybrid methodologies and nuclear data (ND) sensitivity and
uncertainty (S/U) quantifications. The second chapter contains the description and evaluation of computer codes used in the thesis. An extensive evaluation and validation of the
ADVANTG hybrid code is presented in this part. Besides the deterministic approach to ND
uncertainty quantification the stochastic approach is also evaluated and used for validation
purposes. In the last chapter the main contributions to the scientific field by the thesis author
are presented. A large emphasis is given to the work that was done to develop a user friendly
and efficient code system ASUSD (ADVANTG + SUSD3D) for ND S/U quantification. The
code system enables ND S/U analysis of complex shielding experiments which was previously cumbersome, computationally expensive or even impossible. The ASUSD code system
was validated and applied to two complex fusion experiments including the challenging
JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment. Moreover ASUSD was used to asses the
effect of self-shielded cross sections on the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters.
The final contribution to the scientific field of hybrid particle transport is the development of
a new method for determining variance reduction parameters based on sensitivity profiles SABER. SABER preforms similarly or better than the current established methodologies.
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Part I
Introduction

3
Since the beginning of commercial use of atomic power, the development of nuclear
reactors has been focused towards safer and more economical designs. In these first years of
commercial atomic power the funding for research and more importantly, for building new
reactor concepts, was provided by the governments of the three early western nuclear powers
- the USA, France and Great Britain alongside the Soviet Union in the east. In the following
decades several power reactor designs were developed such as pressurized water reactors
(PWR), boiling water reactors (BWR), graphite moderated reactors (RBMK), gas cooled
graphite reactors (MAGNOX), heavy water pressurized reactors (CANDU) [1] etc. alongside
a multitude of research reactors including the most numerous research reactor design - the
TRIGA reactor.
After the dawn and golden age of nuclear power in the 1950’s, 60’s and 70’s the first
large scale nuclear accidents, at the end of the seventies - Three mile island - and in 1986
the Chernobyl accident resulted in the slowing down of the nuclear age. The consequence
of the two accidents was first and foremost in the diminished reputation of nuclear power
in the eyes of the general public. Public opinion shifted towards a negative perception of
nuclear power, even tough there were relatively small consequences of the two accidents
compared to the number of safe and clean kW h-s of electricity produced and compared to the
environmental and health issues of other mass energy producing methods, i.e. coal, natural
gas and oil [2].
Because of the public opinion shift, some major nuclear powers started to shut down
their nuclear programs completely and some significantly reduced investments in new reactor
concepts and focused only on improving the safety of existing operating reactors.
In recent years there has been a renewed interest in nuclear fission as a possible solution
for clean, carbon-free, green, efficient energy. Alongside the established and new innovative
fission nuclear reactor concepts, fusion reactors are at their most advanced ever. The most
complex machine ever built by humanity, the ITER tokamak fusion rector is taking shape in
the south of France after several delays with first plasma expected in 2025. All of these new
reactor concepts require numerous detailed experimental research campaigns which simply
cannot be performed because of the lack of appropriate facilities. The reason for lack of
advanced experimental facilities is two fold. Firstly there was the lack of funding in the late
80’s and 90’s because of the before mentioned negative public opinion and consequential
governmental policies. The second reason are much higher safety requirements issued by the
nuclear regulatory bodies after the two accidents in the 80’s and recently after the Fukushima
accident.
Because of the lack of appropriate experimental facilities, computer simulations have
become the go-to, essential first design step in any new fusion or fission related design
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concepts. Much like experimental facilities computational tools, needed for design basis
simulations, also need to be developed, verified and validated. Fortunately computational
methods to predict particle behaviour in fission and fusion systems have been in development
since the beginning of the nuclear age during the Manhattan project. The Monte Carlo
method, a stochastic approach to neutron particle transport, was developed, named and
successfully applied to fission and fusion (i.e. thermonuclear bombs) for the first time during
the Manhattan project on analog computers. Since then several computer codes based on
the Monte Carlo method have been developed all over the world. Alternatively deterministic
codes, which actually numerically solve the Boltzmann transport equation were developed
in parallel. The two families of codes where in competition dividing nuclear annalists into
two opposing camps. Deterministic codes were computationally less expensive, fast codes
which produced results in reasonable computational times. Monte Carlo codes were used
for detailed calculations, where no phase-space simplifications were needed, but they were
extremely computationally demanding. Until the late 1990’s Monte Carlo methods were
not suitable for solving complex problems. With the advancement of computer processing
units (CPU) and computer clusters Monte Carlo codes have become the dominant simulation
method in the last two decades. Unfortunately for large, complex, realistic transport problems
even today’s supercomputers are not powerful enough to yield statistically relevant results
in a reasonable time span. Fortunately for such cases the two families of codes have been
joined in to a new hybrid methodology which combines the benefits of both methodologies
and tries to diminish their disadvantages. The current generation of hybrid codes uses the
physical property of the adjoint function as the importance of a particle to contribute to the
detector response to accelerate the convergence of Monte Carlo simulations using variance
reduction parameters.
The idea that the adjoint solution of the transport equation could be used as an importance
function for particles originates from 1960s [3–5]. Even tough this concept was know
for several decades it took nuclear engineers and programmers until the early 2000’s to
actually couple a Monte Carlo and a deterministic code into a hybrid computational system
[6]. The code was unfortunately proprietary and not available to the general scientific
community. In 2015 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) released the first free-to-use
hybrid code which combines the Monte Carlo code MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle) [7] with
the Denovo deterministic transport solver called AutomateD VAriaNce reducTion Generator
(ADVANTG) [8]. Now even complex, realistic fusion and fission reactor designs were
solvable in a reasonable time span.
If computational models are to be used as a basis for new design concepts quantification
of all uncertainties is a vital step in order to reduce design basis safety factors. Accurate
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knowledge on computational uncertainties leads to less conservative safety factors which
in turn reduces actual construction costs. An MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
interdisciplinary study showed that Concrete accounts for 25 % of the total cost of 1970sera pressurized water reactors (PWRs) [9], which, accounting for inflation, is roughly 300
million USD. A significant amount which can be reduced by reducing safety factors based
on exact uncertainty knowledge.
Uncertainties in the final computational result (i.e. neutron flux, neutron spectrum, dose,
dose rate, reaction rate etc.) are a combination of several uncertainties originating from the
computational model and method. Uncertainties originating from geometrical and material
simplifications of the computation model can simply be determined by an input parameter
variation study. Uncertainties originating from the transport method can be quantified by
a diligent verification and validation process. Uncertainties are also introduced in to a
deterministic calculation because of the discretization of the phase space. On the other hand
Monte Carlo methods in principal do not introduce any uncertainties, apart to statistical
uncertainties, in to the calculation in the limit of a perfect geometrical and material model.
However uncertainties in nuclear data, which is used as the input for both deterministic
and Monte Carlo codes, are omnipresent and often exceed uncertainties due to model simplifications, statistical uncertainties and/or discretization. The propagation of uncertainties in
nuclear data through the transport simulation is a computationally complex problem which
can be addressed using different approaches such as the probabilistic approach (random sampling - e.g. computer code SANDY [10]) or a deterministic approach (general perturbation
theory - e.g. computer code SUSD3D [11]). Unfortunately both approaches have drawbacks,
mainly the random sampling approach requires large amount of computational time and on
the other hand generalized perturbation theory based codes are computationally efficient but
require extensive knowledge of the user to perform the analysis.
A significant part of the thesis is dedicated to the validation and application of ADVANTG to several fusion, fission and shielding applications. This was an important step
because ADVANTG is a key building block of a new user friendly program package solution
for deterministic nuclear data propagation based on first order perturbation theory called
ASUSD (ADVANTG + SUSD3D) [12]. The ASUSD program package utilizes ADVANTG’s
simplified deterministic calculation capabilities and SUSD3D’s fast global solutions for
nuclear data uncertainty propagation. ADVANTG is also used in the probabilistic workflow
for nuclear data uncertainty propagation, where it is used to accelerate the convergence of a
series of computationally expensive shielding transport calculations.
ASUSD was validated on two shielding benchmark experiments which cover the basic
fission and fusion shielding applications from the SINBAD database [13]. To showcase
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ASUSD’s user friendliness and automation it was applied to two complex fusion geometries - JET (Joint European Torus) KN2 diagnostic system and the JET3-NEXP streaming
benchmark experiment [14].
The ASUSD program package was also used to research possible improvements and an
alternative to the current methodology used for determining variance reduction parameters
using deterministic results of the adjoint function. Firstly resonance self-shielded nuclear
data cross sections were used to determine more effective variance reduction parameters.
Secondly ASUSD was modified and used to develop a new method for determining variance
reduction parameters for Monte Carlo simulations using perturbation based sensitivity profiles
- SABER (Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE Reduction) method [15].
The thesis is roughly divided into three parts. The first part covers the theoretical
background including deterministic, stochastic particle transport and hybrid particle transport,
variance reduction, self-shielding effects and finally deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity
and uncertainty quantification. In the second part the computer codes used in the thesis are
described and use cases are presented with an emphasis on the ADVANTG hybrid code
and the SANDY and SUSD3D nuclear data uncertainty quantification codes. In the third
part the newly developed ASUSD program package is presented alongside a verification
and validation process. The improvements to the current hybrid methodology, including the
SABER method and effects of self-shielded cross-sections, are also presented in the third
part of the thesis. A conclusion in the last part of the thesis sums up all of the results and
innovations presented in the thesis.

Chapter 1
Neutron transport
1.1

Neutron sources

In fission or fusion nuclear reactors particle interactions results in production of charged
and neutral secondary particles. In the process of fission, heavy nuclei are split into fission
products by introducing excess energy, usually by thermal energy neutrons. The resulting
products, neutrons, gamma (γ) rays, electrons, alpha (α) particles or larger charged fission
products are transported throughout the phase space. In the case of fusion reactors the
opposite reaction occurs. Lighter elements are under extreme conditions (temperature and
pressure) fussed into heavier ones. Products of these reactions also include charged particles
and neutral γ rays and neutrons. A side product of both of these exothermic reactions is
excess energy which can be utilized for production of electricity. The range of charged
particles from both reactions is very low compared to the range of neutrons and γ rays. The
topic of this thesis focuses on neutron transport but most of the equations and methods used
can also be applied to γ ray transport.

1.1.1

Fusion

Fusion is a naturally occurring process which takes place in the core of stars under high
pressure and at high temperatures. Because of the high pressures involved in the fusion
reactions in the stars such high pressure fusion is not possible on Earth. In order to sustain a
fusion reaction on Earth, much higher temperatures need to be achieved in fusion reactors
compared to the stars. The fusion reaction that takes place in the stars can be simplified in to
the following reaction where essentially 6 protons are fused into 4 He, two protons and excess
energy of 26.73 MeV over several steps:
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6 × 1 H → 4 He + 1 H + 1 H + 26.73 MeV

(1.1)

The initial reaction between two protons is governed by the weak nuclear force. The
probability for this reaction to occur between two protons in a typical star is very low (10-6
per 10000 years) [16] despite the high densities of particles in the core of the stars. It follows
that for a sustained viable fusion reaction on earth other reactions are needed which have
higher probability of occurring. There are several constraints which should be fulfilled by
the possible fusion reactions. The most important constraints are a low atomic number to
minimize the electrostatic force between the reactants and that only two reactants should
be involved in the reaction (three body events are less likely to occur). The most promising
fusion reactions for Earth based fusion reactors which fulfill these criteria are the following:

DD :
2

H + 2 H → 3 He(+1.01 MeV) + 1 H(+3.02 MeV)

(1.2)

→ 3 He(+0.82 MeV) + n(+2.45 MeV)
DT :
2

H + 3 H → 4 He(+3.5 MeV) + n(+14.1 MeV)

(1.3)

→ 4 He(+3.67 MeV) + 1 H(+14.68 MeV)
TT :
3

H + 3 H → 4 He + 2n(+11.3 MeV)

(1.4)

where DD stands for Deuterium-Deuterium, DT for Deuterium-Tritium and TT for TritiumTritium. As one might notice each of these three reactions produces neutrons at different
energies as a side product. The neutrons produced in the fusion reactors escape the magnetic
confinement of the tokamak fusion reactor concepts. The neutrons are transported throughout
the tokamak building causing activation of materials, material damages and directly effecting personnel around the fusion device. The neutron transport is simulated using several
approaches including deterministic 1.2.3 and stochastic 1.2.4 codes.

1.1.2

Fission

In fission systems neutrons are produced by splitting atoms of high mass either by spontaneous fission or particle induced fission [1]. A nuclide with a high probability for spontaneous
fission is for example 252 Cf with a half life of 2.645 years, which is produced in nuclear reac-
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tors via neutron bombardment of 238 U. More commonly neutrons are produced in particle
induced fission of fissionable nuclides. These include: 235 U, 238 U, 233 U, 239 Pu, 241 Pu, 232 Th
etc. It must be noted that other nuclides can undergo fission but with lower probabilities. The
nuclides listed above undergo fission with variable probability depending on the energy of
the incident neutron. This energy dependency is described by nuclear data or nuclear cross
sections which are discussed in Section 1.3. A side product of fission besides fission products
and γ rays are neutrons. The number of of neutrons and their energy depends on the fission
reaction. Information on these quantities is also given in nuclear data tables.
In this thesis mostly the so called fixed source problems where the neutron source is
represented as steady state time independent source with a fixed energy and spatial distribution
will be addressed. The thesis does not address critical or eigenvalue problems where the
actual chain fission reaction is simulated1 .

1.1.3

Accelerators/spallation sources

For several application, such as material testing, neutron scattering research, nuclear data
measurements, shielding design etc., high energy neutrons are needed. As we have seen in
the previous chapter the neutrons produced in fission and fusion have energies which range
from about 2 MeV to 14 MeV. In order to get high energy neutrons accelerators are used in
two different ways.
In the first case accelerators are used to accelerate protons to higher energies, in the case
of the TIARA neutron facilities to energies from around 40 MeV to 80 MeV. The protons
are collimated towards a 7 Li target. Neutrons with energies similar to the incident protons
are produced via the (p,n) reaction on the 7 Li target.
In the case of spallation sources once again accelerators are used to accelerate particles,
usually protons or Hydrogen isotopes, to even greater energies in the order of a hew hundred
MeV up to 800 MeV. The high energy particle is then induced on a high density target
made from depleted uranium, tungsten or tantalum. The initial reaction between the incident
particle and nucleus results in a intra-nuclear cascade and evaporation of several primary
particles including neutrons. These primary particles can cause additional reactions in a so
called hadronic cascade resulting in even more neutrons. The high energy neutrons are then
collimated and slowed down using liquid hydrogen or methane depending on the application.
For fusion research it is beneficial to have a neutron source with a similar energy spectrum
compared to an actual DT capable tokamak. For such applications usually neutron generators
are used. In the case of the Frascati neutron generator a linear accelerator is used to accelerate
1 Validation

of the random sampling code SANDY was performed both on critical and fixed source experiments. Examples are given in Section 4.3
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deuterium atoms and induce them on to a tritium target. The resulting 14 MeV neutrons are
used for several experiments [17].

1.2

Particle transport

In the previous section several neutron sources were described. In order to simulate the
movement of neutrons from the source throughout the phase space towards the region of
interest or detector the physical process of neutron movement needs to be described. The
origins of the neutron transport equation can be found in the Boltzmann equation which was
firstly used to describe the kinetic theory of gases. Before we write the transport equation
some assumptions need to be made about the neutron and the nature of its interaction with
matter [18]:
• Neutrons may be considered as points.
• Particles travel in straight lines between point collisions.
• Particle-particle interactions may be neglected.
• Collisions may be considered instantaneous.
• The material properties are assumed isotropic.
• The problems are time independent unless explicitly stated.
• Only mean or expected values of physical observables are considered.
At this point it is also prudent to define the cross section and how it relates to particle
interaction probabilities. A simple experiment best illustrates the definition of the cross
section. A beam of I particles per second with energy E and perpendicular direction Ω̂ is
induced on a slab target with a thickness D comprised of nuclides of only one type i.e. only
56 Fe. The microscopic cross section σ (E) is the area (cross-section) per nucleus seen by the
particles. Since these areas are relatively small microscopic cross sections are measured in
barns (1 barn ≡ 10−24 cm2 ). The macroscopic cross section is defined as Σ(E) ≡ n · σ (E),
where n represents the target nuclide density. Using the macroscopic cross section we can
easily describe the attenuation of our beam I0 as it passes through our slab target:
I(x) = I0 · e−Σ(E)·x

(1.5)
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Therefore the probability a particle will interact with matter in an interval D is: Σ(E) · D.
It follows that the macroscopic cross section can be interpreted as the number of collision
per unit of path length per particle. The particle mean free path λ (E) can be calculated as:
xe−Σ(E)x dx
λ (E) = R0∞ −Σ(E)x
dx
0 e
R∞

(1.6)

Another essential quantity in neutron transport is the angular particle flux which is
defined using the particle density distribution. The particle density distribution, denoted with
N(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t), describes the expected number of particles in volume dV at location⃗r traveling
in a cone of directions d Ω̂ around Ω̂ within an energy interval between E and E + dE at time
t. Using the particle density distribution we can write the fundamental quantity in neutornics
the particle angular flux:
Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) ≡ v · N(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t)

(1.7)

where v is the particle speed. For a lot of neutronics applications the particle direction is
irrelevant. For such cases the scalar flux is a more practical quantity:
Z

φ (⃗r, E,t) =

Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t)dΩ

(1.8)

4π

The reaction rate R is another derived quantity which tells us the number of reactions
which occur as a results of a particle flux that is induced on a target with a microscopic cross
section σx :
R(⃗r, E,t) ≡

1.2.1

Z

φ (⃗r, E,t)σx dV dE

(1.9)

Transport equation

The transport equation can now be derived based on a particle balance equation:

increase in N = − (losses f rom streaming) − (losses f rom colissions)
+ (emitted particles)
Based on this simple physical deduction the transport equation can be written as:

(1.10)
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1∂
Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) = − Ω̂ · ⃗∇Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) − σ (⃗r, E)Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t)
v ∂t
+ q(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t)

(1.11)

where q(⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) is the particle emission density or particle source. The general transport
equation can be rewritten into many forms including the time independent integro-differential
form for non-multiplying media:

h
i
Ω̂ · ⃗∇ + σ (⃗r, E) Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E) = + qex (⃗r, Ω̂, E)
Z

+

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂′ · Ω̂)Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E)

(1.12)

where qex (⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) is the external particle source. For multiplying media the equation differs
only in an additional term that describes particles originating from fission:

h
i
Ω̂ · ⃗∇ + σ (⃗r, E) Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E) = + qex (⃗r, Ω̂, E)
Z

+

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂′ · Ω̂)Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E)

Z

+ χ(E)

′

′

dE νσ (⃗r, E )

Z

dΩ′ Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂′ , E ′ )

(1.13)

where χ(E) is the fission neutron spectra and ν the average number of neutrons produced
per fission event.

1.2.2

Adjoint transport equation

We can write the time independent integro-differential form of the transport equation for
non-multiplying media (Equation 1.12) in operator form:
HΨ† = qex

(1.14)

where H is the forward transport operator:
H = Ω̂ · ∇ + σ (⃗r, E) −

Z

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E ′ → E, Ω̂′ · Ω̂)

(1.15)
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Now we can derive the adjoint transport equation. Generally speaking an adjoint property
of a function ( f ) and operator L can be written as:
⟨ f † , L f ⟩ = ⟨ f , L† f † ⟩

(1.16)

If L = L† the operators are self-adjoint. This is not the case for the transport operator. If
we now combine equations 1.15 and 1.16 we can derive the adjoint transport equation using
operator form:
H † Ψ† = q†

(1.17)

where q† is the adjoint source and the adjoint transport operator H † stands for:
†

H = −Ω̂ · ∇ + σ (⃗r, E) −

Z

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂ · Ω̂′ )

(1.18)

Using the adjoint transport operator we can calculate a detector response R as:
Z

R=

qex Ψ† (⃗r, Ω̂, E)dEd⃗rd Ω̂

(1.19)

Equation 1.19 tells us that the detector response is just the integral of the adjoint weighted
source distribution. In other words if the particles are emitted at⃗r0 , direction Ω̂0 and energy
E0 as a delta function our response is R = Ψ† (⃗r0 , Ω̂0 , E0 ) which indicates that the adjoint flux
is the importance of particles produced at⃗r0 , Ω̂0 , E0 to the detector. This physical property of
the adjoint function is essential in defining effective variance reduction parameters for Monte
Carlo transport codes using deterministic solutions of the adjoint transport equation. This
principle is discussed in detail in Section 1.5 on hybrid transport codes.

1.2.3

Discrete ordinates formalism

In the previous two Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 general forms of the forward and adjoint transport
equations have been derived. In this section the transport equation will be discretized in
energy, space and angle in order to be solvable deterministically with the discrete ordinates
formalism. A different approach which does not actually solve the transport equation but
simulates the particle behavior is described in Section 1.2.4 on stochastic transport methods.
The time independent integro-differential transport equation for non-multiplying media
from equation 1.12 can be discretized over a number of energy intervals. The minimum and
maximum energy boundary should be defined in such a way to encompass the complete
physical problem space. These energy boundaries usually span from bellow thermal neutron
energies to above the DT fusion peak (bellow 0.0253 eV to above 14 MeV). Such an energy
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range covers most fission and fusion neutronics applications. Three typical energy group
structures are given in Appendix B. The energy group boundaries are defined in such a way
that the physics of the problem under consideration is accurately described. More on the topic
of defining appropriate group structures and collapsing continuous energy cross sections is
given in Section 1.3. The energy-wise discretized transport equation is:

Z
h
i
⃗
Ω̂ · ∇ + σg (⃗r) Ψg (⃗r, Ω̂) − ∑ dΩ′ σgg′ (⃗r, Ω̂′ · Ω̂)Ψg′ (⃗r, Ω̂′ ) = qg (⃗r, Ω̂)

(1.20)

g′

For g = 1, 2, · · · , G. If no upscattering is present, the G equations can be solved separately starting with the highest energy group which only includes within group scattering
terms. Every following group includes scattering terms from the higher energy groups. If
upscattering is present an additional iteration step is needed.
We have discretized the transport equation in one variable - energy. Let us continue with
the two remaining independent variables - angle and space. Many approaches exist for angular
discretization but in this thesis only solvers which utilize the discrete ordinates formalism are
used therefore only the discrete ordinates approach will be described. In discrete ordinates
the angular dependency is truncated by solving the transport equation at several discrete
angles. The complete set of discrete angles is usually referred to as a quadrature set. Several
different quadrature sets have been developed for different applications but in this thesis level
symmetric quadrature sets are used for most cases. Specifically the S8 quadrature set with
10 (N(N + 2)/8 = 8(8 + 2)/8 = 10) discrete angles per octant of the unit sphere. In oder to
maintain an unbiased solution over all angles appropriate weights (wn ) are assigned to the
angles. The direction cosines (µ, η, ξ ) and corresponding weights for the level symmetric S8
quadrature set are given in Appendix A.
The general three dimensional form of the discrete ordinates transport equation for a
single energy group can be written as:
Ω̂ · ⃗∇Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂n )|Ω̂n + σ (⃗r)Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂n ) = q(⃗r, Ω̂n )

(1.21)

where n denotes one discrete angle. It would be beneficial to simplify and evaluate
Equation 1.21 in a single dimension. Firstly let us address the angular dependency of the
scattering source. One might notice that the scattering cross section is only dependent on the
cosine between the incoming and outgoing angles. The scattering term can be expanded in
terms of Legendre polynomials in one dimension :
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inf

σs (µn ) =

∑ (2l + 1)Pl (µn)σsl

(1.22)

l=0

where l is the order of the Legendre expansion. For fusion and fission shielding applications
usually an expansion up to an order of 5 is sufficient, but depends on the problem. Lower
Z (atomic number) scattering media problems require a higher order of expansion. For a
simple one dimensional slab geometry the spatial and angular dependent discrete ordinates
transport equation can be written as:
µn

L
d
Ψn (x) + σ (x)Ψn (x) = ∑ (2l + 1)Pl (µn )σsl (x)φl (x) + s(x, µn )
dx
l=0

(1.23)

where φl is the l-th angular flux moment and n is the number of discrete angles, µn is the
directional cosine projected on to the ex unit vector. The flux moments can be derived by
expanding equation 1.22. The 0th (l = 0) angular flux moment is the scalar flux. In the
discrete ordinates formalism the scalar flux can be approximated using the following formula:
1 N
φ (x) = ∑ wN Ψn (x)
2 n=1

(1.24)

And higher order flux moments with the following formula:
1 N
φl (x) = ∑ wN Pl (µn )Ψn (x)
2 n=1

(1.25)

Higher order flux moments are used in general perturbation theory used to determine nuclear
data sensitivity coefficients. More on the formulation of the general perturbation theory
formulated for discrete ordinates solvers is given in Section 2.2.
For spatial discretization several differencing schemes can be adopted such as: diamond
differencing, theta weighted diamond differencing, diamond difference with negative flux
fixup, step characteristics [18, 19] etc. This methods will not be discussed in detail but
are mentioned as input parameters for the ADVANTG [8] code. Using these schemes a
three dimensional expended version of Equation 1.23 is solved. The Denovo and PARTISN
discrete ordinates solvers were used in this thesis and are described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2
respectively.

1.2.4

Stochastic neutron transport

Uncertainties of deterministic simulations are systematic. Besides uncertainties in the nuclear
data they arise from the discretization of the energy, angle and spatial variables for the
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need of numerical simulations. On the other hand stochastic or Monte Carlo methods don’t
require discretization as they do not strictly deal with the transport equation (Equation 1.11).
Excluding uncertainties in nuclear data, the uncertainties connected with Monte Carlo codes
are in principle just stochastic - they arise from the distributions of tallied random particle
histories.
In Monte Carlo codes pseudo-random generators are used to simulate random particle
histories from the birth until their death. At each interaction a random number determines
the outcome of the interaction based on probability distributions for scattering angles, track
length distances between collisions, energy distributions etc. stored in nuclear data files
(Section 1.3). One might say that such a simulation is more true to the underlaying random
physical process of neutron transport than the deterministic approach.
A theoretical simulation of one particle history would start at the particle source with
a predetermined spatial, energy and angular distribution. Random numbers are used to
sample the source distribution. After the source particles initial conditions are stochastically
determined the number of mean free paths for the particle are determined before it interacts
with the medium. If the sampled interaction is an absorption event the simulation is terminated
- the particle has died. On the other hand if for example the chosen interaction is elastic
scattering the outgoing angle is determined and the energy of the incident particle after the
scattering event is determined based on the conservation of energy and momentum. The
transport is then continued until an absorption event is chosen.
This particle simulation can be translated into a series of equations. If our particle source
happens to be a line source spatially limited between L1 and L2 where L1 < L2 with a constant
particle emission probability. The one dimensional location of the source particle can be
defines as
L = L1 + χ · (L2 − L1 )

(1.26)

where χ is a pseudo random number between 0 and 1. Much like the previous example the
length or distance traveled of the particle before it interacts with the surrounding medium
needs to be determined next. Based on Equation 1.5 we can write the probability for a particle
to interact with the surrounding medium with a total macroscopic cross section Σ between l
and l + dl:
′

p(l)dl = e−Σl Σdl ′

(1.27)
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If we now acknowledge the fundamental formulation of the Monte Carlo [20] method which
deals with the relation between the random variable x and random number χ and states that
the cumulative distribution function on the interval [a, x) is
Z x

P(x) =

dx′ p(x′ ) = χ

(1.28)

a

we can write:

Z r

P(l) =

′

dl ′ Σe−Σl = χ

(1.29)

0

The above equation is integrated and inversed to express the path-length l to the next particle
interaction as
−ln(χ)
l=
(1.30)
Σ
Following the above example history the next interaction will be either an absorption or
scattering event (these are the only two possible interactions). The generated random number
is compared to the ratio of the absorption and total macroscopic cross section Σa /Σt . If the
ratio is larger or equal to the random number, the particle is absorbed if not it is scattered.
In the case of a discrete random variable, i.e. a multigroup cross section, the same holds
true if χ ≤ Min[Σa /Σt , 1]. In the case of N possible interactions the interaction n is based
on Pn−1 < χ ≤ Pn where Pn = ∑ni=1 pi . In the next step the scattering angle needs to be
determined. The derivation of this procedure is not in the scope of this thesis. The derivation
is given in the following references [20, 18, 21]. The scattering angle µ0 = Ω̂ · Ω̂′ is sampled
according to
P(µ0 ) = 2π

Z µ0
Σs (µ)
−1

Σs

dµ = χ

(1.31)

After a scattering event the transport continues until an absorption event or the particle
leaves the model space. The aim of every computer simulation is to produce meaningful
results which carry information on physical quantities, in the case of neutron transport particle
flux, particle current, reaction rates, neutron dose rates etc. In Monte Carlo simulations tallies
are used to detect the random particle histories and interpret them physically consistently.
Several different approaches are used in Monte Carlo codes to estimate the particle densities
including: Collision estimators, surface-crossing estimators, analytical estimators and pathlength estimators. In this thesis the track length estimator tally was used almost exclusively
so a short description of this methodology is given here.
The scalar particle flux may be defined as the total track length traversed by all particles
per unit volume per unit time [18]. The average scalar flux per unit volume normalized to the
total number of particle histories NPS can be calculated as
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φ̄ =

1 1
ln
V NPS ∑
n

(1.32)

where n is the number of track lengths inside of volume V and l − n the track length. In
actual Monte Carlo codes one has to be aware the only particle track lengths can cross the
volume of interest and the particle can have varying statistical weights [20].
The variance (σ 2 ) of a random process is defined as:
σ2 =

1 N
(xi − x̄)2
∑
N i=1

(1.33)

At this point we should also briefly mention the Central Limit Theorem which states that
for a large enough sample, i.e. when the number of tallied histories approaches infinity, the
probability density function which describes the distribution of x̂ limits toward a Normal or
Gaussian distribution. This means that x̂ will fall in to the interval x̄ ± 1σ with a probability
of 68 % or within the 2σ interval with a probability of 95 %.
We can show that in the limit of large N (N >> 1) we can predict the standard deviation
of the estimated quantity x̂, which can be for example the standard deviation of the scalar
flux, as
σ (x)
(1.34)
σ (x̂) = √
N
√
One might notice the troubling 1/ N proportionality of the relative uncertainty. In
practical terms that means that for 100 more particle histories tallied in an Analog2 simulation
the relative uncertainty of our desired quantity will only decrease by a factor of 10. This
√
1/ N convergence of Monte Carlo methods is the largest negative aspect of this methodology.
To some degree it can be diminished using variance reduction techniques which are discussed
in Section 1.4.

1.3

Nuclear data

In the previous chapters on neutron transport we have come to realize that one needs
information on geometry an material composition in order to perform neutron transport
simulations. However chemical material composition is not enough for neutron transport.
Knowledge on reaction cross sections, angular and energy distributions, production of
secondary particle etc. is needed. Because (almost) exact knowledge of nuclear data only
2A

Monte Carlo simulation that does not use variance reduction techniques.
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exists for simple examples of particle interaction (two body problem), nuclear data usually
consists of semi-empirical model (nuclear optical model) data fitted to differential and
integral experimental data. This work is performed by nuclear data evaluators which produce
evaluated nuclear data libraries for numerous nuclides. Both the theoretical models and the
experimental data contains uncertainties and correlations. The uncertainties in this data are
also stored in the evaluated nuclear data files as variance and covariance information. An
analyst has to be aware that the simulations performed either by deterministic or stochastic
transport codes are only as good as the input nuclear data. Among other things this thesis
addresses the propagation of nuclear data uncertainties stored in covariance matrices. The
format of the covariances, the type of data stored in them and how to propagate these
uncertainties is discussed in Section 2.
The evaluated nuclear data is stored in a common format called ENDF-6 [22]. The
evaluated nuclear data libraries are freely available for use in order to advance the quality of
nuclear data on a global scale. The latest and most commonly used nuclear data libraries
include evaluations made by the US National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) including the
ENDF/B-VII.1 [23] and ENDF/B-VIII.0 [24] libraries, the Joint European Fission and Fusion
libraries namely JEFF-3.2 and JEFF-3.3 [25]. and specialized libraries such as the dosimetry
nuclear data library IRDFF-1.05 [26] and the fusion dedicated library FENDL-3.1d [27].
The TENDL [28] libraries are based on the results of consistent, automated evaluation of
nuclear data which are largely based on nuclear models incorporated in the TALYS [29] code
system and therefore includes data for far more nuclides than other nuclear data libraries.
It should be noted the other libraries exist, including the Russian maintained BROND [30]
libraries, Japanese JENDL [31] libraries and Chinese CENDL [32] libraries and others.
The ENDF-6 format file is divided in to several blocks called Files designated with unique
MF numbers which contain different information and data on the nuclide. Some of the main
Files are:
• MF=1: general information on the nuclide
• MF=2: resonance parameters
• MF=3: reaction cross sections as a function of energy
• MF=33: reaction cross section covariance data
• MF=34: secondary particle angular distribution covariance information
• MF=35: secondary particle energy distribution covariance information
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Files MF=30 - MF=32 includes covariance data which will not be of interest for the work
performed in this thesis. The format of data stored in the different Files can vary significantly.
For example a final elastic scattering cross section which can be used to simulate neutron
scattering in a medium can either be represented only by MF=3 or by a combination of a
background cross section stored in MF=3 and resonance parameters in MF=2. The covariance
information stored in files from MF=30 - MF=35 can also be represented in several ways.
Because of this large diversity of different formats in which nuclear data can be presented
there is a clear need for computer programs for processing nuclear data. These programs
are used to read, interpret, process and output nuclear data in formats suitable for transport
simulation. More information on these codes is given in Section 6.
Monte Carlo codes nowadays use continuous energy nuclear data which uses at least 105
energy points in order to accurately represent nuclear data. On the other hand deterministic
transport solvers use group averaged nuclear data. Group averaged nuclear data is needed in
order to solve the energy wise discretized transport equation. A general multigroup cross
section is defined as:
Z
σg (⃗r) = dEσ (⃗r, E) f (E)
(1.35)
g

Where f (E) is a energy-dependent weighing function, and g denotes one discrete energy
group.
Group averaged or multigroup nuclear data is prepared by collapsing the continuous
energy data in to few (2-100) or many energy group (100+) structures using nuclear data
processing programs. The energy group boundaries are defined in such a way that the physics
of the problem under consideration is accurately described. For example a multigroup nuclear
data library aimed for fusion applications has a more refined energy group structure around
the DT and DD peaks, while a library aimed for fission reactor calculations has a more refined
energy group structure around the fission and thermal energy peaks. In order to determine a
suitable energy structure prior knowledge on the typical neutron spectra is needed. A typical
neutron spectra is also needed to accurately weigh (function f (E) in Equation 1.35) the cross
section within an energy group. Another important subject when it comes to preparing cross
sections for deterministic transport calculations is the effect of material self-shielding. This
topic is discussed in Section 1.6.
A comparison of the continuous energy and multigroup total (sum of all partial reaction
cross sections) neutron cross section for 56 Fe is given in Figure 1.1 and for 9 Be in Figure
1.2. The VITAMIN-J 175 energy group structure used for fusion problem analysis and the
ECCO 33 group structure designed for analysis of fast reactors were used to collapse the
cross sections. The upper energy group boundaries are given in Appendix B. The source
cross sections come from the JEFF-3.3 evaluated nuclear data library.
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Figure 1.1 Continuous energy total neutron cross section of 56 Fe collapsed to 33 and 175
energy groups based on the JEFF-3.3 evaluation.

Figure 1.2 Continuous energy total neutron cross section of 9 Be collapsed to 33 and 175
energy groups based on the JEFF-3.3 evaluation.
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1.4

Variance reduction

In recent years it has become the norm to analyze physically large and detailed - high fidelity
- models with Monte Carlo codes, such as models of the JET, ITER and DEMO [14, 33]
tokamaks and full scale fission power plants [34–36]. The analysis of such models introduced
a certain level of inefficiency into the analog Monte Carlo simulation because of the low
probability for a neutron to reach the region of interest or detector. Besides high fidelity
models, shielding problems, where highly attenuating materials are positioned between the
source and the detector are also challenging to analyze using analog Monte Carlo techniques.
Some of these problems aren’t solvable with all of the computer power available currently on
the planet.
Let’s us conduct a simple Gedanken-Experiment 3 . We have a purely absorbing material
of a thickness of 200 cm (typical thickness of heterogeneous shielding material around a
tokamak) with a fusion-shielding representative total macroscopic cross section Σt of 1 cm−1 .
In Chapter 1.2.4 on stochastic neutron transport we defined the probability of a particle not
undergoing a collision in a distance r is
p = e−Σt r

(1.36)

The probability of a neutron penetrating this purely absorbing material is thus
p = e−Σt r = e−200 = 1.3 · 10−87

(1.37)

If a statistical uncertainty (unc) of around 5 % is required the total number of simulated
neutrons (NPS) need is
1
= 2.9 · 1089
(1.38)
NPS =
unc2 · p
A typical time needed for one neutron history simulation (NPS=1) of a simple shielding
problem on a modern CPU with a base clock of around 3 GHz using the MCNP particle
transport code takes approximately 4 × 10−5 s. If we combine the 10 largest super computers
currently operating around the world that adds up to roughly 23 million CPUs with similar
specifications to our representative CPU. The total simulation time needed on all of the
largest supercomputers on earth would be:
T = t · NPS/NCPU = 4 · 10−5 × 2.9 · 1089 /23 · 106 = 5 · 1077 s = 1.6 · 1070 years
3A

similar Gedanken-Experiment is done in Reference [20].

(1.39)
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The time needed to run our simple simulation would sum up to roughly 1.6 × 1070 years. An
incomprehensible amount even compared to the age of the universe.
It has become obvious that for dealing with large models and shielding models with high
attenuation, analog Monte Carlo methods are not suitable. Our problems need to be simulated
in a more efficient way. In other words specific analog probability density functions need to
be biased in such a way that the simulations are accelerated but the final results must remain
physically unbiased. In order to maintain the unbiased nature of our simulation each particle
is assigned an additional quantity in the form of a statistical weight [20]. The relationship
between the unbiased probability density function, the particle’s statistical weight and it’s
biased counterparts can be descried as
wbiased · pd f biased = wunbiased · pd funbiased

(1.40)

The initial statistical particle weight of an unbiased distribution is usually equal to one. Thus
we can derive the biased statistical weight as the ratio of the unbiased and biased statistical
weight:
pd funbiased
wbiased =
(1.41)
pd f biased
In the following sub sections several variance reduction (VR) techniques implemented in
neutron transport codes are presented including: source biasing, truncation, implicit capture,
Russian roulette, spatial and energy splitting, source biasing and truncation. A special
emphasize is given to the weight-window variance reduction technique which combines
spatial- and energy-dependent splitting and Russian roulette.

1.4.1

Implicit capture, truncation and source biasing

Implicit capture is one of the few variance reduction techniques which is turned on by default
in each MCNP calculation. The implicit capture technique basically forces the simulation to
disregard each capture event and force it to instead conduct a scattering event. To preserve the
unbiased nature of the simulation, the statistical weight of the particle is adjusted according
to the probability of the particle to undergo a scattering event. The statistical weight of the
particle is calculated with the following equation:
w = w0 ·

Σs
Σt

(1.42)

Where w0 is the initial weight of the particle, Σs the scattering cross section and Σt the total
cross section. This simple variance reduction technique is very effective in deep penetration
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shielding problems such as our Gedanken-Experiment, but can result in a simulation of
several particles with very low statistical weight which can in some cases slow down the
simulation.
One of the remedies for excessive low weight particle simulations are the so called
truncation variance reduction techniques which simply cut-off the simulation when certain
physical parameters are reached. MCNP utilized energy, weight and time cut offs. This
can be very effective but care must be taken when implementing them, because a bias
can be introduced into the simulation with their use. When dealing with weight cut-offs
another variance reduction technique is commonly utilized called Russian roulette and will
be discussed in the next section 1.4.2.
Energy cut-offs are routinely used when calculating detectors responses for so called high
energy threshold nuclear reactions. In such cases no bias is introduced to the calculation,
but the simulation efficiency is increased because the simulation does not need to deal with
neutron transport at lower (thermal) energies.
Another version of truncation should also be mentioned at this point - geometry truncation.
This is also a straight forward variance reduction technique where the part of the geometry
which is assumed will not contribute to the end result is simply not modeled. Once again
there is a high probability of introducing a bias with such a truncation.
Source biasing can be separated in to three different versions: spatial, energy and angular
biasing. The principal of the biasing for all the versions is the same, we want to sample the
source where it is more likely to contribute to the region of interest. In the case of a simple
plane source which emits particles with equal probability both in the positive and negative x
direction we bias the source to only emit the particles in one direction, because there is where
the region of interest is located. The particle statistical weight are adjusted accordingly. The
principle is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The energy and angular source biasing techniques adopt
the same principle but in the energy and angular space.

1.4.2

Russian roulette and splitting

Up until now our variance reduction techniques where not spatially dependent i.e. they did
not change throughout the model.4 Russian roulette and splitting techniques can be thought
of as population control techniques which ensure that the random particle histories are forced
towards the region of interest. A simple technique to force particle towards the region of
interest is to define cell importances. The cells here refer to the geometrical building blocks
of the Monte Carlo computational models. By defining more and less important regions of
4 In

some sense the source biasing technique also ensures this, but it is only defined at the source location
and does not change throughout the model.
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Figure 1.3 Source biasing variance reduction technique. Un unbiased particle source on the
left, on the right a biased source with particles emitting towards the preferential direction of
the region of interest. The particle statical weight are modified accordingly.
our problem we can force particles towards the tally of interest. A large part of this thesis is
devoted to the question: How do we define more and less important regions of our problem?
The question is partially answered in the Section 1.5 and Part 9.
A simple illustration of population control techniques, more specifically Russian roulette
and geometry splitting is given in Figure 1.4. In the first case a particle with an initial statical
weight of w0 = 1 is traveling from a region with low importance imp = 1 (further away from
the region of interest) toward a region of high importance imp = 2 (closer to the region of
interest). On the border the particle is split (geometry splitting). The ratio of the importances
(imp = 2/imp = 1) determines that two new particles will be produced. The weights of the
particles are also adjusted according to the importance ratio i.e. w = w0 /(imp = 2/imp = 1).
In the second case a particle with and initial statical weight of w0 = 0.5 is traveling from
a high importance region to a low importance region. This means it is less likely it will end
up in the region of interest. A game of Russian roulette is played, where it is decided if the
particle will survive or will it be terminated. In our case where imp = 1 and imp = 2, the
probability for a particle to survive is 0.5. After the Russian roulette is played the particle
statistical weight are adjusted in order to retain the unbiased result at the region of interest
according to the equation introduced in the first paragraph i.e. w = w0 /(imp = 2/imp = 1).
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Figure 1.4 Illustration of the two most important population control variance reduction
techniques - Splitting (top), Russian roulette (bottom). Particles are split when traveling
toward a more important region and rouletted when traveling towards a less important region.
Population control with cell importances is effective but it has it’s limitations. The main
problem is the possibility of tallying particles with widely varying statistical weights. This
results in high variances of the final result. The cell importance technique is also only a
spatial biasing technique not an energy biasing one.

1.4.3

Weight windows

The weight windows (WW) variance reduction technique aims to reduce the probability of
tallying particles with widely varying statistical weights. In the limit of identical weights
of all tallied particles the final result would have zero variance. WW combine space- and
energy-dependent5 splitting and Russian roulette. The term window comes from the shape of
the opening that the lower (wl ) and upper (wu ) bounds of the WW describe. The bounds are
defined by the user, but usually only the lower WW bound is defined and the upper bound is
defined as: wu = 5 · wl . This ratio has been qualitatively found to be the most effective.
If the incoming particle has the weight w0 between the upper and lower (wl < w0 < wu )
bound it passes through un-obscured. If the incoming particle weight is lower than the lower
bound (wl < wo ) Russian roulette is played, until the particle weight is inside of the bounds.
Finally if the particle weight is higher than the WW upper bound (w0 > wu ) the particle is
split until it is within the WW bounds. All three scenarios are illustrated in Figure 1.5.
Relatively small WW close to the region of interest ensure low variance of the final result.
As with the population control with cell importances, the main question is how to define
5 Some

Monte Carlo transport codes also include angular and time dependent weight windows.
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Figure 1.5 Weight-window variance reduction technique. The particle weight (w) is unchanged if the weight is within the WW bounds (wl < w < wu ) (left), is Russian rouletted if
its weight is lower than the WW lower bound w < wl (middle) and split if the particle weight
is higher than the WW upper bound (w > wu )(right).
effective WW. Manual determination of the WW bounds is time consuming and requires a
lot of prior knowledge of the problem. In Section 1.5 the idea on how to take advantage of
the importance function calculated by deterministic transport codes is presented.

1.4.4

Reliability and effectiveness of variance reduction techniques

When talking about the reliability of Monte Carlo results one firstly has to be aware of the
difference between accuracy and precision. A precise Monte Carlo result is a result with
low variance. Usually we strive to achieve precise results which have a variance of bellow
5 %. On the other hand the accuracy of a result tells us how close to the actual, usually
experimental or benchmark result, we are with our simulation results. We can have very
precise results which can be inaccurate. With variance reduction techniques we want to
produce precise and accurate results, but the accuracy of the result should only be dependent
on the underlaying analog calculation - no bias is introduced to the calculation with variance
reduction techniques.
On the other hand when taking in to consideration the accuracy and precision of deterministic solvers we can say that with accurately defined deterministic models (geometry, multi
group nuclear data, quadrature set, solver etc.) our result will converge to a preset precision.
The accuracy of a deterministic calculation is another matter. Generally speaking it requires
more user knowledge to produce accurate results with deterministic solvers compared to
Monte Carlo methods.
Besides accuracy and precision of Monte Carlo simulations we are also interested in the
convergence of the final results. Several statistical tests are performed on the final results
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in order to objectively check the reliability of the final simulation results. In MCNP 10
statistical tests are performed [37]. The results check the following criteria :
• Random behavior of the mean result.
• The relative error must be bellow 0.1 for all tallies except for point detector which
should have a relative error bellow 0.05.
• The relative error must decrease monotonically of the last half of the problem.
• A

√1
NPS

trend of the relative error must observed over the last half of the problem.

• The variance of the variance (VOV) of the last result should be less than 0.1.
• The VOV must decrease monotonically of the last half of the problem.
• A

√1
NPS

trend of VOV must be observed over the last half of the problem.

• The Figure of Merit (FOM), defined as FOM ≡ R21·T where Rx̄ is the relative error of
x̄
the mean result x̄ and T the total simulation time, must remain constant for the last half
of the problem.
• FOM should not monotonically increase or decrease during the last half of the problem.
• The pdf slope determined by fitting the Pareto function to the 201 largest scoring event
must be greater than 3.
One has to acknowledge that these statistical test are only sufficient conditions but do not
necessarily ensure convergence. They provide an insight in to the simulation and one can
assume that if all statistical tests pass the result usually is fully converged. On the other hand
if a test fails this can be an indication of an un-converged result, but not always. Some user
experience with critically assessing the tally fluctuation tables which are printed at the end of
each MCNP output file for each tally can also provide confidence of the convergence of the
results. For examples with very low uncertainties of the final results fluctuations in the VOV
can sometimes produce a failed test in MCNP but in fact these are minute fluctuations which
do not put in to question the reliability of the results.
Closely assessing the tally fluctuation tables and the statistical tests is a necessity when
dealing with any non-analog Monte Carlo simulations. If the analyst is in doubt about the
convergence of the results it is usually better to perform a sensitivity study to the input
parameters or just to the initial random seed or generator of the Monte Carlo code.
Throughout the thesis the 10 statistical tests are mentioned but the FOM test is used
the most frequently. The FOM test can be understood as a metric for the effectiveness of
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our simulations. For example an effective variance reduction technique should produce
high FOM. The FOM metric is a relative quantity dependent also on hardware parameters,
specifically the number and clock of the CPUs used for the simulations. For a fair comparison
of different varaince reduction techniques the same CPUs on the same machine should be
used. Absolute FOM values don’t tells us much, they always need to be compared to
something. In this thesis the FOMs are either compared to analog simulations to assess
the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters or they are compared between different
variance reduction methods. At this point it is useful to introduce a relative FOM with the
following equation

FOMrel

FOMx
≡
=
FOMbase

1
R2x ·Tx
1
R2base ·Tbase

(1.43)

where we compare the FOM of quantity x to a FOM of a base quantity. This relative figure
of merit can also be interpreted as a speed-up factor of our simulations.

1.5

Hybrid methods

As mentioned in the introduction hybrid transport codes have been in development since
the late 1990s. Their aim is to combine all of the good aspects of Monte Carlo codes and
deterministic transport codes while trying to reduce the negative aspects of both. Generally
speaking Monte Carlo codes can be very accurate because in principal no simplifications
need to be made to the geometrical model and continuous energy nuclear data can be used6 .
Thus in the limit of infinite tally scores the results of a Monte Carlo simulation can be
√
both accurate and precise. The downside of all Monte Carlo simulations is the 1/ NPS
convergence of the tally of interest and the relatively small amount of information available
as the end result. As we have seen in previous chapters this slow convergence has significant
consequences when dealing with large, high fidelity and highly attenuating problems. On the
other hand deterministic transport codes provide a computationally inexpensive alternative
which provides global results precise to a preset value. Unfortunately simplifications to the
model under analysis have to be made to solve the transport equation. In the case of discrete
ordinate transport solvers the phase space needs to be discretized in space, energy and angle
which possibly results in inaccurate results. Another downside of deterministic transport
solvers is the relatively high user knowledge needed to preform this calculations efficiently
and accurately.
6 It

has already been stated that perfect nuclear data does not exist and a significant part of this thesis is
devoted to estimating nuclear data uncertainty propagation through the particle transport process.
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If we remember the definition of the adjoint or importance transport function from
Section 1.2 we can once again deduce that the importance function can be interpreted as
the importance of a neutron from the phase space to contribute to the region of interest
or detector. It is quite straight forward to associate this physical aspect of the importance
function with the need to determine effective variance reduction parameters. It was found [6]
that just by using a rough approximation of the importance function to define weight window
variance reduction parameters one can significantly accelerate the convergence of Monte
Carlo simulations. Modern hybrid transport codes such as ADVANTG [8] also eliminate
one of the drawbacks of deterministic transport solvers - the deterministic model is prepared
automatically. This automation significantly reduces the time needed for the analyst to
calculate the importance function.
A computationally inexpensive, global, rough approximation of the importance function
can thus accelerate a detailed, high fidelity, continuous energy Monte Carlo simulation. The
beneficial parts of each of the codes are utilized to compensate the weak parts of each of the
codes.
In the following sections the Consistent Adjoint Driven Importance Sampling (CADIS)
technique and its derivatives are presented and discussed.

1.5.1

CADIS

The Consistent Adjoint Driven Importance Sampling (CADIS) method was developed in
the late 1990s by Wagner and Haghighat [38] with the aim of accelerating a single region
of interest or tally in a consistent manner. The following paragraph introduces the CADIS
methodology but heavily relies on Section 1.2 for the basics of deterministic transport
methods. The last part of this section is devoted to listing the existing derivatives of CADIS
i.e. FW-CADIS, MS-CADIS, MR-CADIS and N-CADIS. In the last part of of this thesis in
Chapter 9 an alternative to the CADIS method developed by the author is presented. This
novel method - SABER - uses nuclear data sensitivity coefficients to determine effective
variance reduction parameters.
A general response of the detector can be written in the following form
Z

R=

Ψ(⃗r, E, Ω̂)σx (⃗r, E)d⃗rdEd Ω̂

(1.44)

where Ψ is the angular flux and σx a general response function of the detector i.e. crosssection, dose function etc. This equation describes the normal or forward transport calculation
where we have a particle source and a detector where we want to calculate the response.
Particles are transported from the source to the detector. The particle flux is calculated at the
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detector region and the integral from Equation 1.44 is calculated to get the final response of
interest.
In Section 1.2 from Equation 1.16 onward we defined the adjoint transport equation. Just
to refresh our memory the adjoint transport equation using operator form can be written as
H † Ψ† = q†

(1.45)

where the adjoint transport operator H † stands for
H † = −Ω̂ · ∇ + σ (⃗r, E) −

Z

dE ′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂ · Ω̂′ )

(1.46)

The adjoint transport equation written in Equation 1.45 only holds true for vacuum boundary
conditions for the angular flux. A general adjoint function named an importance function
can be derived [21] and it has the same operator as the adjoint operator H † defined in
Equation 1.46. In the neutron transport community the two equations are usually referred to
as the adjoint function even though mathematically speaking their derivation differs slightly.
Because of this established practice of using the adjoint function as both the importance and
adjoint function we will use the adjoint function throughout this thesis whenever we refer to
either the importance or adjoint function.
At this point we can write the adjoint equivalent of Equation 1.44 for determining a
general response of a detector:
Z

R=

qex Ψ† (⃗r, Ω̂, E)dEd⃗rd Ω̂

(1.47)

With the adjoint calculation we have basically reversed the forward transport equation.
Our detector has now become the source of our particles and we are interested in where in the
surrounding phase space the particles will end up. Once again we have derived the physical
quality of the adjoint flux - it tells us where the particles that end up in the detector region
originate. Now we can use this physical property to define variance reduction parameters.
From the the Gedanken-Experiment in Section 1.4 we have seen that sampling from an
unbiased probability density function describing the source distribution q(P)7 is not optimal
in terms of required computational time needed to obtain statistically relevant results. We can
write a theoretically optimal pdf for the source distribution in order to minimize the variance
of the detector response defined in Equation 1.47:
7 To

simplify equation notation variable P represents the phase space of independent spatial (⃗r), energy (E)
and angular variables (Ω̂), and the particle source is written simply as q.
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R=


Z  †
Ψ q(P)
P

q̂(P)

q̂(P)dP

(1.48)

For the next step we can relay on the theory of importance sampling which states that the
optimal pdf q̂(p) is [39, 20]:
Ψ† q(P)P
†
P Ψ q(P)dP

q̂(P) = R

(1.49)

The same equation can be deduced logically directly form Equation 1.47. In any case,
considering we must preserved the un-biased nature of the transport simulation we can join
Equation 1.49 with Equation 1.41 and finally write the essence of the CADIS methodology:
w(P) =

R
Ψ† (P)

(1.50)

According to the CADIS methodology derived in the previous equations the weight
window bounds for our Monte Carlo simulation must be inversely proportional to the adjoint
or importance function and normalized to the detector response function. In order to reduce
the amount of needed computer memory the CADIS methodology usually uses angular
integrated adjoint function or the scalar adjoint function φ † . Specifically for the MCNP code
the lower bound (see Figure 1.5) of the weight window variance reduction parameters are
calculated as [8]:
wl (P) =

R
2
†
(1 + k) φ (P)

(1.51)

where k is the ratio between the lower and upper weight window bound empirically determined to be equal to 5 for optimal results. The adjoint function can be determined in various
ways including using a deterministic discrete ordinates solution of the transport equation
using deterministic solvers such as Denovo [19] and PARTISN [40]. Of course, if the deterministic solution would be accurate there would be no need for a Monte Carlo simulation.
But as mentioned in previous chapters an accurate solution using deterministic solvers is
difficult to achieve. The great benefit of this hybrid approach is that the deterministic adjoint
solution can only be approximate and will nonetheless efficiently accelerate the Monte Carlo
simulation.
1.5.1.1

FW-CADIS

As mentioned the CADIS method is useful for accelerating statistical convergence of only
one region of interest or detector. In reactor physics sometimes we are interested in responses
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which are positioned at several locations. They can also have different response functions i.e.
different activation foils, TLDs, flux-to-dose factors etc. In certain cases one might also be
interested in global flux or dose maps in order to determine the radiation effects on personnel
or equipment throughout a nuclear facility. In such cases the CADIS method is not useful. A
brute force approach that includes several parallel calculations for different detectors could
be adopted but such an approach works only to some extent. It does not provide a true global
methodology for determining global variance reduction parameters.
An important step forward to produce global variance reduction parameters was made
by Cooper and Larsen in 2000 [41]. They proposed that one should preserve a uniformly
distributed Monte Carlo particle density m(⃗r) throughout a problem in order to achieve
uniform relative uncertainty. The Monte Carlo particle density is related to the physical
particle density n(⃗r) through the average particle weight w̄:
n(⃗r) = w̄(⃗r)m(⃗r)

(1.52)

Furthermore they proposed that if the Monte Carlo particle density is to remain at a
relative constant value, the average particle weight should be proportional to the forward
scalar flux φ (⃗r):
w̄(⃗r) =

ψ(⃗r)
max(ψ(⃗r))

(1.53)

Such an approach ensures that the target particle weight bounds are low in the regions
where the forward flux is also low resulting in splitting events (see 1.4.2) which increase the
Monte Carlo particle density in that region. This approach proved to be effective for some
simple models, but failed to perform for realistic models.
In 2013 Wagner, Peplow and Mosher [42] expanded on Cooper and Larson’s idea and
developed the Forward Weighted CADIS (FW-CADIS) method which is intentioned to
produce effective variance reduction parameters scaling from a few detectors to a true global
problem. In the FW-CADIS method the uniformity of the Monte Carlo particle density is
ensured by weighing each of the adjoint source (detectors) with the appropriate response at
the adjoint source location [8]. The cumulative adjoint source can be written as:
q† =

1
1
1
1
σd,1 + σd,2 + σd,3 + · · · +
σd,N
R1
R2
R3
RN

(1.54)

where N is the total number of detectors of interest. The total response of the problem thus
become a sum of equal-weight terms:
R = ⟨q† , φ ⟩ = 1 + 1 + 1 + · · · + 1

(1.55)
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Because CADIS is designed to accelerate particles proportional to the total response,
each detector in the FW-CADIS accelerated problem should tally the same number of particle
contributions. In ADVANTG the method is implemented in a two-step process. In the first
step ADVANTG runs an initial forward Denovo calculation to produce the detector responses
R
R = P φ (P)σd dP. The responses are used to weigh and determine the adjoint source. A
second-step adjoint calculation with the weighted adjoint sources is initialized and finally
the variance reduction parameters are determined based on the CADIS methodology. The
FW-CADIS method has been used in several applications and produces effective multipleand global-tally variance reduction parameters [43–47].
1.5.1.2

MS-CADIS

The MS-CADIS method or the Multi Step - CADIS [48] method was developed to accelerated
the so called R2S (Rigorous-Two-Step) delayed γ transport simulation methodology 8 . R2S
is comprised of three steps. In the first step space and energy dependent flux distributions
need to be calculated. In the second step activation of materials because of the incident
neutron flux is calculated. Secondary, delayed, γ particles originating from decaying activated
materials are transported to estimate the final neutron and gamma dose fields in the third step.
There is an obvious need for variance reduction staring in the first step where converged
global energy dependent flux distributions are needed. In the third step there is a need to
also accelerate the convergence of the secondary γ particles. Unmodified CADIS is used to
accelerate the third step simulation, where the final delayed γ dose rates represent the adjoint
source.
To determined effective variance reduction parameters for the first step neutron simulation
it is important to identify which quantity describes the importance of the contribution to the
final delayed γ distributions. It turns out that the first step variance reduction parameters
should accelerated the convergence of production rates of the radioisotopes. MS-CADIS
methodology determines which radioisotopes have the highest importances due to their
location and decay spectra.
1.5.1.3

MR-CADIS and N-CADIS

In recent years several alternatives, or more precisely derivatives, of the FW-CADIS methodology have been developed. Two of them are the MR-CADIS [49] and the N-CADIS [50]
methods. Both aim to improve the convergence speed for multi- or global tally problems.
8 R2S

and MS-CADIS where not used in this thesis but are mentioned for the sake of completeness of the
overview of the state-of-the-art hybrid methodologies.
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The MR-CADIS method implements the rationale that the critical parameter that needs
to be minimized in order to have the most efficient Monte Carlo calculation is the sum
of the square relative error at all regions of interest or detectors. The effectiveness of the
variance reduction parameters was increased compared to the FW-CADIS methodology,
but the overall simulation time was increased, because the methodology requires an adjoint
deterministic calculations for each detector location [51]. The N-CADIS method huses
!
i the
1
P q(P)max wi
h i
max w1
i

R

largest inverse value of wi the i-th particle statistical weight

wN−CADIS =

dP

calculated by the CADIS methodology to determine the determine more effective variance
reduction parameters. Once again several adjoint deterministic calculations are needed (for
all i-th responses). Comparing only the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters the
authors conclude that they are on average more effective by a factor up from 2.55 - 15.63. It
must be noted that the authors here do not take in to account the time needed for all of the
i-th deterministic calculations.

1.6

Self-shielding

Resonance self shielding is a well know effect in neutronics. Essentially materials with large
absorption resonance in their cross sections perturb the local neutron field. This effect is
more observable in material with large resonances and increases with thick materials. In the
limiting example where a resonance material is diluted in a mixture or is in geometrically
small pieces the resonances do not disturb the overall flux by their presence - such an example
is referred to as an infinitely diluted case. Denser or thicker resonance materials will cause
sharp dips in the local flux and or reaction rate at the resonance locations.
When neutron transport is performed with continuous energy cross section most of the
resonances can be accurately described and this effect is inherently simulated - this is the
case with most Monte Carlo codes. In the energy range called the unresolved energy range
the resonance are so closes together they are indistinguishable from one another by the
current cross section measuring experimental set-ups. In the case of Monte Carlo codes the
self-shielding effect in this energy range is taken care of with so called probability tables.
More on the functionality of probability tables can be found in the references [52, 7] and will
not be discussed further in this thesis.
On the other hand deterministic transport solvers operate on a discrete energy grid
(Sections 1.2.3 and 1.3). The energy group structures used in discrete ordinate simulations
usually only have up to about 200 energy groups. This is not enough to accurately describe
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all of resonances which dominate neutron transport. If an accurate solution of the transport is
needed so called self-shielded cross sections have to be prepared beforehand.
Nuclear data processing codes are used to produce background cross sections. The
Bondarenko scheme [52] is used to determine the important self-shielding effects of the flux
for isotope i by representing all other isotopes as a constant background cross section σ0 .
The method can be written as
C(E)
φli (E) = 
l+1
σti (E) + σ0i

(1.56)

where φl is the l-th Legendre component of the angular flux, C(E) a smooth flux function i.e.
fission + 1/E + Maxwellian, and σti the total cross section for isotope i. We can qualitatively
asses Equation 1.56. If the background cross section is large that means that the tallest
resonance peaks of σt will have little effect on the flux or reaction rate. This is once again the
case we refer to as the infinitely diluted cross section. On the other hand if the background
cross section is very small the σt resonances will have a large self-shielding impact on the
final flux estimation.
In this thesis NJOY’s [52] GROUPR module is used to prepare self-shielded data at
several, up to 8 (1010 b, 104 b, 103 b, 102 b, 10 b, 1 b, 0.1 b, 10−4 b), background cross section
values. Subsequently the TRANSX [53] code is used to interpolate between this series of
background cross sections according to the geometrical and material specification for each
individual case. An additional term is also added to the effective background cross section
called the escape cross section which accounts for the fact that neutrons escape finite volumes.
The escape cross section σex is calculated as:
σex =

1
N · l¯

(1.57)

where l¯ is the mean chord length and N the number density of the material. The mean cord
length is calculated as l¯ = 4V /S, where V is the volume and S the surface of the geometry in
consideration. It should be noted that the ADVANTG code by default uses only infinitely
diluted cross sections. In Chapter 8 we discuss how custom self-shielded cross sections
(SXS) affect the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters produced by ADVANTG.

Chapter 2
Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
Any result presented without its corresponding uncertainty is meaningless. This statement
is true for every discipline and for every aspect of life. In the current global climate where
an opinion carries the same weight as fact we, the scientific community, must be especially
diligent in the reporting of our findings. The general public directly associates uncertainties
with risk. The lower the uncertainty, the lower the risk. Because of this perception it is
especially important to be diligent when it comes to conveying information on uncertainties
from the nuclear field.
There is a long lasting practice of reporting experimental findings together with their
associated uncertainties but this is not always the case when it comes to reporting results
of computer simulations. In particle transport, specifically neutron transport, we can divide
the computational uncertainties in to two categories: uncertainties in nuclear data and
uncertainties introduced by numerical, geometrical and physical approximations. As was
discussed in the section on neutron transport the approximations made with high fidelity
Monte Carlo simulations are practically negligible. In such simulations in principle only
uncertainties due to nuclear data remain. The propagation of nuclear data uncertainties
through the transport problem have largely been neglected because of two reasons: lack of
reliable variance-covariance information of the input parameters (nuclear data) and the lack
of user-friendly computationally efficient codes for propagation of nuclear data uncertainties
through the transport process.
The first problem - lack of reliable variance-covariance information - is being addressed
by several experimentalists [54] and nuclear data evaluators around the world. The recent
NEA and IAEA coordinated projects such as the CIELO [55] project have been re-evaluating
a few essential nuclear data nuclides for reactor physics calculations including: 56 Fe, 1 H, 16 O,
235 U, 238 U and 239 Pu. Such initiatives will hopefully in the long term produce more reliable
and comprehensive (co)variance data but this is a long process. Another approach is made by
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the TENDL [28] libraries which are based on the results of consistent, automated evaluation
of nuclear data which are largely based on nuclear models incorporated in the TALYS [29]
code system. Covariance information of the TENDL nuclear data is only dependent on
the TALYS input parameters and can consequently be consistently reported for all 2430
nuclides given in the library. Another limitation for detailed and comprehensive (co)variance
information is the current nuclear data format ENDF-6 format because of the sheer magnitude
of some covariance matrices. New formats will need to be designed which will also be more
convenient to adopt in to modern transport codes.
However improvement of the quality of (co)variance data is not in the scope of this
thesis. A large part of the thesis does focus on the second highlighted problem - lack of user
friendly efficient computer codes for nuclear data uncertainty propagation. Much like neutron
transport two approaches to nuclear data uncertainty propagation exist - a deterministic and a
probabilistic approach. In the case of the probabilistic approach nuclear data is randomly
sampled in to new perturbed data sets and a series of transport calculations yields uncertainty
information on one sampled quantity. Even though attempts have been made to make this
method more efficient [56] it is sill computationally very expensive.
On the other hand deterministic based uncertainty codes are based on a derivation
of the perturbation theory to calculate sensitivity coefficient to nuclear data parameters.
Sensitivity coefficients are used in the second step in the well known sandwich formula with
covariance information to calculate the final uncertainties. These codes are computationally
less expensive and provide a larger yield of information per one calculation. However they
are computer memory intensive and have traditionally required a lot of user experience to
accurately use them. The main part of this thesis is devoted to the development, validation and
use of a new program package for deterministic based nuclear data uncertainty propagation ASUSD. Details on this topic are given in Chapter 7.
In the next Section 2.2 the deterministic and in Section 2.3 probabilistic approaches to
nuclear data uncertainty propagation are described in more detail. Before describing the
methodlogy of these two methods some basic quantities related to covariance matrices need
to be determined.

2.1

Covariance data

Both approaches for nuclear data uncertainty propagation use covariance data in different
ways. In deterministic based codes covariance data is used in the last calculation step where
it is folded with sensitivity coefficients in the sandwich formula to determine the final nuclear
data uncertainties. In probabilistic uncertainty propagation the covariance matrices are used
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in the first step to produce random samples of nuclear data limited by the covariance data
information.
Before using covariance information it would be beneficial to define some quantities
which are commonly used in nuclear data uncertainty propagation [52]. Values x0 = E[x]
and y0 = E[y] are defined using the expectation operator E which averages values over the
joint probability distribution of x and y. The covariance is the second moment of the x and y
distribution:
cov(x, y) ≡ E[(x − x0 )(y − y0 )]
(2.1)
Physically covariance can be interpreted as the measure of the degree to which x and y are
affected by the same source of error. The variance is the covariance of x with itself
var(c) ≡ cov(x, x) = E[(x − x0 )2 ]

(2.2)

Standard deviation can also be defined using variance.
∆x ≡

p

var(x)

(2.3)

cov(x, x)
x0

(2.4)

And the relative standard deviation:
∆x
=
x0

p

Furthermore, the correlation factor between x and y is defined as
corr(x, y) ≡

cov(x, y)
∆x∆y

(2.5)

The relative covariance, which is usually stored in the ENDF-6 format files, is defined as
rcov(x, y) ≡

cov(x, y)
x0 y0

(2.6)

The correlation matrix can also be calculated using the follwing expression
corr(x, y) =

rcov(x, y)
∆x
x0

· ∆y
y0

(2.7)

As mentioned covariance data is stored in ENDF-6 format files using several different
formats. The formats are interpreted and processed using nuclear data processing programs
such as NJOY [52]. NJOY’s ERRORR module treats covariance data and prepares it for
other codes. An example of a covariance matrix which has been processed with ERRORR is
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visualized in Figure 2.1. The figure shows three distinct regions. On the top of the Figure
one can see the relative standard deviation (Equation 2.4), on the right hand side the energy
dependent multi group cross section is given and in the center of the figure the correlation
matrix (Equation 2.5). Green areas represent correlation and red areas anti-correlation. The
example shown here shows the correlation between energy groups of the total cross section
of 56 Fe. Another example of the processed covariance information is given in Figure 2.2
for the (n, 2n) reaction on 9 Be. Both examples are taken from the ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluated
nuclear data library and processed in to 175 energy groups of the VITAMIN-J energy group
structure.

2.1 Covariance data
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Figure 2.1 56 Fe covariance information for the total cross section taken from the ENDF/BVII.1 evaluated library and processed with NJOY.
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Figure 2.2 9 Be covariance information for the neutron multiplicity (n,2n) cross section taken
from the ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluated library and processed with NJOY.

2.2 Deterministic uncertainty propagation

2.2
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In the first step of the deterministic approach to nuclear data sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U)
propagation forward and adjoint solutions to the transport equations are needed. In this thesis
only discrete ordinates solutions of the transport equation are used and consequently only
the discrete ordinates formulation of the first-oder perturbation theory is used. Perturbation
theory is used to determine the energy dependent sensitivity coefficients. The coefficients
are then used together with covariance information to determine the final uncertainty of the
desired differential or integral quantities caused by the uncertainties in nuclear data.
The first step, solving the transport equation in terms of discrete ordinates, has been
discussed in depth in Section 1.2. Once the forward and adjoint transport equations have been
solved using discrete ordinates solvers such as PARTISN or Denovo, the resulting angular
flux or angular flux moment files are used in the deterministic S/U analysis. These files are
considered as input information and will not be discussed further in this Section of the thesis.
In the second step energy dependent sensitivity coefficient need to be determined based
on perturbation theory [57]. The basic premise of perturbation theory is that a perturbed
response function R′ which is dependent on α ′ , an input parameter i.e. a cross section, can
be calculated with a Taylor expansion
d
1 d2
R(α ′ − α0 ) +
R(α ′ − α0 )2 · · ·
(2.8)
dα
2 dα 2
where R0 and α0 are the original unperturbed response and input parameter respectively and
where the perturbed variable α ′ can be evaluated as α ′ = α0 + ∆α. If the perturbation of the
input variable is very small (∆α 2 << ∆α) or the response in just linearly dependent on α we
can write
dR
R′ − R0 ≡ ∆R ≈
∆α
(2.9)
dα
The relative value of ∆R is commonly used in perturbation analysis
R′ = R0 +

∆R
∆α
≈ Sα
R
α

(2.10)

where we introduced the proportionality constant Sα also known as the relative sensitivity
coefficient of R with respect to α
Sα ≡

α dR
∆R/R
≈
R dα
∆α/α

(2.11)

Perturbation theory can be used to asses the effect of several parameters which appear in the
neutron transport equation. For example when dealing with the fixed source neutron transport
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equation perturbation theory can be used to asses the effect of changes in data appearing in
the transport operator H from Equation 1.15, for example nuclear data cross sections. The
relative cross section sensitivity function [11] can be derived by combining the definition for
the first order sensitivity coefficient from Equation 2.11, the discrete ordinates formations of
the forward and adjoint transport equation and their physical qualities discussed in Section
1.2. The derivation is discussed in reference [57] and will be omitted in this thesis. The
relative cross section sensitivity function can be written as
σk,x (E) ∂ R
R ∂ σk,x (E)


Z
Z
1
=
d⃗r d⃗Ω ρk (⃗r) − σk,x (E)Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)Ψ† (⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)
R

Sk,x (E) =


′
†
′ ′
′
⃗
⃗
⃗
⃗
+
dE σsk,x (Ω → Ω , E → E )Ψ(⃗r, Ω, E)Ψ (⃗r, Ω , E )
⃗′
Ω

⃗
+ σdk,x (⃗r, E)Ψ(⃗r, Ω, E)
Z

d⃗Ω′

Z

′

(2.12)
where
R = integral response (reaction rate, heating rate, fluence)
ρk = atomic number density of nuclide k
σk,x (E) = microscopic cross section for reaction x in nuclide k at energy E
⃗ ′ , E → E ′ ) = microscopic scattering cross section from angle Ω to Ω′ , and
σsk,x (⃗Ω → Ω
energy E to E ′ for reaction x in nuclide k
σdk,x (⃗r, E) = detector response function and source of adjoint calculation
Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E), Ψ† (⃗r, ⃗Ω, E) = forward and adjoint angular flux
The first term in 2.12 is called the loss term (MF3) because it represent the losses of neutrons
via a cross section interaction. The second involving the differential scattering cross section
is the gain term (MF6) and the third with the detector response function is the direct term
(MF2).
The discrete ordinates evaluation of Equation 2.12 can be written as:
 
1
Sk,x,g = ∑ Vi ρk,i − σk,x,g ∑ Ψg,i,m Ψ†g,i,m ∆Ωm +
R i
m


L
l
l,n †l,n
∑ ∑ (2l + 1)σsk,x ,l,g→g′ ∑ Mg,i Mg′,i + σdk,x ,g,i ∑ Ψg,i,m∆Ωm
g′ l=0

n=−l

m

(2.13)

2.3 Probabilistic uncertainty propagation
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where we have accounted for the discretization in energy, angle and space according to the
equations discussed in Section 1.2. Besides the forward and adjoint angular fluxes Ψg,i,m and
l,n
†l,n
Ψ†g,i,m the forward and adjoint angular flux moments Mg,i
and Mg,i
are part of Equation 2.13.
One of the advantages of using flux moments is that they are significantly smaller in terms of
computer memory. The relation between the flux moments and angular flux is as follows:
l,n
Mg,i
= ∑ Al,n (Ωm )Ψg,i,m ∆Ωm
m

(2.14)

In Equation 2.14 Al,n is the nth spherical harmonics of order l. The remaining angular fluxes in
Equation 2.13 can be evaluated with angular flux moments and the whole calculation reduces
the amount of needed computer memory. This approach to determining energy dependent
cross section sensitivity profiles is incorporated in to the SUSD3D [11] S/U program. The
code is discussed in Section 4.1 and is used for all deterministic sensitivity/uncertainty
analyses performed in this thesis.
The third step and final step to deterministic sensitivity/uncertainty analysis is to some
extent straight forward. The sensitivity profiles are folded with covariance information to get
the final uncertainty information using the first order variant of the Sandwich formula



∆R
R

2

= ⃗S · rcov(σ ) · ⃗S+ = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ Sx,x,g Sk,x′ ,g′ × rcov(σk,x,g , σk,x′ ,g′ )
k

(2.15)

x x′ g g′

where ⃗S+ is the transpose relative sensitivity vector ⃗S.

2.3

Probabilistic uncertainty propagation

Several approaches to probabilistic uncertainty propagation exist. The so called Total Monte
Carlo (TMC) [58] approach was implemented using random sets of nuclear data which was
produced using TALYS. In this case the actual input parameters of the TALYS code were
perturbed to generate sets of random data. More conventionally nuclear data is sampled
within the limits provided by covariance information included in evaluated nuclear data [59–
61]. On the other hand some ND S/U codes, i.e. XSUSA [62], use covariance information
which is contained in pre-processed covariance libraries such as the SCALE [63] covariance
library and the ZZ-VITAMIN-J/COVA [64] covariance library.
In this thesis we used the random sampling approach as it is implemented in the SANDY
(SAmpler of Nuclear Data and uncertaintY) [10] code. The focus was only on sampling
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reaction cross section covariance information stored in MF=33 1 . In the first step nuclear
parameters’ best estimates and covariance matrices (when available) are retrieved from the
nuclear data files. Secondly, the nuclear data is sampled into random sets according to
the chosen multivariate probability density function (PDF) for the uncertain variables, i.e.
Normal or LogNormal. The process ensures that the random samples are distributed in the
input phase space according to the original covariance matrix. In the final step the random
nuclear data samples are written back into perturbed ENDF-6 format files.
The next step of probabilistic uncertainty propagation consists of a series of transport
calculations which need to be performed for each random sampled set of nuclear data.
Transport can be done with deterministic or Monte Carlo codes. The distribution of the
series of transport results gives us the propagated nuclear data uncertainty. It has been
determined that for each varied parameter, i.e. one reaction cross section, a few hundred
random samples (between 300 and 1000) need to be used in the transport calculation in order
to assure a normal distribution of the final results has been achieved [56]. This can be very
computationally expensive when using Monte Carlo codes, as each calculation can take up to
a few days (or even more) to converge when analyzing complex models or deep shielding
problems. An efficient TMC approach has been proposed [56] which takes into account that
with TMC random sampling is performed twice: for the random sampling of nuclear data
and for the actual Monte Carlo transport. Based on this fact the number of needed random
calculations can be severely reduced without compromising the distribution of the final result.
A hybrid approach to reduce the computational cost of TMC is proposed in this thesis. The
hybrid methodology is two fold: hybrid transport methodology is used to determine effective
variance reduction parameters for TMC simulations and to produce deterministic sensitivity
information. The deterministic sensitivity information can be used to determine which
reaction cross sections have the highest impact in the transport model under consideration.
This reactions can than be analyzed with a hybrid accelerated TMC calculation to complement
the deterministic results. This approach was used to analyze the TIARA, ASPIS Iron-88 and
FNG HCPB TBM shielding benchmark experiment. Details on this are provided in Section
4.

1 In

the example of nuclear data uncertainty quantification with SANDY for the TIARA experiment MF=34
is also used.

Part II
Computer codes

Chapter 3
Transport solvers
Two types of neutron transport solvers are used in the thesis: deterministic and stochastic.
Both approaches to neutron transport are described in Section 1.2 on Particle transport. The
two different approaches are also combined in the so-called hybrid transport methodology
described in Section 1.5. In the following section the two deterministic discrete ordinates
solvers, Denovo and PARTISN are briefly described. Besides the deterministic solvers the
general-purpose stochastic particle transport code MCNP was used in several parts of the
thesis and is described in Section 3.3.

3.1

Denovo

Denovo [19] is a state-of-the-art deterministic discrete ordinates transport code developed at
ORNL, used to obtain accurate 3-D solutions to the Boltzmann transport equation. Denovo’s
fundamental features most relevant to this work are:
• forward and adjoint simulation modes,
• three dimension Cartesian nonuniform geometrical meshes,
• parallel (multi core) simulations,
• multigroup cross section simulation,
• multiple spatial differencing schemes (i.e. theta-weighted diamond difference and step
characteristics),
• multiple quadrature sets for angle discretization,
• several boundary conditions (reflective, vacuum and surface source),
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• first-collision source approximation (method for determining a volumetric source based
on a point source),
• fixed source mode and
• results in HDF5 [65] and silo [66] formats.

Denovo was designed from the ground up to be a scalable parallel multi core code. The code
was designed to replace the TORT [67] code as the primary three dimensional deterministic
transport code at ORNL. Denovo is part of the ADVANTG [8] (Section 5) and SCALE [63]
code packages where it is primarily used to determine variance reduction parameters for
stochastic solvers MCNP (ADVANTG) and Monaco (SCALE). However, Denovo can be
used as a stand alone deterministic solver. ADVANTG provides a program front-end which
is used to define input parameters for stand alone deterministic calculations with Denovo.
Denovo uses multi group data libraries in the GIP or ANIGIF format which can be
prepared using the TRANSX [53] nuclear data processing code. One can use user provided
quadrature sets. In this work, most deterministic perturbation based sensitivity analyses
were performed with the level symetric S8 (Appendix A) quadrature set. Denovo has been
validated as a stand-alone deterministic solver on several examples. Some are given in
Section 7.2.

3.2

PARTISN

PARTISN (PARallel, TIme-dependent SN) [40] is a modular computer program package
designed to solve time-dependent and independent multi group discrete ordinates forms of
the Boltzmann transport equation. PARTISN is capable of solving the time dependent version
of the Boltzmann equation on several geometries, including spherical, cylindrical and 1-,
2-, and 3-D Cartesian meshes. It can be used for forward and adjoint transport calculations
of eigenvalue (ke f f ) and fixed source problems. The program can output angular flux and
angular flux moment files in the standard CCCC interface file formats [68] amflux (adjoint
angular flux moments) and rmflux (forward angular flux moments).
The program has been in development for several decades at LANL (Los Alamos National
Laboratory) and evolved from the DANTSYS [69] code system. It has been widely validated
including for the needs of sensitivity/uncertainty analysis [70–73]. The program has been
one of the primary deterministic solvers for the needs of SUSD3D and is included in the
XSUN-2017 [71] program package. PARTISN accepts multigroup cross sections in isotxs
format which can also be prepared by TRANSX.

3.3 MCNP

3.3
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MCNP, a General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code [7], developed by LANL is a
general-purpose continuous-energy neutral and charged particle Monte Carlo transport code.
MCNP5 program code version 1.60 was used for all simulations performed in this work.
MCNP uses point wise continuous energy nuclear data in ACE format which can be prepared
with the NJOY [52] processing code. It can perform eigenvalue as well as fixed source
problem calculations.
MCNP is widely used in the particle transport community all around the world. It
has been applied and validated on several benchmark experiments [74–76]. The problem
geometry, material, cross-section, source, and region of interest (tally of interest) information
are all defined in a user generated text input file. MCNP has a long history of development
(since 1957 [77]). All current versions retain backward input compatibility. This long history
of development has resulted in a large library of input files for a wide variety of transport
problems which contain all specifications needed to run a transport simulations. With the
newly developed ASUSD program package (Part III - ASUSD program package) nuclear
data sensitivity/uncertainty analysis can be performed directly using these MCNP input files.

Chapter 4
Sensitivity and uncertainty codes
The two approaches to nuclear data uncertainty propagation through the transport simulation, deterministic and probabilistic, were described in detail in Section 2. The theoretical
introduction explained the mathematical and numerical approaches which are used in nuclear
data uncertainty propagation. Two codes which each implement one of the approaches are
described in this chapter. The SUSD3D [11] code is a deterministic sensitivity/uncertainty
codes which is based on the first order perturbation theory. The SANDY [10] random
sampling code is based on the probabilistic approach.
SANDY was only recently developed and released by SCK·CEN. A development version
of SANDY was shared with JSI in 2017. As the code was never previously validated by
an outside party it needed to be validated before it could be routinely used. SANDY was
validated on a simple eigenvalue problem against the legacy S/U SUSD3D + PARTISN
workflow. The validation analysis is given in Section 4.3.1.
The second use case of SANDY presented in Section 4.3.2 introduces the new hybrid
Total Monte Carlo methodology for uncertainty propagation which uses effective variance
reduction parameters to reduce the time needed to perform TMC on shielding problems.
The SUSD3D (Section 4.1) code is presented firstly followed by SANDY (Section 4.2).
At the end of the chapter examples (Section 4.3) of calculations performed with SUSD3D
and SANDY are given.

4.1

SUSD3D

SUSD3D [11], developed by I. Kodeli at CEA, NEA and JSI, determines nuclear data
sensitivity coefficients and uses them to calculate the variance in a detector response of
interest. It is capable of evaluating 1-D, 2-D and 3-D problems in several geometries
including spherical, cylindrical and Cartesian. It can propagate uncertainties originating
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in neutron/gamma multigroup cross sections, energy dependent response functions and
secondary particle energy and angular distribution. The SUSD3D code is available to the
OECD/NEA member states from the OECD/NEA Data Bank as well as from RSICC as a
stand-alone code and as part of the XSUN-2017 package [71].
Execution of SUSD3D is divided into three sequential parts or Overlays which can be
run separately or in sequence. The execution is governed by a user provided text input file.
In the first part, Overlay-1, SUSD3D reads and processes the angular flux moment files (or
angular flux files) according to geometrical and material specification written in the text
input file. The current version of SUSD3D supports several formats of angular flux moment
files including the standard rmflux and amflux interface files. The geometrical and material
information contained in the input files is used together with the angular flux moment files
to prepare the SUFLUX interface files which basically contains the M · M † matrix used in
equation 2.13.
In Overlay-2 the energy dependent sensitivity coefficient or sensitivity profiles are calculated according to the discrete ordinates formulation of the perturbation theory. Equation
2.13 is solved by SUSD3D. The multigroup cross sections which appear in the equation
come from pre-processed multigroup data directly from the GROUPR module of NJOY. The
cross sections are prepared using the GLG20 processing suite described in Section 6. The
SUSD3D input file defines the sensitivities to be calculated for each material zone. The user
specifies the material (MAT number) and reaction (MT number). The MAT and MT numbers
are adopted from the ENDF-6 format formalism. The user also specifies which terms (MF)
of Equation 2.13 should be calculated. Usually MF=3 and MF=6 are calculated while MF=2
is omitted because its contribution to the overall sensitivity/uncertainty is negligible.
In Overlay-3 the sensitivity profiles are folded with covariance information to calculate
the final nuclear data uncertainty. The sandwich formula from Equation 2.15 is used to fold
the covariance information with the SUSD3D calculated sensitivity profiles. The covariance
information in the appropriate format is also prepared by the GLG20 suite which prepares
the covariance information for SUSD3D using the ERRORR module of NJOY. Alternatively
BOXER format covariance matrices can be processed with ANGELO/LAMBADA [78] into a
format compatible with SUSD3D. The user must provide a selection of uncertainties SUSD3D
should calculate. This is done by providing MT numbers for all desired uncertainties for
each nuclide (MAT).
The SUSD3D output file contains information on the geometry of the model under
analysis, information read from the header of the binary amflux and rmflux files, sensitivity
coefficients for each zone, nuclide, reaction and MF number, integrated sensitivities for each
nuclide and reaction and finally at the end of the input file uncertainty information is provided.

4.2 SANDY
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SUSD3D also outputs sensitivity profiles for all nuclides and reactions in a separate text file
called fort.7. The files can be interpreted by the Sensitivities Viewer program [79] and by
ViSS.py (Visulaize SUSD3D Sensitivities) a program written by the author of the thesis.

4.2

SANDY

SANDY was developed by L. Fiorito at SCK·CEN. The first development version was
proprietary. This development version was shared with JSI in 2017 as part of a Memorandum
of understanding between SCK·CEN and JSI. The current version of SANDY is freely
available from GitHub [80]. It should be noted that all uncertainty analyses performed with
SANDY in this thesis were done using the development version of SANDY from 2017.
SANDY is a probabilistic based random sampling code used for nuclear data uncertainty
propagation and quantification. It is based on stochastic Monte Carlo sampling of various
nuclear data quantities. SANDY only performs the random sampling part of the so called
Total Monte Carlo approach to uncertainty quantification. The random sampling process is
then followed by a processing step, a series of transport calculations and a post-processing
procedure which determines the actual propagated nuclear data uncertainty by fitting a normal
distribution to the spread of results.
The actual SANDY calculation can be divided into three parts. In the first part NJOY is
used to convert the data into pendf (point-wise nuclear data where the resonance parameters
from MF=2 are reconstructed) format. Then SANDY retrieves nuclear parameters’ best
estimates and covariance matrices from ENDF-6 format nuclear data files. As stated in
Section 1.3 the covariance information in ENDF-6 format can be given as a series of different
formats which are cumbersome to read and parse with programs. SANDY includes parsing
logic for most covariance formats in ENDF-6. As the ENDF-6 format file is the most
commonly used nuclear data format, this enables SANDY to sample data from various
libraries from around the world. SANDY supports sampling of the following covariance
data information: fission neutron multiplicities (MF=31), resonance parameters (MF=32),
cross sections (MF=33), angular distributions of secondary particles (MF=34) and energy
distribution of secondary particles (MF=35).
In the second step the nuclear data is sampled into random sets according to the chosen
multivariate probability density function for the uncertain variables, i.e. Normal or LogNormal. The LogNormal distribution is only used when sampling resonance parameters from
MF=32 in order to overcome the possibility of sampling negative distribution tails [81]. The
process ensures that the random samples are distributed in the input phase space according to
the original covariance matrix.
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In the third and final SANDY calculation step the random nuclear data samples are
written back into perturbed ENDF-6 format files.
For each nuclear data parameter, i.e. MF=33, MT=102 (capture cross section), and
nuclide, i.e. 16 O, at least a few hundred samples need to be produced by SANDY and
transport must be conducted with each of them. The lower limit of samples needed was
found out to be at least 300 but sometimes up to 1000 [56]. A simple "back-of-napkin"
calculation shows that if we are interested in the uncertainty of a few major nuclides (NUC)
i.e. 56 Fe, 1 H, 16 O, 235 U, 238 U and 239 Pu and at least three reactions (REAC) per nuclide
(capture, scattering, absorption/fission) the amount of needed simulations is:
Nsim = NUC × REAC × SMP = 6 × 3 × 1000 = 18000

(4.1)

where SMP is the number of random samples. If each simulation takes only 10 min, which is
a typical running time for a very simple 3D Monte Carlo model, the total computational time
for such an uncertainty analysis is 125 days. If one also takes in to account the amount of
information (only 18 uncertainty values) provided by such an analysis, this approach is even
less efficient compared to deterministic based perturbation methods. It should also be noted
that we did not take in to account the time needed to process the ENDF-6 format files for a
transport code, i.e. ACE format for MCNP, which can take up to 10 min for nuclides with a
large number of resonances i.e. 235 U or 238 U.
However there are benefits of using perturbation based uncertainty codes. The reasoning
is similar to using stochastic transport solvers over deterministic - no need for discretization of
the phase space. The sampling procedure is independent of the transport solvers. Perturbation
based codes are also usually truncated at the first order of expansion where random sampling
based codes can be used to evaluated non-linear responses.
By increasing the efficiency of the transport simulations used in TMC with effective
variance reduction parameters and limiting the number of uncertainties which need to be
performed by identifying the highest sensitivities with perturbation based codes the total
TMC calculation time can be significantly reduced. Such an approach is utilized in the thesis.
The hybrid TMC approach is in some regards complimentary to the deterministic approach
and can be used for validation of deterministic ND S/U results for challenging or non-linear
cases.

4.3

Sensitivity/Uncertainty Examples

Two examples were chosen to showcase the use of SUSD3D and SANDY. The first is a
simple spherical critical aqueous solution of UO2 F2 . This problem was chosen to validate
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SANDY because of its simple geometry which ensures fast eigenvalue calculations. The
experiment was also recently evaluated to benchmark level quality and added to the IRPhEP
handbook [82].
The second example is also a geometrically simple shielding problem - the TIARA
irradiation facility. It was chosen to showcase the capability of the hybrid code ADVANTG to
significantly reduce transport simulation times with effective variance reduction parameters.

4.3.1

Aqueous solution of UO2 F2 criticality benchmark

In order to validate SANDY the simple 1-D eigenvalue benchmark experiment IEU-SOLTHERM-005 from the IRPhEP handbook [82] was chosen for a parallel uncertainty analysis
with SUSD3D and SANDY [72]. The simplified benchmark problem geometry consist of an
aluminum sphere which is filed with an aqueous solution of UO2 F2 . The inner radius of the
sphere is 34.6029 cm and the out radius of the aluminum sphere is 34.9229 cm. The material
specification and density was taken from the benchmark model.
Firstly the sensitivities and uncertainties were determined using the legacy PARTISN +
SUSD3D workflow. The forward and adjoint transport calculations were performed with
PARTISN in eigenvalue mode. Nuclear data was taken from the ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluation
and processed into the ECCO-33 energy group structure. Using the angular flux moment
files SUSD3D was used to calculate the sensitivity of keff with respect to the variation of
partial reaction cross sections of 1 H, 16 O, 27 Al, 234 U, 235 U, 236 U and 238 U. Due to the highly
thermalized neutron spectrum and the shape of the total cross section of 19 F, both shown in
Figure 4.1, the effect of nuclear data uncertainty of Fluorine was not studied using SUSD3D.
Uncertainties of Fluorine were propagated using SANDY but the uncertainty was in the order
of the MCNP statistical uncertainty - negligible.
Overlay-3 was executed with several covariances from different evaluated nuclear data
libraries including JEFF-3.3, JENDL-4.0u, SCALE-6.0m and ENDF/B-VII.1 libraries. As
can be seen from Table 4.1 different evaluated nuclear data libraries can contain the same or
rather similar covariance data i.e. 1 H MT2 in JEFF-3.3 and ENDF/B-VII.1 and 235 U MT102
in JENDL-4.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1.
According to SUSD3D results, keff was found to be the most sensitive to the capture cross
section (n,γ) and the fission cross section (n,f) of 235 U, the elastic scattering cross section
(n,n) of 16 O, the capture cross section (n,γ) and the elastic scattering cross section (n,n) of
1 H. A high sensitivity to the average fission neutron multiplicity (ν̄) of 235 U was observed
but this reaction was omitted from the SANDY analysis because SANDY cannot sample this
type of covariances. The sensitivity profiles calculated with SUSD3D for the five highest
sensitive reactions were visualized using ViSS.py and are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Neutron lethargy spectrum calculated with the ENDF/B-VII.1 nuclear data (left)
and the total neutron cross section taken from ENDF/B-VII.1 for 19 F (right).
SANDY was used to sample the cross section covariance matrices (MF=33) from
ENDF/B-VII.1 for a number of reactions including those with highest sensitivities from
SUSD3D. Thus the number of needed calculations performed by the TMC method was
already reduced. All of the random samples in ENDF-6 format ﬁles were processed into
ACE format using NJOY, and a series of criticality calculations was performed with each
of the random processes ﬁles with MCNP. The statistical uncertainty of each MCNP keff
calculation was about 25 pcm. The SANDY uncertainty results in Table 4.1 which are in the
order of 30 pcm or bellow are thusly negligible because they are comparable to the MCNP
statistical uncertainty.
The spread of keff results with the random cross sections was analyzed in order to
determine the ﬁnal uncertainty. The keff results from the set of eigenvalue simulations for
each nuclide and reaction were sorted in to 50 bins and a normal distribution was ﬁtted to the
results. The mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ ) were calculated from the ﬁt. The results
of the statistical analysis for two examples are given in Figure 4.3. The results of keff from
1000 perturbed elastic scattering cross section (n,n) of 16 O samples are on the left and 300
perturbed ﬁssion cross section (n,f) of 235 U samples are on the right of Figure 4.3. The red
dashed line in Figure 4.3 represents the ﬁtted normal distribution. The ﬁnal uncertainty is the
standard deviation (σ ) in units of pcm ( 10−5 ).
SUSD3D S/U analysis and SANDY uncertainty analysis results are summed up in Table
4.1. The ﬁrst column of the table gives the nuclide information and the second column the
reaction information. The relative sensitivities calculated by SUSD3D of the calculated keff
with respect to the most important nuclear data are listed in the third column. The sensitivities
are integrated over the whole energy range and are given in terms of the percentage of change
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Figure 4.2 Sensitivity profiles of keff with respect to 16 O (n,n) MT2, 1 H (n,γ) MT102 and
(n,n) MT2 (left), 235 U (n,γ) MT102 and (n,f) MT18 (right).

Figure 4.3 Statistical analysis of the keff results with perturbed cross sections produced by
SANDY of two different cross sections.
in keff per 1 % change of the cross section. The corresponding uncertainties calculated with
SUSD3D using the JEFF-3.3, JENDL-4.0u, SCALE-6.0m, and ENDF/B-VII.1 covariance
information are given in columns 4 - 7, respectively. The uncertainties calculated with
SANDY using ENDF/B-VII.1 cross sections and covariance data are given in column 8.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these results including the fact that the largest
sensitivities are in the thermal part of the spectrum because of the thermalized neutron
spectrum shown in Figure 4.1. The largest uncertainties consequently are for reactions
which have high sensitivities in the thermal spectrum. These include the capture cross
section (n,γ) of 1 H and 235 U reactions. Some covariances are also clearly identical in
different evaluations but some vary significantly. Both conclusions are troubling - covariance
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Table 4.1 keff sensitivities and uncertainties determined using SUSD3D and SANDY. Covariance information for SUSD3D was taken from JEFF-3.3, JENDL-4.0, SCALE-6.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.1 libraries.

Nuclide
1H
16 O
235 U

238U

Reaction\
MT number
(n,n)\2
(n,γ)\102
(n,n)\2
(n,n’)\4
(n,n’)\4
(n,f)\18
(n,γ)\102
ν̄\452
(n,n)\2
(n,n’)\4
(n,f)\18
(n,γ)\102
ν̄\452

Total

Sensitivity
[%/%]
3.09·10−1
-3.71·10−1
6.21·10−2
6.87·10−4
1.15·10−4
5.34·10−1
-8.14·10−2
9.99·10−1
2.87·10−4
2.52·10−4
4.50·10−4
-1.72·10−2
6.25·10−4

JEFF3.3
270.1
947.4
109.1
12.5
0.6
346.9
114.7
561.1
0.2
1.6
1.3
19.4
0.6
1210

SUSD3D [pcm]
JENDL- SCALE4.0
6.0
NP1
233.9
NP
185.5
88.0
75.7
4.7
7.1
1.2
0.7
188.4
203.0
127.6
150.0
307.8
307.5
0.3
0.7
2.2
4.4
0.3
0.2
26.0
21.4
0.4
0.7
419
525

ENDF/BVII.1
270.1
947.4
109.8
8.1
0.7
188.7
127.7
705.43
0.6
4.5
0.2
26.0
0.7
12456

SANDY [pcm]
ENDF/BVII.1
250
1024
93
322
29
180
138
NC4
32
33
32
35
NC
NC

information should be consistent with the cross section evaluation. If the evaluation uses
different experimental data, nuclear models and fitting procedures the covariances should vary
between the evaluations. However a variation of a factor of 5 (i.e. 1 H MT 102 SCALE-6.0
and ENDF/B-VII.1) is worrisome and should be re-evaluated, explained or justified.
However the most important conclusion in terms to this thesis can be drawn on the
consistency between the SUSD3D and SANDY results. Excellent agreement between the
perturbation based and random sampling based codes is observed when comparing the results
in columns 7 and 8 of Table 4.1 for all reactions. One has to keep in mind that SANDY
uncertainties in the order of 30 pcm are equivalent to an uncertainty close to 0 pcm as the
30 pcm is equivalent to the statical uncertainty of the MCNP calculation. We can conclude
that the random sampling procedure in SANDY preforms well coupled with MCNP transport
simulation. Additional cases of SANDY compared to SUSD3D are given in Section 7.3.
1 Covariance

not processed (NP).
uncertainty of individual MCNP simulations is in the order of 25 pcm.
3 Using total ν̄ covariances.
t
4 Not calculated (NC).
2 Statistical
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The TIARA [83] shielding experiment from the SINBAD [84] shielding benchmark database
was chosen to showcase the hybrid approach to stochastic uncertainty propagation or TMC
[85]. The hybrid approach which combines SANDY for random sampling of nuclear data,
NJOY for nuclear data processing, ADVANTG for deterministic based variance reduction
definition and MCNP for neutron transport. The hybrid TMC approach is shown in 4.4. The
shielding experiment was chosen because of its simple geometry and recent renewed interest
from the nuclear data evaluators, specifically the CIELO project, for shielding experiments.

Figure 4.4 TIARA hybrid TMC with SANDY and MCNP.
Shielding experiments with several different shielding materials (iron, concrete, polyethylene) and thicknesses (0 cm to 100 cm) were performed at the TIARA (Takasaki Ion Accelerator for Advanced Radiation Application) at JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute).
Three types of detectors were used in the shielding experiments including BC 501A liquid
scintillator, Bonner sphere counters of various sizes and two different fission counters (238 U
and 232 Th fission cells). The fission counters and liquid scintillators were used for both
on and off source beam axis measurements. Neutron transmission spectra were unfolded
by the experimental team using measurements with the liquid scintillator measurements.
An unfolding procedure could be performed on the Bonner sphere measurements using the
GRUPINT program methodology derived at JSI [86] to validate the liquid scintillator neutron
spectra but is outside of the scope of this thesis.
The TIARA high energy neutron source was produced by 43 MeV and 68 MeV protons
incident on a 99.9 % enriched 7 Li target. The generated neutrons in the target were passed
through a 225 cm long iron collimator placed in a thick concrete wall which surrounds
the accelerator. The neutron source spectra were measured 14 m from the target with an
organic scintillator by the time-of-flight measurement technique and were normalized per
1 µC (micro-coulomb) of source proton charge.
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Detailed models for all shielding configurations and detectors did not exist. In support
of the CIELO project they were made using a two-step approach [46]. In the first step
CAD (Computer-Aided Design) models were produced based on SINBAD benchmark
documentation. In the second step the models were transformed in to MCNP geometry
by the GRASP [87] semi-automatic program for CAD-to-MCNP conversion which was
developed by the thesis author and is described in Section 6.2.1. A CAD model side view of
one of the iron shielding configuration is shown in Figures 4.5 (left) with its corresponding
dimensions in centimetres. The GRASP converted MCNP model is also shown in 4.5 (right).
The geometrical characteristics are converted from CAD format in to MCNP format without
any loss of detail using the GRASP tool. The colors in the MCNP model representation
correspond to different materials.

Figure 4.5 CAD (left) and MCNP (right) models, side view, 40 cm iron shield, 40 cm
collimator, BC 501A detectors at 20 cm and 40 cm off-axis.
For the hybrid TMC nuclear data uncertainty propagation a simplified model of the
TIARA shielding experiment with the iron shields and the 43 MeV source was devised based
on the detailed model. This simplified model was chosen for proof of concept of this hybrid
TMC approach. The aim was to speed up the series of transport equations as much as
possible. The simplified MCNP model consists of three regions: the collimator, shield and
tally region. The simplified model is shown in Figure 4.6 (left). The neutron source spectra
were taken form the benchmark documentation. The simplified model was validated using
experimental results for the iron shield at varying thicknesses using the TENDL-2015 nuclear
data library. The validation results are shown in Figure 4.6 (right). The TENDL library was
chosen because it is the only evaluated nuclear data library that contains systematic cross
sections covariances and secondary particle angular distribution covariances at the energy
interval of interest.
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Figure 4.6 A comparison of experimentally measured and calculated neutron spectra (right)
using a simplified MCNP model (left) for 5 different iron shield thicknesses of the TIARA
shielding experiment. The 10 cm results are multiplied by a factor of 10.
For the ADVANTG variance reduction calculation the FW-CADIS method was used on a
Cartesian mesh with 42 × 42 × 17 voxels. The mesh boundaries coincided with material
boundaries in the MCNP model. The FENDL-3.0 based multigroup library was used only for
the Denovo deterministic calculation with the scattering cross section expansion Legendre
order 5. The source biasing and response weighing options were turned off (see Section 5.1).
All other ADVANTG input parameters were left at their default values.
The speed up of the MCNP simulations using ADVANTG produced variance reduction
parameters, weight windows, compared to the analog simulations are given in Table 4.2.
ADVANTG simulation times are given in the last column of Table 4.2. Simulations were
performed with MCNP5 ver. 1.6 on 20 cores/40 hyper-threads. The ADVANTG accelerated MCNP simulations were validated against analog simulations to ensure no bias was
introduced in to the simulations. No bias was observed as both results were inside of the
statistical uncertainty. Relative FOM’s, defined in Equation 1.43, were computed for all 5
shield thickness. For the 10 cm, 20 cm and 40 cm test shield 108 particle histories needed to
be simulated to produce converged analog results. In the case of the 70 cm thick test shield
109 particle histories were required to produce statistically significant results while an analog
simulation of the 100 cm thick test shield required 1011 particle histories. The ADVANTG
accelerated simulations all converged to a statistical uncertainty bellow 1 % after 108 particle
histories.
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Table 4.2 FOM for 5 shield thicknesses using analog MCNP and ADVANTG accelerated
MCNP. Relative FOM or speed-up given in fourth column.
Shield thick. [cm]
10
20
40
70
100

Analog FOM
1.6E+01
4.1E+00
2.2E-01
4.9E-03
9.4E-05

ADVANTG FOM
5.1E+01
4.6E+01
4.2E+01
4.2E+01
3.3E+01

FOMrel
3.2E+00
1.1E+01
1.9E+02
8.6E+03
3.5E+05

ADV sim. time [s]
133
137
139
153
280

ADVANTG variance reduction parameters significantly accelerate convergence for all
shield thicknesses. The acceleration increases with the shield thickness. When performing a
series of simulations, i.e. with TMC, such an acceleration has clear advantages.
To perform a TMC uncertainty analysis the 40 cm shield thickness was chosen, because
it is a balance of interesting physical effects due to a thick test medium and short enough
calculation times which allow simulations of several randomly sampled sets of nuclear data.
SANDY was used to sample MF34 MT2 (covariance information for angular distributions
of secondary particles) and MF33 (covariance information of neutron cross sections) MT2
(elastic scattering), MT4 (non-elastic neutron induced reactions). These reactions were
presumed to have the highest impact on the simulation. Random samples were created for
the four iron isotopes 54 Fe, 56 Fe, 57 Fe, 58 Fe – 12000 samples altogether.
In Figure 4.7 uncertainty results for the most abundant isotope in the iron shield, 56 Fe
(abundance 91.754 %, are presented. The results of 1000 ADVANTG accelerated MCNP
simulations for two energy regions (Peak 35 MeV to 45 MeV and Continuum 10 MeV to
35 MeV) were sorted in to 50 bins. As was the case with the UO2 F2 case, a normal distribution
was fitted to the results and the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) were derived from the
fit.
Uncertainties (relative standard deviation) due to MF33 MT2 in 56 Fe are 8 % in the
continuum region and 15 % in the peak region. The uncertainty due to the inelastic cross
section in the continuum energy region is 16 % while it is negligible in the peak region.
There is a 22 % uncertainty due to MF34 in the continuum region and a 25 % uncertainty in
the peak region. Results for all iron isotopes due to the uncertainties in MF33 MT2, MF33
MT4 and MF34 are given in Table 4.3 for the peak energy region and in Table 4.4 for the
continuum energy region.
It should be noted that this uncertainty results were not validated against other codes.
While the results seem reasonable the main point of this analysis is to showcase the effectiveness of aggressive variance reduction parameters produced with hybrid methodology
for TMC analysis of shielding benchmarks with differential quantities of interest. Using
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Table 4.3 Uncertainties in the fluence of the Peak energy region due to MF33 MT2, MF33
MT4 and MF34.

Isotope

MF33 MT2
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

54 Fe

49.49
51.24
49.96
50.33

56 Fe
57 Fe
58 Fe

MF33 MT4
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

0.40
6.61
0.23
0.20

49.49
50.42
49.91
50.44

MF34
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

0.19
0.20
0.20
0.17

48.82
50.41
48.34
50.08

0.47
0.19
0.67
0.20

Table 4.4 Uncertainties in the fluence of the Continuum energy region due to MF33 MT2,
MF33 MT4 and MF34.

Isotope
54 Fe
56 Fe
57 Fe
58 Fe

MF33 MT2
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

57.44
58.30
57.64
57.81

0.28
4.31
0.19
0.18

MF33 MT4
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

57.33
59.50
57.61
57.89

0.36
10.49
0.18
0.16

MF34
i
h
i
µ cmn2 ·s1
σ cmn2 ·s1
h

56.68
48.92
55.95
57.55

0.42
4.05
0.66
0.18

ADVANTG this analysis took roughly 19.5 days on a computer with 20 cores/40 threads.
Using analog simulations it would take 190 times more (see Table 4.2 for speed ups) - an
impractical amount of time. This methodology was applied to two more examples, the ASPIS
Iron 88 and FNG HCPB shielding benchmarks. Both of these benchmarks also include
uncertainty results with SANDY and perturbation based uncertainty results to validate this
hybrid TMC approach. Results are given in Section 7.3.
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Figure 4.7 TIARA hybrid TMC results. Distribution of fluence rate in the Continuum and
Peak energy regions due to random samples generated according to MF33 MT2 (elastic scattering), MF33 MT4 (non-elastic neutron induced reactions) and MF34 (angular distributions
of secondary particles) 56 Fe covariance information.

Chapter 5
Variance reduction codes
In this chapter the focus is primarily on variance reduction codes which are used to define
weight window variance reduction parameters (WW) for the stochastic transport code MCNP.
Several stand-alone and integrated variance reduction codes have been developed by various
research institutions around the world.
The most commonly used variance reduction generator is the MCNP integrated stochastic
WW generator. The generator uses information on particle histories that contributed to a
single region of interest to define geometrical and energy importances throughout the model
of interest. The generator is usually used for non-global variance reduction. Often multiple
iterations with the MCNP WW generator are needed to produce somewhat uniform WW
parameters. One might immediately see the drawback of the stochastic approach to the
definition of WW. If no particles reach the region of interest there is no information on
the importances - no WW can be defined. This problem was solved using an un-physical
approach which reduces the densities of the materials in the model of interest. With a
reduction of densities there is an increased chance of a particle reaching the region of interest.
After each iteration the density can be slightly increased until the original density is reached
again. The MCNP WW generator is convenient to use. Only an additional card in the
MCNP input is needed. However to produce effective WW, several iterations, user input and
knowledge on the problem is needed.
An automatic iteration routine for defining WW based on global estimates of the flux
calculated using MCNP was implemented in MAGIC [88]. The method implements Cooper
and Larsen’s [41] (see Section 1.5.1.1) idea that for global Monte Carlo calculations the
Monte Carlo particle density population should be uniform throughout the problem. The
MAGIC approach also suffers from the same problem as the MCNP WW generator - no
relevant flux information, no importance information. This problem is somewhat less
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problematic for global problems where at least some regions will have sufficient information
on the flux to produce efficient WW.
Hybrid codes which use a truly global deterministic transport simulation results to
define variance reduction parameters overcome the disadvantage of stochastic based variance
reduction generators. The current generation of these hybrid codes is based on the CADIS
[38] methodology or some derivation of it i.e. FW-CADIS, MS-CADIS, MR-CADIS, NCADIS etc.
The first stand alone hybrid transport code based on CADIS was A3 MCNP [6] which
used TORT [67] and later on PENTRAN [89] as the discrete ordinates solver and produced
WW in MCNP format. However the code was proprietary and sold under license. The
next step was made by ADVANTG. ADVANTG was released to NEA/OECD and RSICC
in 2015 by ORNL and used the Denovo discrete ordinates solver to define WW in MCNP
format based on the CADIS and FW-CADIS methodologies. ADVANTG, its functionality,
effectiveness and use cases is discussed in detail in the next few sections.
It should be noted that the CADIS methodology which uses Denovo deterministic results
is also implemented in the SCALE [63] code package, specifically to produce variance
reduction parameters for the Monaco stochastic transport solver.

5.1

ADVANTG

The AutomateD VAriaNce reducTion Generator (ADVANTG) was designed to ease and
automate the process of defining space and energy dependent variance reduction parameters for neutron, photon and coupled fixed source Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically
ADVANTG was designed to work with MCNP5 ver. 1.6 Monte Carlo continuous energy
stochastic transport solver. ADVANTG follows the CADIS methodology where an approximate global deterministic solution of the importance function is calculated by a deterministic
transport solver and the result is used to define variance reduction parameters, specifically
weight-windows and source biasing parameters (see Section 1.4). ADVANTG uses the
parallel discrete ordinates three-dimensional Cartesian solver Denovo. Besides calculating
variance reduction parameters ADVANTG offers the user the possibility to execute standalone deterministic calculations with Denovo. This functionality was adopted in the newly
developed first order perturbation based nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty program
package ASUSD. The functionality is discussed in detail in Part III.
ADVANTG can be executed in three modes with the key word "method": cadis, fwcadis
and DX. ADVANTG follows a number of crucial steps to produce the variance reduction
parameters depending on the method that is used. All methods start with the initialization
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step where the ADVANTG input file is read. If no errors are found, MCNP is run to produce
the binary start/restart data file runtpe file which includes geometry, material, cross section
and other problem information. The crucial step of ADVANTG is performed by the LAVA
wrapper which extracts the geometry, material and tally information from the runtpe file.
LAVA uses a ray tracing algorithm to map material regions from the MCNP runtpe file
onto a deterministic Cartesian spatial mesh. After preparing the geometrical model the
multigroup cross sections are mixed according to the LAVA extracted information. Note
that ADVANTG only uses infinitely diluted multigroup cross sections in ANISN format.
A separate ADVANTG subroutine prepares the cross sections in the group-ordered binary
format compatible with Denovo. The format is referred to as GIP or ANIGIF (anisn groupordered binary) by different authors. In this thesis ANIGIF is used to be consistent with the
TRANSX nomenclature.
In the following steps the tally regions and source regions are mapped. The energy
spectrum of the source and tally region are sampled to produce forward and adjoint spectra
information on the provided discrete multigroup energy structure respectively. The discrete
energy structure is adopted from the multigroup cross section library.
All input information needed for a Denovo calculation has been defined based on the
MCNP input at this point. In the traditional CADIS calculation only an adjoint calculation
with Denovo is performed next. The result of the adjoint calculation is used to define lower
weight window bounds and source biasing parameters based on the CADIS methodology
(see Section 1.5.1). Additional input cards with source biasing information and a dedicated
card for reading external weight window files are added to a modified copy of the MCNP
input file.
In the case of a FW-CADIS simulation the gathered Denovo input information is used
to perform an initial forward Denovo simulation. The forward solution is used to weigh
the adjoint sources according to the FW-CADIS methodology (see Section 1.5.1.1). A
second deterministic calculation is performed this time; an adjoint Denovo simulation using
the forward-flux-weighted adjoint sources. The variance reduction parameters are defined
identically to the CADIS methodology in the last step.
Additionally to the variance reduction parameters in the last step ADVANTG produces a
*.silo format file which contains zone and multi group flux results which can be visualized
with VisIt [90]. This information is extremely useful in the initial steps of production of
variance reduction parameters because one can easily check a 3D representation of the
geometrical model alongside forward and adjoint flux results. This information can be used
to refine the ADVANTG input parameters and improve the accuracy of the deterministic
result.
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Figure 5.1 The three ADVANTG workflows, CADIS, FW-CADIS and DX, are presented.
Crucial common steps include ADVANTG and MCNP input file reading, deterministic
Denovo model preparation, execution of Denovo in adjoint and/or forward mode, constructing
VR parameters (WW and SB) and writing problem model information and results to silo and
hdf5 format files.
Besides CADIS and FW-CADIS methods, the DX method can be initialized after the
initial Denovo step. The information on the model, materials and sources is used to perform
a stand-alone deterministic calculation with Denovo. In the first step the forward simulation
is performed and the adjoint next. The 0th flux moments or scalar fluxes are saved in silo
format. Additionally the full angular fluxes can be saved in an HDF5 [65] format file.
All three workflows are visualized in Figures 5.1. The first level of Figure 5.1 depicts
the reading of the two input files, ADVANTG and MCNP. The second level represents the
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preparation of the Denovo input files based on the MCNP input file which is done by the
LAVA wrapper. Then the workflow of the three method diverges. The FW-CADIS and DX
methods initially perform a forward Denovo calculation. All three methods execute an adjoint
Denovo calculation. In this step they differ in the preparation of the adjoint source. The
adjoint source in the FW-CADIS workflow differs from the other two because it is forward
weighted. In the second to last level the adjoint scalar flux results are used to construct weight
window (WW) lower bounds and source biasing (SB) parameters. All three workflows finish
with writing flux, reaction rate and material information to silo and hdf5 format files.
ADVANTG is currently the reference hybrid transport code and any new methodology,
i.e. the SABER methodology developed as part of this thesis, needs to be at least as efficient.
Therefore a rigorous evaluation, validation and application campaign of ADVANTG needed
to be performed to provide a baseline for comparison. The evaluation, validation and
application of ADVANTG as part of this thesis is described in the following sections.

5.2

Evaluation and validation of ADVANTG

Since ADVANTG was only recently released and not validated on benchmark level experiments it was decided to evaluate and validate its performance on several fusion and fission
relevant examples. This work was performed in close collaboration with Aljaž Čufar and
Domen Kotnik [43–45]. Because this validation and evaluation effort has been previously
published in peer reviewed articles it is only described on a qualitative level.

5.2.1

Fusion geometries

The first evaluation of ADVANTG at JSI was performed on a simplified model of the
JET tokamak [43]. The purpose of the performed work was to study the effect of input
parameter variation of ADVANTG and determining the effectiveness of ADVANTG for
fusion applications. The work was performed on a simple geometrical model which retains
the major features of JET but allows for fast simulations which is useful for performing
input parameter analyses. The simulations were performed with several fusion relevant
sources including volumetric DD and DT plasma sources and 252 Cf and DT point sources.
Two different responses were studied in the model. A flat response which corresponds to
flux tallying and a fission chamber response. Ex-vessel fission chambers are used at JET to
monitor the time dependent neutron yield. The input parameter variation included:
• Multigroup library variation,
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• quadrature set variation,
• spatial mesh density and orientation
• method of variance reduction parameter determination,
• version of MCNP used.

Several conclusions were drawn from this initial parameter variation analysis. Varying
the multi group libraries of the ADVANTG simulation did not bias the results compared to an
analog simulation. All results were in the margin of error. The fusion dedicated FENDL67
library performed the best, producing the most effective variance reduction parameters.
More details on the libraries is given in Section 6.1.3. Surprisingly the 27n19g 27-neutron
19-gamma group library performed similarly well, considering the energy group structure
of the library has only one group from 6 MeV to 20 MeV. The effectiveness of 27n19g is
extremely useful for performing complex deterministic simulations since the lower amount
of energy groups significantly reduces the simulation time and the computer memory needed.
By default ADVANTG uses quadruple range quadrature sets. In streaming dominated
problems quadrature sets with a low number of angles per octant can produce so called rayeffects. The default number of azimuthal of 4 resulted in noticeable ray-effects. They were
reduced by increasing the number of azimuthal angles to 8 and 16. Increasing the number
of angles improved the deterministic flux results of Denovo but this did not significantly
increase the effectiveness of the variance reduction parameters. One must keep in mind
that even though higher order quadrature sets do not necessarily produce more effective VR
parameters they do produce more accurate deterministic results which may be crucial in
Nuclear Data Sensitivity/Uncertainty analysis.
The most important part of producing effective variance reduction parameters with
ADVANTG is the definition of the non-uniform Cartesian mesh. The mesh density, its
coarseness or fines, was studied and the results show that a finer mesh leads to more effective
VR parameters, however the Denovo simulation linearly increases with the total number of
mesh voxels. One has do define a mesh which accurately describes the model trying to avoid
mixing materials in crucial parts such as the ports while keeping the total number of voxels
as low as possible to reduce the computational time and memory needed. The effect of mixed
materials in the ports was studied by rotating the model compared to the Cartesian mesh.
Both CADIS and FW-CADIS were tested including the global VR capabilities of FWCADIS. Generally speaking for this simple model the FW-CADIS method performed slightly
better compared to CADIS. This was not the case for more complex geometries such as
the JET3-NEXP streaming experiment which is described in Section 5.3.1. The global
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VR capability was very effective, especially in cases where the analog tally counts varied
significantly such as mesh tallying over the complete geometry.
While performing these input parameter variation analyses it was discovered that different
versions of MCNP performed differently with identical VR parameters. Officially the format
of the weigh window VR parameters is identical for MCNP5 and MCNP6 but more consistent
results and better performance was achieved using MCNP5 ver. 1.6. It must be noted that
the mean values and relative errors obtained with the two different codes, MCNP5 ver. 1.6
and MCNP6 ver. 1.0, were within the uncertainty but other statistical test were passed
more consistently by MCNP5 ver. 1.6. All other simulation in this thesis are consequently
performed with MCNP5 ver. 1.6.
Besides these variations the deterministic results produced and written to *.silo files
in each ADVANTG simulation were studied. This included the study of the forward and
adjoint results for optimized single and multiple tally locations and using the CADIS and
FW-CADIS methods. When dealing with single point sources and single tally optimization
cases it was also very informative to visualize and study the contributon fields. Contributons
are defined with Equation 5.1:
C = φ ·φ†

(5.1)

This quantity can tell a lot about the physics of the problem at hand. For example the
contributon field shows the major pathways of neutrons that contribute to the region of
interest. Refining the geometrical mesh and quadrature based on this results significantly
increases the effectiveness of the VR. The multigroup spectra from Denovo can also be
visualized to asses if the chosen multigroup library used a similar weighing spectra and an
appropriate energy group boundary definition for the problem at hand. All in all studying
the deterministic results can significantly increase the effectiveness of the VR parameters
and reduce statistical fluctuation which are usually caused by over-splitting of particles or by
low-probability high-impact events.

5.2.2

Neutron streaming

As the next step in the validation and evaluation process of ADVANTG the hybrid code
was used to speed up a simulation of neutron streaming in a dog-leg labyrinth configuration
[44]. The benchmark experiment, with the identifier ALARM-CF-AIR-LAB-001 [91], is
described in detail in the ICSBEP [92] International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation
Project. The ICSBEP documentation includes both experimental and simulation results and
the MCNP model which was used in the analysis. The experiment consisted of neutron flux
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measurements with Bonner spheres at several locations in the labyrinth at increasing distances
from the source. The neutron source was a 252 Cf spontaneous fission source which was highly
moderated in one case with a thick polyethylene sphere. The labyrinth configuration was also
varied by adding highly neutron absorbing borated concrete plates, moderating polyethylene
plates and an additional dead end in the concrete. All of the different configurations were
studied.
In the first step results with ADVANTG VR parameters were compared to long analog
MCNP simulations. Long analog MCNP simulations were needed to ensure that the results
converged. The difference between the analog MCNP and ADVANTG accelerated MCNP
simulations were in the margin of error - no bias was introduced to the simulation by
ADVANTG VR parameters. The ADVANTG accelerated results were also compared to
the experimental results and systematically over predicted the experiment by 20 % to 40 %.
This result was also observed by the benchmark evaluators and does not negatively reflect
ADVANTG’s performance but rather indicates a problem with the benchmark model or
experimental results.
In the next step ADVANTG’s capability to speed up streaming dominated problems was
evaluated. Consistent increase of the simulation FOMs was achieved. The highest relative
figure of merit (see Equation 1.43), FOMrel =1380, was achieved for the farthest location
for configuration with the moderated neutron source and with neutron absorbing borated
concrete on the dog-leg corners, which is a significant increase in the efficiency.
Even tough this streaming experiment is not ideal to showcase ADVANTG’s global
variance reduction capabilities the results were excellent. A mesh tally in three segments
was defined. The mesh tallies covered the concrete surrounding the dog-leg corridor. With
ADVANTG particles were efficiently "pushed" into the concrete. This can be evaluated by
comparing the cumulative amount of mesh voxels that had a statistical uncertainty bellow a
certain threshold. Results with ADVANTG VR parameters consistently outperformed analog
results. The global FW-CADIS methodology was deemed to be efficient.
ADVANTG was validated and evaluated for the first time on a ICSBEP benchmark quality
level experiment. The experiment showcased ADVANTG’s ability to significantly speed up
streaming dominated experiments. The user input needed was insignificant compared to the
simulation time speed up gains.

5.2.3

Skyshine experiment

A skyshine experiment from ICSBEP (ALARM-REAC-AIR-SKY-001) [92] and SINBAD
[13] was used to evaluate and validate ADVANTG as a tool for detailed 3D transport
simulation of large models [45]. The Baikal-1 [93], skyshine experiment consists of an open
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operating reactor and measurements of atmosphere scattered neutrons and gammas on the
ground level far away from the reactor source - up to 1 km.
The skyshine experiment was performed in 1997 at the RA research reactor in Kazahstan.
The reactor was operated by the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy in the Kazakhstan
National Nuclear Centre (IAE NNC RK). The RA research reactor was designed to test
prototypes of nuclear rocket engines. The nominal power of the reactor was 300 kW and
was cooled by atmospheric air forced through the reactor core. The reactor core consisted
of 37 fuel assemblies with an enrichment of 90 %. Beryllium and graphite were used as
a reflector. During reactor operation the upper concrete and iron shielding block used for
vertical shielding could be removed. Horizontally the reactor core was shielded with heavy
serpentine concrete mixed with pig-iron fragments and additional water filled tanks.
For the skyshine experiment the vertical top shielding block was removed and the reactor
was operated at lower than nominal power, however the results were normalized to full power
of 300 kW. Neutron and gamma fluxes and dose rates were measured at increasing distances
from the reactor up to 1500 m from the reactor at ground level (100 cm). The fluxes and dose
rates were also measured directly above the reactor at several heights. Different detector types
were used including: 3 He spectrometer, scintillation spectrometer with a stilbene crystal,
multi-sphere spectrometer and sets of threshold and resonance detectors.
Calculations were performed with ADVANTG and MCNP. The particle source, geometrical model and material specifications were adopted from the benchmark MCNP model.
Detectors in the form of spheres with a diameter of 10 m were added to the model as the
benchmark model used simplified larger detectors to improve the efficiency of the Monte
Carlo simulation.
The ADVANTG accelerated (AA) results were compared to analog MCNP results and
no bias was observed. The AA and analog results agree within the one sigma statistical
uncertainty for both neutron and gamma dose rates. The AA results were also compared to the
experimental results. The results agree with the benchmark result, i.e. an excellent agreement
for the neutron dose rates is observed while the gamma dose rates are systematically under
predicted by the simulations. One has to acknowledge this is not an ADVANTG issue but
rather a systematic problem of the benchmark model [92].
An ADVANTG input parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to find the most
effective set of parameters. The sensitivity analysis included the variation of: the geometrical
mesh, multigroup libraries, scattering order expansion, quadrature sets and method for
determining WW (CADIS and FW-CADIS). With the optimal input parameters the relative
figure-of-merit (see Equation 1.43) for neutrons and gammas was calculated. As expected
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the highest FOMrel was observed for the farthest measurement locations. The FOMrel for
neutrons ranged from 10 to 3 × 104 and the FOMrel for gammas ranged from 1 to 1400.
ADVANTG was also used to accelerate the convergence of results on a global scale.
A cube-like mesh tally1 with a total of 9994400 voxels with a side of 7.7 m was used
to determine dose fields around the RA reactor. The analog and AA calculations where
performed with the same amount of source particles. As expected, when variance reduction
parameters procured by ADVANTG using the global FW-CADIS scheme were used the
number of voxels with low statistical uncertainties increased dramatically.
With ADVANTG produced variance reduction parameters it is possible to analyse large
skyshine dominated problems. ADVANTG once again proved to be easy to use, effective
and most importantly it did not introduce any bias in to the simulations.

5.3

Application of ADVANTG

Since ADVANTG was released relatively recently and not validated outside of the organization that developed the code (i.e. ORNL) it was validated at JSI on two benchmark
experiments and a simplified model of the JET tokamak. A series of ADVANTG input
parameter variations were performed to gain an insight on the use of code. The most valuable knowledge gained was on how to effectively balance the three main input parameters
and not exceed the amount of computer memory you have available for the deterministic
Denovo (ADVANTG) calculation. A right balance between the Cartesian geometrical mesh,
quadrature set and multigroup libraries used for Denovo calculations needs to be found.
Another important lesson which was learned through the process of validation and evaluation
of ADVANTG was the importance of checking the first step deterministic results and the
results of the statistical tests of the second step MCNP simulation.
With the process of validation and evaluation completed, ADVANTG can be used for
practical applications. In the next few chapters the application of ADVANTG to the JET3NEXP streaming benchmark experiment 5.3.1, to an experiment performed at JSI TRIGA
mk. II and a few miscellaneous applications 5.3.2 performed by the author are presented.
The whole of Part III is dedicated to showcase the application of ADVANTG as part of the
ASUSD program package for nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty calculations.
1 MCNP

nomenclature.
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JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment

The main objective of the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment is to experimentally
validated state-of-the-art particle transport codes and nuclear data on complex fusion geometries. This experimental validation is imperative to ensure safe operation of future fusion
installations such as ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor), DEMO
(Demonstration power plant) and beyond. The JET (Joint European Torus) serves as the ideal
and unique experimental facility to perform such a validation analysis.
Specifically the JET3 project - Technological Exploitation of DT operation, sub-project
NEXP - Experiments for neutron transport & activation code validation (JET3-NEXP)
streaming benchmark experiment, consists of experimental measurements of neutron fluence
with thermoluminescence detectors (TLD) and reaction rates with activation foils (AF) at
several locations around the JET torus hall. The measurement locations are up to 40 m away
from the plasma source. The experimental locations are divided into two groups, A (near the
south-west (SW) entrance labyrinth) and B (near the south-east (SE) chimney). Figure 5.2
shows the locations in question.

Figure 5.2 South-west labyrinth and south-east chimney in the 3D visualization of the JET
MCNP model (left). TLD and activation foil container locations in the JET torus hall
(right). Note that only the horizontal coordinates of the experimental locations are visualized
accurately in the right figure.
Measurements of the neutron flux are performed using thermoluminescence detectors
(TLD) of two types based on differently enriched levels of 6 LiF / 7 LiF. The two different
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detector types are used to differentiate between neutron and non-neutron components of the
radiation field. The most recent measurements from the 2016 DD experimental campaign [94–
97] were performed using highly sensitive nat LiF: Mg,Cu,P (MCP-N) and 7 LiF:Mg,Cu,P
(MCP-7) TLDs. The MCP-N TLDs contained natural lithium with natural abundance 7.59 %
of 6 Li and the MCP-7 TLDs have suppressed 6 Li to 0.03 % with the rest ot the lithium
content composed of 99.97 % 7 Li. Two high density polyethylene boxes for the TLDs, one
in vertical orientation and the other in horizontal orientation, are used to investigate the
shadowing effect in the directional neutron field. The two TLD boxes are inserted in to a
cylindrical container made from the same high density polyethylene material. The TLDs
were manufactured and analysed by the Institute of Nuclear Physics (IFJ) in Poland. The
TLDs and the polyethylene container are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 TLD assemblies of N: MCP-N and 7: MCP-7 TLDs in high density polyethylene
box holders and container.
Besides TLDs, activation foils (AF) were used to determine the reaction rate at certain
A and B experimental locations. Three different kinds of activation foils were used during
the 2016 DD campaign: cobalt (Co), tantalum (Ta) and silver (Ag). The chemical purity of
all foils was above 99.9 %. The measured reaction rates on the foils were for the following
reactions: 59 Co(n,γ)60 Co, 181 Ta(n,γ)182 Ta, 109 Ag(n,γ)110m Ag. Two sets of foils, bare and
Cadmium covered, were inserted into a high density polyethylene container equivalent to
the one used for the TLDs. Because Cadmium is a strong neutron absorber it is used to cut
of thermal neutrons. The AF experimental assemblies are shown in Figure 5.4. The foils
were prepared and the activity was measured using a gamma-ray spectrometry system by the
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Institute of Nuclear and Radiological Sciences, Energy, Technology & Safety “Demokritos”
(NCSRD) in Greece [98, 99].

Figure 5.4 Activation foils (cobalt (Co), tantalum (Ta) and silver (Ag)) assemblies (left) in
high density polyethylene holders and container (right).
At some locations measurements with both AF and TLDs were performed in 2016. For
locations A1, A2, A4, B3 and B5 both measurements yielded reliable experimental data.
Figure 5.5 shows the TLD and AF experimental assemblies in the high density polyethylene
containers at locations A2 and A4.
The calculation part of the benchmark experiment was at first performed with non-hybrid
methods. To analyse the first experimental results from 2012 different variance reduction
techniques were used including the MCNP weight-window generator, the MAGIC variance
reduction code system [88], and the surface source write (SSW)/read (SSR) [94] options
available in MCNP. As stated in Section 5 these methods are effective at reducing the
variance of the Monte Carlo simulations but require significant user input. Moreover, the
two step source write (SSW)/read (SSR) methodology, which is comprised of two Monte
Carlo simulations, introduces additional uncertainties into the simulation. The SSW/SSR
methodology starts of with an initial simulation that is aimed to simulate and store a particle
source at a certain location i.e. the SW labyrinth. This simulation is performed on a full
detailed model and is limited in MCNP to a single CPU calculation [7]. This results in
impractically long simulation times in order to achieve converged results. The second step
source read simulation, SSR, is performed on a simplified partial model which can introduce
uncertainties.
With the release of ADVANTG it was decided to apply its hybrid methodology to this
extremely complex particle streaming simulation. In 2015 ADVANTG was applied to the
NEXP experiment for the first time and some encouraging initial results were acquired. In
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Figure 5.5 Thermoluminescence detector (TLD) and activation foil (AF) assemblies in high
density polyethylene containers. TLD and AF assemblies at location A2 (left) at location A4
(right) with the thesis author.
2016 an input parameter variation to gain better knowledge on the physics of the problem
[100] was performed. The fluxes were averaged for all A locations. Besides this simplification
the actual TLDs were not modelled because with previous non-hybrid techniques it was
difficult to get results for this highly thermalized low neutron flux which is present in the TLD
assemblies. The presence of the polyethylene container was approximated with a response
function which was calculated with a separate simulation. The results from the parameter
variation sensitivity analysis were expanded and added to some other shielding and fission
applications of ADVANTG [101]. This was the first peer-reviewed published application of
ADVANTG to a complex fusion geometry and was performed by the thesis author.
In 2017 the results were further expanded to include individual experimental, A and B,
locations for each tally 2 definition. In 2018 a push was made to produce independent results
by three laboratories, JSI, CCFE and ORNL. The analysis used an identical MCNP input but
the ADVANTG inputs were written and iterated upon by each of the three institutions. The
result were published by the thesis author in a peer reviewed journal paper in 2019 [14].
The complete detailed full 360° JET MCNP model used in this analysis includes a
detailed model of the the vacuum vessel and surrounding features that complete the plasma
2 MCNP

nomenclature.
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containment. Major structural features including the SE Chimney and SW labyrinth are
also included features. Of course some simplifications to the model had to be made but
it is presumed that these simplification do not significantly affect final neutron transport
results. The full 360° JET MCNP model is presented in Figure 5.2. It has to be noted that
the MCNP model is rotated 90° clockwise compared to true north. Several different plasma
neutron sources were simulated but for the comparison between the three labs and against
the experimental results from 2016 a DD plasma source was used. The MCNP included DD
energy distribution of the plasma source was used. The spatial distribution is a simplified
model which aims to represent the actual typical thermal plasma shape recorded at JET.
A parameter variation of the ADVANTG input parameters based on the knowledge
gained in previous analyses performed in 2016 and 2017 were applied to find optimal
input parameters which yielded the highest FOMrel . ADVANTG input parameters selection
can dramatically impact the time and memory requirements of the ADVANTG calculation.
The choice of ADVANTG input parameters can also adversely affect Monte Carlo tally
convergence or in extreme cases lead to falls convergence. For this analysis a set of refined
ADVANTG input parameters was defined over several iterations and built upon the knowledge
gained in previous examples of ADVANTG validation and evaluation. Specifically the refined
parameters include: the DPLUS multigroup data nuclear data library, a refined spatial mesh
unique for each of the 16 A and B experimental locations and a detailed quadrature set. The
refined input parameters were used firstly to define the VR parameters with ADVANTG and
the VR parameters accelerate the second step MCNP simulation to gain a refined neutron
fluence (Refined) and refined FOM (FOMRefined ). The following paragraphs sum up the
findings of varying each of the major input parameters (multigroup data library, angular
quadrature set, or deterministic spatial mesh) around the refined parameters.
5.3.1.1

Multigroup data libraries

As was stated in the section on nuclear data (see 1.3) the choice of multigroup nuclear data
can significantly affect the results of a deterministic simulation. The choice of the underlying
evaluated nuclear data, energy group structure and weighting spectra all play a crucial role
in a deterministic simulation. The ADVANTG code package includes several non-self
shielded multigroup nuclear data libraries. More details on the libraries is given in Section
6.1.3. The libraries of interest for this fusion application are the general shielding libraries
based on ENDF/B-VII.0 (27n19 g, 200n47 g, DPLUS) and the fusion dedicated FENDL3.1 (FENDL71 and FENDL253) based libraries. The general-purpose shielding libraries
27n19 g and 200n47 g libraries consist of 27 neutron/19 gamma groups and 200 neutron/47
gamma groups respectively. The general purpose shielding libraries were obtained using a
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weighting function that is comprised of a fission spectrum, a 1/E slowing down spectrum,
and a Maxwellian distribution. The fusion dedicated FENDL71 and FENDL253 FENDL
3.1b based libraries were processed by the ADVANTG team and evaluated by ORNL and
the author of this thesis. They consist of 47 neutron/24 gamma groups and 211 neutron/42
gamma groups. The defense-related radiation shielding DPLUS 46 neutron/23 gamma library
based on ENDF/B-VII.0 data uses the DABL-69 [102] group structure and weighing spectra.
The neutron fluence at experimental location A7 calculated with ADVANTG VR determined with four different multigroup data libraries (ΦLib ) normalized to the calculation with
the refined (ΦRe f ined ) input parameters is shown as a function of the number of simulated
particle histories (NPS) in the top-left subfigure of Figure 5.6. The error bars (σnorm ) were
calculated according to
s
σnorm = ΦLib

σLib
ΦLib

2



σRe f ined
+
ΦRe f ined

2
(5.2)

All results converge to the same value within the statistical uncertainty after a certain number of particle histories have been simulated - no bias has been introduced with ADVANTG
produced VR parameters. FOMrel as a function of NPS is shown in the bottom-left subfigure
of Figure 5.6. As expected the VR parameters based on the fusion dedicated FENDL71 and
FENDL253 libraries performed slightly better. More surprising was the effectiveness of the
few-group 27n19g general purpose library.
5.3.1.2

Quadrature sets

In the case of the JET streaming benchmark a discrete ordinates numerical phenomenon
called ray effect was observed when using the default four azimuthal and four polar angles
per octant quadrature set. The ray effect phenomenon is typical for low-scattering streaming
dominated problems where the neutron flux is artificially higher around the discrete angles
chosen for the calculation with the quadrature set. To negate this effect a detailed quadrature
set was defined. The detailed quadrature set, also known as a forward peaking quadrature set,
is useful for dealing with streaming dominated problems. The forward peaking quadrature set
has eight polar angles and the number of azimuthal angles was set to monotonically increase
by one azimuthal angle per polar angle from one at the vertical polar angle to eight at the
horizontal polar angle (equator). This quadrature set was adopted as the refined parameter.
Besides the refined quadrature set three different quadrature sets were tested. The default
quadrature set (four azimuthal and four polar angles – 4×4), a quadrature sets with eight
azimuthal and eight polar angles – 8×8 and a quadrature set with only two azimuthal and
two polar angles – 2×2.
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Figure 5.6 Normalized value of neutron fluence (top) and FOMrel (bottom) calculated with
four different multigroup data libraries (left), three different quadrature sets (8×8, 2×2 and
4×4 default) (middle) and two different spatial geometrical meshes (coarser and denser)
(right). The values as a function of NPS are normalized to the calculation with the refined
parameters (Refined). The error bars show the combined uncertainty of the normalized value.
The neutron fluence at experimental location A7 calculated with ADVANTG VR determined with three different quadrature sets normalized to the calculation with the refined input
parameters is shown as a function of the number of simulated particle histories (NPS) in the
top-middle subfigure of Figure 5.6. The error bars were calculated analogous to Equation
5.2. All results converge to the same value within the statistical uncertainty after a certain
number of particle histories have been simulated. FOMrel as a function of NPS is shown in
the bottom-middle subfigure of Figure 5.6. The quadrature set with the highest number of
angles (8×8) performed the best, but at the cost of extra computer memory and ADVANTG
computational time needed for the calculation.
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Spatial mesh density

In order to define an appropriate spatial mesh several aspects of the neutron transport
problem have to be taken into account. One must consider the mean free path of neutrons in
materials of interest and the dimensions of objects describing the geometry when defining a
geometrical mesh. Usually one also tries to avoid mixed material regions - the ADVANTG
mesh boundaries should coincide with MCNP geometrical cell boundaries. This makes
defining the ADVANTG or rather Denovo spatial mesh the most time consuming and
possibly the most critical task when preparing ADVANTG VR parameters. Because the
JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment is performed on such a large scale several
objects with varying sizes have to be taken into account. These critical objects range from
a few centimetres to large streaming areas with a typical size of a few meters. The objects
includes the vacuum vessel ports and the details of the SW labyrinth and SE chimney. The
spatial mesh that can be used for the Denovo simulation is only limited by the amount of
computer memory that is available. In 2016, 2017 and 2018 several iterations were performed
in order to refine the mesh for each of the measurement locations in the problem. After
each iteration the deterministic forward and adjoint flux results were checked and if these
results were physically correct a second step MCNP ADVANTG accelerated simulation was
performed. The final test if the mesh definition was satisfactory were the 10 MCNP statistical
tests performed on the tally results. If a significant part of the tests failed a new iteration was
performed. This is a user-time and computer-time expensive process which is crucial for
such a complex particle transport simulation.
For each experimental location a refined mesh was defined with such an iterative workflow.
The number of voxels for each of the measurement locations varied from about 900 thousand
to ten million. Two additional meshes were used for the input parameter analysis variation.
A denser mesh with twice as many voxels and a coarser mesh with half as many voxels.
The neutron fluence at experimental location A7 calculated with ADVANTG determined
VR parameters with the two varied spatial meshes (coarser geom. mesh and denser geom.
mesh) normalized to the calculation with the refined input parameters is shown as a function
of the number of simulated particle histories (NPS) in the top-right subfigure of Figure 5.6.
The error bars were calculated analogous to Equation 5.2. All results converge to the same
value within the statistical uncertainty after a certain number of particle histories have been
simulated. However if one compares the FOMrel results from the bottom-right subfigure
of Figure 5.6 an increase of the relative FOM of about a factor of five is seen when using
the denser mesh. A factor of five decrease in the relative FOM is observed when using a
coarser mesh. This is due to the homogenization (smearing) of materials in the major neutron
streaming paths that occurs when using the coarser mesh. Denser materials (e.g. concrete) is
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mixed with low density materials (e.g. air) resulting in an un-physical deterministic result.
VR parameters i.e. WW based on such a deterministic results often causes particle oversplitting and in turn longer calculation times and lower FOMs. One also has to remember
that the coarser and denser mesh were based on the refined mesh. If one might use a uniform
mesh over the complete model geometry the efficiency of the VR parameters would be
significantly lowered or they would even decelerated the tally convergence.
5.3.1.4

Comparison against analog simulations

Long analog simulations of this complex streaming problem were performed in order to
ensure that ADVANTG does not introduce a bias into the ADVANTG-accelerated (AA)
MCNP simulations. A set of analog MCNP simulations were performed to produce reasonably converged results. Point detector tallies3 were used in a simulation of 5 × 108 particle
histories. The complete simulation took approximately 13 days of wall-clock time on 18
cores using the local computer cluster. Several experimental locations (A1, A8, A2, A3, A4,
B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 and B6) had results with statistical uncertainties bellow 5 %. The most
challenging locations, A5, A6, A7 and B7, had statistical uncertainties greater than 10 %.
The reliability of the ADVANTG accelerated (AA) results was additionally checked using
the ten statistical tests on the track-length estimators (F4 tally in MCNP nomenclature) tallies.
Most AA results passed the 10 statistical tests. Four of the detector locations, A2, B4, B6
and B7, failed the PDF (Probability Density Function) slope test. One should not that the
other statistical tests for these locations do not indicate any issues with the tally convergence.
The number of statistical tests passed are given in Table 5.1.
An independent evaluation of ADVANTG’s capability to accelerate and not bias this
complex fusion problem was performed by three institutions: JSI, ORNL and CCFE. The
MCNP input used was identical, while the ADVANTG inputs were prepared by each institution independently. AA MCNP simulations of neutron fluence from the three collaborators
are compared to analog simulations in the top left subfigure of Figure 5.7. The top right
subfigure of 5.7 shows AA MCNP calculations normalized to the analog values. The error
bars were calculated analogous to Equation 5.2.
One can observe the ratio between the AA and analog results for locations with low
statistical uncertainties (A1, A8, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, B4, B5 and B6) is close to one
within 1σ statistical uncertainty - no bias is introduced in to the simulation by ADVANTG
generated VR parameters. The results of the farther locations with large statistical uncertainty
are unreliable and should be disregarded, because the uncertainty of the analog point detector
tally results exceeds the recommended value of 5 % [7]. Nonetheless despite the large
3 MCNP

nomenclature
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statistical uncertainty of the analog results for this locations the normalized ratios are close
to unity.

Figure 5.7 A comparison of absolute (left) and relative (right) values of the calculated neutron
fluence determined by three different institutions: JSI, ORNL and CCFE. The AA neutron
fluence calculation is compared and normalized to the analog calculation (top) and to the
experiment (bottom).

5.3.1.5

Comparison against the experimental data

The comparison of AA results to analog results showed the reliability of ADVANTG as a
particle transport tool. The next and crucial step of the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark
experiment is the comparison to experimental results. Experimental and calculation results
were normalized to the total neutron yield of the 2016 JET Deuterium–Deuterium (DD)
campaign of 3.518 × 1018 neutrons. The experimental uncertainty included the uncertainty of
the calibration of TLDs, the actual TLD measurement uncertainty, neutron yield uncertainty
and the background radiation measurement uncertainty. The total experimental uncertainty
is less than 25 % for locations A1–A6 and B1–B6, however the farthest locations from the

A1
A8
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

TLD position
F5 tally
1.80E+00
1.60E+00
8.80E-01
1.00E+00
1.00E+00
7.30E-01
1.50E-01
1.80E-01
6.20E+00
1.10E+00
4.20E-01
1.10E+00
2.40E-01
8.50E-01
2.30E-01

F4 tally
3.90E-04
1.00E-03
1.30E-03
1.90E-03
6.50E-04
3.40E-02
4.60E-02
5.40E-02
1.70E-02
8.40E-04
1.10E-04
7.00E-04
2.80E-02
1.70E-03
8.60E-04

F4 tally
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F5 tally
1.80E+00
6.70E-02
2.60E-02
9.10E-03
1.20E-02
1.50E-03
2.10E-04
1.60E-04
3.70E+00
1.60E-02
5.90E-01
2.70E-01
4.30E-04
1.90E-02
1.40E-03

FOM of ADVANTG
accelerated simulation (FOMAA )

FOM of analog
simulation (FOMAnalog )

F4 tally
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Failed PDF slope test
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Passed all 10 tests
Failed PDF slope test
Passed all 10 tests
Failed PDF slope test
Failed PDF slope test

Statistical test of ADVANTG
accelerated simulations

F4 tally
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

F5 tally
1
24
34
110
83
487
714
1125
2
69
1
4
558
45
164

Relative FOM (FOMrel )

Table 5.1 FOM results for the AA (FOMAA ) and analog (FOMAnalog ) MCNP simulations. The speed-up factor or the relative
figure-of-merit (FOMrel ) is given in the last two columns. The number of statistical tests passed by each F4 tally of the AA runs is
given in the fourth column.
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plasma, A7 and B7, have experimental uncertainties of 150 % and 630 % respectively. The
high uncertainty is due to the fact that both measurements are approximately at the level of
the background measurement, which has high uncertainty of 240 %. One of the goals of the
upcoming TT and DTE2 (more on these campaigns in 5.3.1.7.2) experimental campaigns is
to reduce the experimental uncertainty at these farthest locations.
AA MCNP simulations of neutron fluences from the three institutions are compared to
the experimental results (Exp) in the bottom left subfigure of Figure 5.7. The AA MCNP
calculations are normalized to the experimental values (C/E = ΦAA /ΦExp ) in the bottom
right subfigure of Figure 5.7. The combined AA and experimental error bars were calculated
analogous to Equation 5.2.
The C/E values have an obvious trend where the calculations farther away from the
plasma tend to over predict the neutron fluence compared to the experimental results. Several
reasons can be the cause of this trend including modelling simplifications in the MCNP
model, the lack of actual TLD polyethylene containers in the MCNP model (the effect is
addressed in Section 5.3.1.7), and the directional-dependence of the neutrons close to the
plasma source. Most probably the effect is a combination of the given reasons. In any case
even though the C/E values increase to a value above 10, these results are excellent when
taking in to consideration the complexity of experiment and the calculations.
5.3.1.6

ADVANTG acceleration of simulations

Table 5.1 lists the final FOMs for both F4 and F5 tallies for both analog and AA calculations.
To ensure a fair comparison between the analog and AA results all simulations were performed on the same computer cluster with the same number of cores and the same number
of simulated particle histories. Because of the complexity of the simulations, the analog
simulations did not produce any F4 tally scores and consequently no FOM predictions. The
speed-up factor or FOMrel are shown for each tally location in the last two columns of table
5.1.
As expected FOMrel increases with distance from the plasma source for locations in the
SW labyrinth (A1–A8). However close to the plasma source (A1, B1, and B3) the analog
MCNP and AA simulations are similarly efficient. The FOMrel values close to unity are
probably due to the fact that point detector tallies are very efficient for positions which are
close to high scattering region i.e. vacuum vessel and supporting structures. The detectors
could also be in a direct line of sight of one of the tokamak ports. Even though the FOMrel
values are close to unity one should keep in mind that the AA F4 tallies are much more
efficient than their analog counterparts.
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FOMrel values for the SE chimney positions (B1–B7) exhibit a more erratic behaviour.
When analysing these results we have to take in to account that the B experimental locations
include positions at different heights, located in both the main hall level and in the basement
levels. The variation in efficiency of AA simulations at B experimental locations might be
explained by a variation in the fidelity of the transport solution along one or more of the
streaming pathways in the deterministic calculations. However significant speed-ups, large
FOMrel , are obtained for locations B5, B6 and B7, the farthest locations from the plasma
source and the most difficult locations to converge in the problem.
ADVANTG generated variance reduction parameters speed up, or at least maintain, the
convergence rate of all tallies of interest. The comparison to the efficiency of the analog
simulations is especially pronounced when comparing the volume averaged track length
estimator tally (F4) results, where the FOMrel factor is effectively infinite because no tally
scores occurred in the analog simulations4 .
5.3.1.7

Detailed TLD and AF models

In 2018 and 2019 the complete detailed MCNP models of the TLDs, activation foils, holders
and containers were produced and incorporated in to the 360° JET MCNP model for the first
time [33]. These simulations were performed in order to potentially reduce the increassing
C/E trend observed in previous TLD C/E results (See Figure 5.7). Simulation of detailed
models of TLDs and AF was made possible because of the convergence acceleration of
ADVANTG. Up to now the AF were computationally analysed by NCSRD with a two-step
(SSW/SSR) MCNP calculations with detailed detector models only included in the second
step.
5.3.1.7.1 DD results C/E values, reported in Table 5.2, range from about 0.6 to about 12
which is a slight improvement compared to previous results which used attenuation factors to
account for the high density polyethylene containers. The C/E uncertainty is the root sum
of the square of experimental and calculation relative uncertainties. The major part of the
uncertainty still comes from the experimental part. The C/E values for the TLDs using the
detailed model are shown in Figure 5.8 (left).
In Table 5.3 the activation foil reaction rate (RR) experimental measurements are compared to calculations. The IRDFF [26] activation libraries were used to calculate the reaction
rates of the activation foils. One can observe that C/E ratios range from about 0.5 to about
4 It

should be noted that a comparison of the relative figure of merit for point-detector analog simulations
with large statistical uncertainties above 5 % (A5–A7 and B5–B7) is somewhat questionable, but serves as
rough approximation.
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Table 5.2 A comparison of TLD calculations using a detailed TLD and container model to
the experimental results for the DD plasma source.
DD
Location
A1
A8
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B1
B2
B3
B4
B6
B7

Experiment
[1/cm2 /src. particle]

Calculation
[1/cm2 /src. particle]

Calculation
Experiment

Fluence

Rel.
Unc.

Fluence

Rel.
Unc.

C/E

Rel.
Unc.

4.07E-09
1.02E-09
1.97E-10
2.03E-10
7.04E-11
3.98E-12
2.29E-13
2.29E-14
6.38E-09
8.40E-11
1.55E-10
1.29E-10
7.42E-13
5.65E-15

0.17
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.25
1.59
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.20
6.30

2.34E-09
1.25E-09
4.18E-10
4.11E-10
1.88E-10
1.20E-11
1.34E-12
1.19E-13
1.09E-08
2.26E-10
3.25E-10
2.77E-10
4.85E-12
6.90E-14

0.02
0.06
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02

0.58
1.22
2.12
2.02
2.67
3.01
5.85
5.20
1.72
2.68
2.10
2.15
6.54
12.20

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.25
1.59
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.20
6.30

14.5 while, in most positions, the ratios corresponding to cadmium-covered foils are closer
to unity than RR from bare foils. The C/E uncertainty is the root sum of the square of
experimental and calculation relative uncertainties. The calculation uncertainty takes into
account only the 1σ statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo calculation. The experimental
uncertainty of the activation foils was calculated by combining all identified sources of error,
namely the counting statistics, detector efficiency and nuclear data (uncertainties related to
isotope half-lives and gamma-ray emission probabilities). Among these parameters, the statistical uncertainty of the gamma-ray measurements, which varied from 5 % to approximately
40 %, had the major contribution to the combined uncertainty.
Although the agreement between calculation and experiment is not as good as with
the TLDs, the results, especially for the foils covered with cadmium, are very promising.
Similarly to the TLD measurement one has to take in to account the computational and
experimental complexity of the problem. Furthermore, as mentioned before, previous
attempts used a two step computational methodology (SSW/SSR), where in the first step the
source was recorded and in the second step the recorded source was used with a simplified
model of a segment of the tokamak building to calculate the reaction rates [99]. The single
calculation approach presented here enables a more accurate representation of the studied
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geometry and thus reduced the number of uncertainties that contribute to the total uncertainty
of the calculated data. The C/E values for the AF using the detailed model are shown in
Figure 5.8 (right).

Figure 5.8 Comparison of TLD (left) and AF (right) calculations using a detailed TLD and
AF model to the experimental results from the 2016 DD campaign at JET. The red line
represents a C/E value of one.

5.3.1.7.2 Pre-analysis for TT and DTE2 campaign During the TT and DTE2 campaigns the experimental measurement are going to be repeated in order to reduce the experimental uncertainties and also to validate the transport codes and nuclear data with scenarios
which have a different neutron energy source spectra. It was expected that the TT and DTE2
campaigns would have finished before this thesis was finished but the campaigns have been
delayed. Nonetheless, in preparation for the TT and DTE2 plasma campaigns a preliminary
simulation of the neutron fluence at the TLD experimental positions was performed.
The results shown in Table 5.4 predict that the neutron fluence per source neutron
measured by the TLDs during the TT campaign will be similar to those recorded during the
DD campaign. On the other hand the neutron fluences per source neutron during the DT
camping will be, on average, about 20 % higher than the DD campaign.
The proposed neutron budget for the upcoming TT experiment is 5.04 × 1019 TT and
1.04 × 1020 DT neutrons (due to 1 % Deuterium). The upcoming DTE2 experimental
campign will have a maximum budget of 1.53 × 1021 DT neutrons and 3.06 × 1019 of TT
neutrons [103]. Table 5.5 reports the the total neutron fluences predicted in TLD assemblies
during TT and DTE2 campaigns considering the expected level of irradiation in future
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Location

Relative
Uncertainty

1.99E+04
1.73E+03
4.03E+05
2.50E+04
8.24E+04
4.91E+03
3.91E+04
2.40E+03
8.72E+04
6.09E+03
9.08E+03
4.77E+02
1.65E+05
1.68E+04
3.49E+04
3.40E+03
1.77E+04
1.45E+03
2.96E+04
3.06E+03
3.64E+03
2.67E+02

Reaction Rate

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03

Relative
Uncertainty

2.62
1.27
1.06
0.45
6.07
1.98
5.58
1.97
5.25
0.79
1.64
0.48
1.04
0.52
6.73
2.21
14.48
2.86
7.42
7.27
2.18
0.71

C/E

0.11
0.17
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.19
0.12
0.26
0.12
0.23
0.14
0.34
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.21
0.14
0.27
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.48

Relative
Uncertainty

Calculation/Experiment

Reaction Rate

0.11
0.17
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.19
0.12
0.26
0.11
0.22
0.14
0.34
0.10
0.11
0.13
0.20
0.14
0.27
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.48

Calculation [s-1 ]

7.58E+03
1.36E+03
3.80E+05
5.21E+04
1.36E+04
2.48E+03
7.02E+03
1.22E+03
1.66E+04
7.67E+03
5.54E+03
1.00E+03
1.58E+05
3.22E+04
5.19E+03
1.54E+03
1.82E+03
5.07E+02
3.99E+03
4.21E+02
1.67E+03
3.79E+02

Experiment [s-1 ]

Table 5.3 Comparison of calculated and experimental reactions rates (RR) of the activation foils for the DD plasma source using a
detailed AF and container model.
DD
Nuclide

(n,γ) 60 Co

(n,γ) 110m Ag

59 Co

(n,γ) 182 Ta

109 Ag

181 Ta

A1
A1+Cd
A1
A1+Cd
A2
A2+Cd
A4
A4+Cd
B3
B3+Cd
B5
B5+Cd
A1
A1+Cd
A2
A2+Cd
A4
A4+Cd
B3
B3+Cd
B5
B5+Cd
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Table 5.4 Comparison of absolute TLD fluence calculations for TT and DT plasma sources
(columns 2-5). Relative results of the expected TT and DT fluence compared to DD fluence
(columns 6 and 7).
TT Calculation
[1/cm2 /src. particle]

Location
A1
A8
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B1
B2
B3
B4
B6
B7

DT Calculation
[1/cm2 /src. particle]

DD/
TT

DD/
DT

Fluence

Relative
Uncertainty

Fluence

Relative
Uncertainty

CDD /
CTT

CDD /
CDT

2.30E-09
1.21E-09
4.37E-10
4.06E-10
1.90E-10
1.23E-11
1.28E-12
1.16E-13
9.30E-09
2.27E-10
3.38E-10
2.64E-10
5.27E-12
6.46E-14

0.01
0.02
0.07
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.02

3.28E-09
1.71E-09
5.58E-10
5.53E-10
2.60E-10
1.59E-11
1.64E-12
1.53E-13
1.15E-08
2.90E-10
4.06E-10
3.45E-10
5.99E-12
8.53E-14

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.05

1.02
1.03
0.96
1.01
0.99
0.97
1.05
1.03
0.98
0.99
0.96
1.05
0.92
1.07

0.71
0.73
0.75
0.74
0.72
0.75
0.82
0.78
0.79
0.78
0.80
0.80
0.81
0.81
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experiments5 . The relative uncertainties given in columns 3 and 5 are the root sum of the
square of uncertainties from contributions of TT and DT sources.
Table 5.5 Prediction of total neutron fluence at TLD locations for the upcoming TT and
DTE2 campaigns.
TT campaign
Location
A1
A8
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
B1
B2
B3
B4
B6
B7

5.3.2

DTE2 campaign

Fluence [1/cm2 ]

Relative
Uncertainty

Fluence [1/cm2 ]

Relative
Uncertainty

4.58E+11
2.39E+11
8.01E+10
7.80E+10
3.67E+10
2.28E+09
2.35E+08
2.17E+07
1.67E+12
4.16E+10
5.93E+10
4.92E+10
8.88E+08
1.21E+07

0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.03

5.09E+12
2.66E+12
8.67E+11
8.59E+11
4.04E+11
2.47E+10
2.55E+09
2.37E+08
1.79E+13
4.51E+11
6.32E+11
5.36E+11
9.32E+09
1.33E+08

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.05

Miscellaneous applications

Beside major applications of ADVANTG described in previous sections such as validation
on neutron streaming and skyshine benchmark experiment, validation on a simplified model
of the JET tokamak and, of course, the application of ADVANTG to the JET3-NEXP
streaming benchmark experiment, ADVANTG has been applied to several other problems.
The following few paragraphs describe some miscellaneous applications of ADVANTG
that have been published in the past few years. The first two applications, TIARA and
ASPIS Iron88, were performed as part of the CIELO project. The second two applications,
JSI TRIGA mk. II and ITER shutdown dose rate benchmark were performed in close
collaboration with Klemen Ambrožič [104, 105].
5 The

neutrons from DD reactions were disregarded in these predictions.
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Figure 5.9 Schematic side view of the ASPIS Iron88 benchmark experiment.
5.3.2.1

ASPIS Iron88 shielding benchmark

The ASPIS Iron88 [106] shielding experiment is part of the SINBAD [84] benchmark
shielding experiment database. The experiment includes experimental results for five different
foil activation detectors (Sulphur, Indium, Rhodium, Gold and Aluminium). The foils were
positioned in cavities, identified as experimental positions A1 - A15, between various
thickness’s of mild-steel shields ranging from 5 cm to roughly 80 cm. The foils were used
to map the neutron field both on and off axis. The Iron 88 benchmark experiment array
installed on the ASPIS experimental trolley was hosted in one of the irradiation chambers at
the NESTOR reactor at Winfrith, Great Britain. The Iron 88 assemblies comprises of three
regions: source region containing the 235 U fission plate driven by the thermal neutrons from
the NESTOR reactor, the actual shields made from 13 mild steel plates each approximately
5.1 cm thick and a deep mild- and stainless-steel backing shield. A schematic representation
of the experimental setup is presented in Figure 5.9.
The motivation behind the production of high fidelity MCNP models and effective
variance reduction parameters [47] was the the CIELO [55] project. Benchmarking of
nuclear data was an essential part of the project from the ground up. The ASPIS experiments
are of interest for evaluation purposes because of their fission neutron source and deep
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shielding measurements with several different activation detectors which are sensitive to
different parts of the neutron energy spectrum.
The previous Monte Carlo models of the experiment lacked rigorously determined
and effective variance reduction parameters. Effective variance reduction parameters were
needed for CPU time-wise effective calculations for this deep shielding problem. FWCADIS was used to determine the VR parameters in order to accelerated the convergence of
all experimental positions in one simulations. The ADVANTG simulation used the bplus
multigroup nuclear data library, a simple symmetric quadrature set and Pn =5 scattering angle
order expansion. The Denovo Cartesian mesh was defined in such a way to avoid mixing of
materials.
For the case of the Sulphur detector6 FOMrel for the closest detector location A2 is about
4 but it increases for the farthest position to 3 × 105 for position A15. Using ADVANTG
produced VR parameters statistical uncertainties bellow 2 % (in most cases bellow 1 %) for
all activation detector materials and locations are achieved in under 5 min on a local computer
cluster with 40 threads (Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2).
5.3.2.2

TIARA shielding benchmark

The TIARA shielding benchmark was already mention in Section 4.3.2. In that section
details on the experimental setup are given. Much like with the ASPIS Iron88 benchmark
experiment, this shielding benchmark experiment was chosen to be re-evaluated for the needs
of the CIELO project because it covers a specific part of the neutron energy spectra with its
relativity high proton induced neutron spectrum of 43 MeV and 68 MeV. New high fidelity
models were produced alongside effective variance reduction parameters for two typical
shielding materials, iron and concrete, and for the first time all detectors were included in
the models [46]. This included the BC501A liquid scintillation detector, a series of Bonner
sphere detectors and 238 U and 232 Th fission cells.
FW-CADIS was used to determine the VR parameters for multiple detector locations and
with uniform uncertainties in each energy bin in the case of the BC 501A liquid scintillator
detectors. The hilo2k multigroup nuclear data library was used for all cases alongside a
detailed quadrature set and a high order of expansion of the scattering angle. Once again the
Cartesian mesh was defined in such a way to minimise mixing of materials while retaining
the details of the original MCNP model. For most experimental setups it was only beneficial
to use VR parameters for the cases where the shield thickness exceeded 40 cm.
In the case of the 100 cm thick iron shield with the 43 MeV neutron source and the
BC 501A liquid scintillator detector, FOMrel was 300. Using ADVANTG produced VR
6 This

detector is singled out because it is also used in the ND S/U analysis given in Part III.
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Figure 5.10 Schematic top view of the JSI TRIGA mk. II Dry chamber irradiation facility
with contributon field (relative units). Experimental locations V120 - V123 are shown.
parameters statistical uncertainties bellow 5 % (in most cases bellow 2 %) for all tallies or
energy bins were achieved in under 5 min on a local computer cluster with 40 threads (Intel
Xeon E5-2680 v2).
5.3.2.3

JSI TRIGA mk II Dry cell

The JSI TRIGA mk II reactor has several irradiation facilities including a large open cavity
called a Dry cell. The Dry cell chamber is about 2.5 m from the reactor core. The thermalizing
column that leads to the chamber starts at the graphite reflector and is also partially field
with lead and graphite plugs. The column is also coated with borated wood and polyethylene
sheets. All of the major reactor components are marked in Figure 5.10. The geometrical and
material configuration of the thermalizing column results in a highly thermalized neutron
spectrum in the Dry cell which is difficult to simulate with particle transport codes. In
order to experimentally characterize the neutron field in the Dry cell, measurements with
gold 191 Au(n, γ) activation foils were performed at five locations V120 - V124. It was
decided to complement the experimental measurements with ADVANTG accelerated MCNP
simulations.
The simulation was divided in to three parts. In the first part the criticality source
(KCODE) that is simulated in the eigenvalue mode of MCNP was recorded and converted
in to a fixed source (SDEF) which could be used with ADVANTG. Simulation results of
the fixed source were validated against criticality simulation results in and close to the
reactor core [104]. In the second step ADVANTG was used to determine variance reduction
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parameters for the 5 experimental locations in the dry chamber. The most crucial part of
the ADVANTG input preparation was determining a suitable Cartesian geometrical mesh.
This was particularly difficult because of the mostly cylindrical geometries that make up
the TRIGA reactor. Besides the geometrical mesh a simple quadrature set, the 27n19g
multigroup library and the FW-CADIS method were used to determine the VR parameters.
Several iterations (∼100) were performed trying to determined optimal VR parameters. After
each iteration the 10 MCNP statistical tests were checked (see Section 1.4.4). A contributon
field (see Equation 5.1) of the final ADVANTG iteration is presented in Figure 5.10. The
field shows the most important particle pathways for the contribution of the final results in
the samples. Samples and major components of the reactor are also presented.
AA MCNP reaction rates on gold (n, γ) and experimental results are compared in Table
5.6. The experimental reaction rate results alongside their uncertainty are given in the 2nd and
3rd column. The AA MCNP simulation results for the reaction rate alongside the uncertainty
are given in the 4th and 5th column. The C/E values are given in the 6th and 7th column give
the C/E values and its uncertainties. The FOMrel values are given in the last column of Table
5.6.
A significant difference between the calculated and experimental results can be observed.
The exact origin of these differences is unknown but several unknowns are present in the
current computational model. The major unknown quantity for this particular case is the
composition and water content in the graphite in the core reflector and in the thermalizing
column. The compositions of the graphite could significantly affect the results. Additionally,
on-site observations proved that some modifications were performed on the TRIGA mark
II reactor at JSI which were not recorded in detail. Certain modifications were taken into
account based on on-site measurements for the purpose of this work but others remain.
One must also be aware that accurate prediction of thermal neutron flux is challenging for
deterministic codes i.e. Denovo as part of ADVANTG, and is highly dependent on the cross
sections specifically thermal scattering cross sections.
Even tough the C/E values are over estimated the analysis show cases the computational
workflow one might implement when trying to deal with shielding applications in criticality
systems. This includes examples such as ex-core detector responses in NPPs [36], shielding
determination in major streaming paths in NPPs [34] and neutron flux determination at
crucial electronic equipment locations in NPPs [35].
5.3.2.4

ITER computational shutdown dose rate benchmark

The ITER computational shutdown dose rate benchmark experiment is a geometrically
simple problem which was designed to approximate an ITER port plug. It consists of four
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Table 5.6 Experimental and calculated reaction rates given for all 5 measurement locations.
C/E with uncertainties and FOMrel values are also given.

V120
V121
V122
V123
V124

Experimental
Reaction Rate

Relative
Uncertainty

Calculated
Reaction Rate

Relative
Uncertainty

C/E

Relative
Uncertainty

FOMrel
KCODE

6.11E-15
2.47E-15
1.85E-15
1.86E-15
1.85E-15

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02

1.01E-14
4.08E-15
2.89E-15
2.82E-15
2.80E-15

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01

1.66
1.66
1.56
1.51
1.51

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

157
55
57
33
51

regions: the neutron source on a cylindrical plate (green), a homogeneous mixture of water
and iron (red) and a cylindrical plug and disc made from iron (blue). Additionally there
are cylindrical tally regions beyond the blue iron disc shown in purple. The configuration
with measurements in centimetres is given in Figure 5.11. The port-plug approximate a
typical shielding configuration consisting of water, iron and omnipresent gaps between the
components. Besides prompt gamma and neutron dose fields it is imperative to accurately
determined delayed gamma dose fields after shut down of a fusion reactor. Delayed gammas,
which originate from neutron activated nuclides that undergo decay from unstable states, are
especially problematic in fusion because of threshold reactions which occur at DT neutron
energies i.e. 14 MeV.
The state-of-the-art in delayed gamma calculations is the so called Rigorous-2-Step (R2S)
[96] methodology. The method consist of an initial step where the neutron flux is calculated
An intermediate step is implemented where activation of nuclides is calculated based on the
neutron flux and spectrum from the first step. In the second step of the R2S method, gamma
rays from the activated nuclides are transported to determine the final delayed gamma dose
fields.
The ITER computational shutdown dose rate benchmark experiment [107] served as the
first computational validation platform for the JSI R2S code system [105]. The Rigorous-2Step [96] methodology based JSIR2S code that couples MCNP and FISPACT-II [108], an
isotopic activation and transmutation code, is used for calculations of delayed gamma fields.
Even tough this is a geometrically simple model, VR of the first step neutron transport
simulation, which is part of the R2S methodology, was needed because of the thick shielding
that is between the source and tally region. For some parts of the geometry there is upwards
of 5 m of iron between the source and tally region. ADVANTG was chosen to rigorously
and systematically determine VR parameters for the first step simulation. ADVANTG was
set-up to determine VR parameters for a global calculation in order to uniformly converge
neutron flux in all parts of the benchmark model. Because each part of the geometry can be
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Figure 5.11 Schematic of the ITER port plug MCNP model included in the benchmark
specification. Blue - iron, red - mixture of water and iron, green - source region, purple tally region. All given dimensions are in centimetres.
activated and can contribute to the final delayed gamma dose field estimation, it is crucial to
have converged first step neutron transport results with low statistical uncertainty.
As was the case with the application of ADVANTG to the JSI TRIGA mk II Dry cell
problem, several iterations were needed to produce an effective non-uniform Cartesian spatial
mesh because of the cylindrical geometry of the ITER port plug. The thin void regions
between the inner and outer plug also presented a challenge. Homogenization or smearing
of the surrounding material into the void region can significantly effect the deterministic
transport solution. Consequently the VR parameters cause particle over splitting (see Section
5.3.1.3). The final Cartesian mesh was defined with approximately 280×280×60 spatial
voxels. A detailed quadrature set was also defined to accurately describe the streaming
through the narrow port plug gaps in the deterministic simulation. The 27 neutron multigroup
cross section general purpose shielding library included with the ADVANTG was used to
reduce the amount of computer memory needed for the deterministic calculation. FW-CADIS
global setting were used to produce uniformly low statistical uncertainties throughout the
mesh based tally which was superimposed over the complete model geometry.
109 source particles were simulated by MCNP and accelerated with ADVANTG produced
VR parameters to achieve a statistical uncertainty bellow 1 % for each mesh tally voxel and
each of the 175 energy groups from the VITAMIN-J group structure. The AA simulation
took roughly 30 h on a local computer cluster with 28 cores and 56 computational threads
(Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3). Statistically relevant converged results where not achievable with
an analog MCNP simulation. Thus a comparison of the FOM is not possible or rather
FOMrel = ∞.

Chapter 6
Auxiliary computer codes
Several auxiliary computer codes were used at certain stages and for certain applications in
the thesis. Some of the auxiliary codes were developed by other institution while some where
developed by the thesis author to simplify a repeating and/or tedious task. The auxiliary codes
can be roughly divided in to three groups: nuclear data processing codes (NJOY, TRANSX
and GLG20), CAD model conversion codes (GRASP with Rhinoceros and Grasshopper)
and visualization codes (VisIt, Vised, SensitivitiesViewer and ViSS.py). The following few
chapters briefly describe the auxiliary computer codes which also play a significant role
of the newly developed nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty program package ASUSD
which is presented in detail in Part III.

6.1

Nuclear data processing

As discussed in the chapter on nuclear data (Section 1.3) the evaluated nuclear data (ND),
such as cross sections, resonance parameters, covariance data etc. is distributed in ENDF6 [22] format files by several institutions such as the Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear
Data Services (JEFF libraries), IAEA Nuclear Data Services (FENDL, IRDFF libraries),
Brookhaven National Laboratory Nation Nuclear Data Centre (ENDF libraries) etc. Data in
ENDF-6 format needs to be processed to be usable by particle transport codes and nuclear
data sensitivity and uncertainty propagation codes. ND processing codes have been in
development alongside transport codes from the very beginning. They include several
different physical models that are used to calculate specific ND parameters based on the raw
data stored in the ENDF-6 format file.
The most commonly used and versatile ND processing code is NJOY which is described
in subsection 6.1.1. The TRANSX processing code, subsection 6.1.2 is an older code which
is officially not in development any more but is still routinely used for preparing nuclear
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data for deterministic transport solvers. The GLG20, subsection 6.1.3, processing suite was
developed at ORNL and adapted by the thesis author for automatic parallel processing of
complete nuclear data libraries using NJOY.

6.1.1

NJOY

NJOY [52] is used to process ENDF-6 format data into pointwise and multigroup nuclear
cross sections and other related nuclear data such as covariance information. With version
NJOY-2016 the program is freely variable from a GitHub repository. NJOY includes options
to output nuclear data in several formats, such as ACE, MATXS, WIMS xs, ISOTXS,
BRKOXS, DLAYXS etc., which are compatible with continuous energy and multigroup
Monte Carlo and deterministic particle transport solvers. The NJOY workflow is subdivided
into modules which perform specific tasks and can be considered as almost individual
programs. The modules are combined in to a series of computational steps where each step
takes as an input the output of the previous step. The interface files are referred to as tapes.
An example of a NJOY workflow which processes ENDF-6 data in to multigroup cross
sections is as follows:
• RECONR - reconstructs pointwise cross sections from resonance parameters stored in
an evaluated ENDF-6 file.
• BROADR - performs Doppler broadening of the pointwise cross section data.
• HEATR - adds heat production cross sections and radiation damage production cross
sections.
• THERMR - produces free or bound scattering data in the thermal energy region.
• UNRESR - determines effective self-shielded pointwise cross sections in the unresolved
energy range.
• GROUPR - generates self-shielded multigroup cross sections at several background
cross section values.
• MATXSR - prepares multigroup cross-section in the MATXS cross-section interface
file format. The format is compatible with the TRANSX code which is used to prepare
mixed material cross section tables for many particle transport codes.
Several other NJOY modules exist with specific functionality. For the purpose of this
thesis three other modules need to be mentioned:
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• ACER - finalizes the processing procedure with the preparation of continuous-energy
cross section in ACE (A Compact ENDF) format. ACE format is used by MCNP and
other Monte Carlo transport solvers.
• ERRORR - prepares multigroup covariance matrices in a format compatible with
SUSD3D ND S/U code.
• COVR - prepares covariance plots based on the output of ERRORR. Examples of
COVR are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.1.
Each of the modules accepts input parameters in a strict format. The text input files for
NJOY are unique for each nuclide. Preparation of NJOY input files is a time consuming and
tedious process which requires significant user knowledge and experience. The process was
simplified and automated using the GLG20 processing suite.
Using NJOY either continuous-energy cross section in ACE format or multigroup cross
sections in MATXS format were produced. The ACE or MATXS cross sections are prepared
for individual nuclides. For deterministic solvers one has to prepare so called transport tables
which are essentially macroscopic multigroup cross sections written in tabular ASCII or
binary form. Preparation of transport tables which take in to account the problem specific
isotopic material specification is taken care of by the TRANSX code. In the case of Monte
Carlo codes there is no need to prepare transport tables in advance as the probability of
particle interacting with a nuclide of a certain material is determined on-the-fly during the
simulation. The stochastic transport process was discussed at length in Section 1.2.4.

6.1.2

TRANSX

TRANSX [53] reads nuclear data from a library in MATXS format and produces transport
tables for many different discrete ordinates and diffusion transport codes. The main purpose
of TRANSX is to construct data for fast fission reactors, fusion reactors and shielding
configurations. It also produces data for thermal fission reactors, but has a weakness in
dealing with resonance effects in thermal reactors. TRANSX can prepare cross section
transport tables for neutron, photon and charged particle or coupled particle problems. In
this thesis only the functionality to produce neutron transport tables is utilized.
TRANSX can output the transport tables in several formats including ISOTXS and
ANIGIF. The ISOTXS format, material ordered-binary, is a CCCC-IV [68] standard interface
file which is compatible with the PARTISN discrete ordinates transport solver. The ANIGIF
format, ansin group-ordered binary, format was added to TRANSX with the last official
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updated (up15.31). The ANIGIF format is identical to the GIP [109] (Group Organized
Cross-Sections) format that is used by the Denovo deterministic transport solver.
TRANSX includes the capability to produce transport tables for heterogeneous and
homogeneous material mixtures. It can also take in to account self-shielding effects when
producing transport tables based on the Bondarenko method described in Section 1.6 on
self-shielding. This can severely affect a transport analysis of thick shielding problems as
well as production of effective variance reduction parameters. The effect is discussed at
length in Section 8.
Much like the NJOY input file, the TRANSX input file follows a strict format. Preparation
of input for simple problems with only a few mixed material specifications is rather straight
forward. For complex deterministic calculations the TRANSX input file becomes several
hundreds of thousand lines long. The preparation of such inputs was automatized as part of
the ASUSD program package.
TRANSX is also used to prepare general purpose multigroup cross section libraries for
ADVANTG. ADVANTG uses ANISN [110] format coupled neutron-photon libraries and
prepares mixed material transport tables in GIP format for Denovo. The TRANSX input
file used to prepare these ADVANTG libraries is produced automatically by the GLG20
processing suite.

6.1.3

GLG20

The GLG20 [111] nuclear data processing suite was initially developed by Charles R. Daily
at ORNL and modified by the thesis author. The original GLG20 suite was programmed to
prepare NJOY input files with module specific input for processing evaluated nuclear data
libraries into multigroup coupled neutron/photon libraries which can be read by ADVANTG.
GLG20 was written in Python 2.7 [112]. GLG20 prepares a batch of NJOY input files for
a complete evaluated nuclear data library. Since NJOY is not parallelizable the problem is
parallelized in a more straight forward way, where each of the nuclides is processed on one
thread of a linux based computer cluster or workstation. This enables automatic processing
of complete evaluated nuclear data libraries in a matter of minutes. The suite was used to
prepare all of the libraries included with the ADVANTG distribution including:
• 27n19g - A 27 neutron 19 gamma group library with 393 nuclides based on ENDF/BVII.0. The weighting spectrum consists of a fission spectrum, a 1/E slowing down
spectrum, and a Maxwellian distribution.
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• 200n47g - A 200 neutron 47 gamma group library with 393 nuclides based on ENDF/BVII.0. The weighting spectrum consists of a fission spectrum, a 1/E slowing down
spectrum, and a Maxwellian distribution.
• BUGLE-96 - A 47 neutron 20 gamma group library with 120 nuclides based on
ENDF/B-VI.3. This library was developed for light water reactor shielding and
pressure vessel dosimetry using five different weighting spectra calculated from a 1-D
model of a reactor cavity and bioshield.
• BPLUS - A 47 neutron 20 gamma group library with 393 nuclides based on ENDF/BVII.0. The library uses the same group structure and weighting spectra as the BUGLE
library but has been updated with newer nuclear data.
• DABL69 - A 46 neutron 23 gamma group library with 80 nuclides based on ENDF/B-V.
This library was developed for defense-related radiation shielding applications. It uses
a weighting function similar to the 200n47g library with an added 14 MeV fusion peak.
• dplus - A 46 neutron 23 gamma group library with 393 nuclides based on ENDF/BVII.0. The library uses the same group structure and weighting spectra as the DABL
library but has been updated with newer nuclear data.
• FENDL67 - A 46 neutron 21 gamma group library with 71 nuclides based on FENDL2.1. The library was developed for fusion applications by collapsing the FENDL/MG2.1 library.
• FENDL3_253 - A 211 neutron 42 gamma group library with 180 nuclides based on
FENDL-3.1. A library developed for fusion applications based on the VITAMIN-E
(NJOY IWT=11) weighting spectra and group VITAMIN-J + 36 1 MeV bins up to
55 MeV [113].
• FENDL3_71 - A 47 neutron 24 gamma group library with 180 nuclides based on
FENDL-3.1. This library is analogus to the FENDL3_253 library, but uses a collapsed
energy group structure.
The above listed libraries are mentioned throughout the thesis. The suite was used to
prepare ADVANTG libraries based on the JEFF-3.3 and TENDL-2015 evaluated libraries by
the thesis author. Functionality to produce ADVANTG compatible libraries in the VITAMINJ and ECCO-33 [52] energy group structures was added by the thesis author.
The SUSD3D nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty code also requires multigroup cross
section data and covariance information in a specific format. The functionality to process
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ENDF-6 format data in to these SUSD3D compatible formats was also added to GLG20 by
the thesis author. Additionally, to simplify and accelerate the process of preparing continuous
energy data for Monte Carlo codes at different temperatures the functionality to prepare ACE
format nuclear data was also added.

6.2

CAD model conversion

Before any particle transport simulation can be performed a geometrical model which closely
resembles the problem geometry needs to be constructed. Creating digital 3D models is a
process where a real life object is represented with mathematical expressions for surfaces
and shown to the user as a 2D image on a screen. Nowadays most engineering 3D designs
are stored in so called CAD (Computer-Aided Design) formats. Such an approach allows
engineers to distribute, add and modify concepts in a three dimensional space. CAD models
are also used for a series of simulations including material stress testing and computational
fluid dynamics to name just two. CAD models are also used at JSI to visualize concept ideas
and existing experimental set-ups in 3D space and provide a base model for particle transport
codes [47, 46, 87, 34, 114–118].
Because of the unique challenges which limit particle transport, CAD models are not
directly used to describe geometries of particle transport problems1 . In Monte Carlo neutron
transport simulations one wants exact knowledge on the particle position and the associated
material composition. Ideally the description of the geometry should also be as mathematically straight forward and computer memory inexpensive. Most Monte Carlo transport codes
use so called constructive solid geometry (CSG) where the geometry is represented by a
Boolean combination of simple geometrical surfaces and bodies such as: plane, cylinder,
box, parallelepiped, sphere, torus etc. Defining geometries in such a way ensures exact
knowledge on the geometry and material boundaries which is, as stated, essential for particle
tracking. Approaches to perform Monte Carlo simulations on unstructured Cartesian and
tetrahedral meshes have been in development but they introduce a level of inaccuracy in to
the computation.
The current state-of-the-art approach which is used by most neutonics groups is to convert
CAD models into CSG models for Monte Carlo codes. The two most mature workflows for
CAD-to-CSG conversion are the McCad [120] and SuperMC [121] codes. Both of these
approaches are referred to as automatic but require significant user input to simplify and
correct CAD model mistakes. In this chapter the workflow developed by the thesis author
1 The

DAGMC [119] MCNP extension allows tracking on CAD models but the program is still in its
development stage.
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which combines Rhinoceros and Grasshopper in to the semi-automatic CAD-to-CSG tool
GRASP (Section 6.2.1) is described.

6.2.1

GRASP

Truly automatic CAD-to-CSG conversion of complex models, i.e. fusion and fission experimental setups, does not exist. Two approaches to convert CAD models to CSG models exist.
In the first approach the CAD model is simplified to such a point it can be automatically converted with e.g. McCad or SuperMC. This simplification process includes removing model
details i.e. particle transport irrelevant pieces. The engineering CAD models are usually not
produced with a precision needed for particle transport codes. These imperfections also need
to be corrected. Preparing of complex models in such a way is a time consuming tedious
work which can take weeks.
The GRASP [87] tool developed by the thesis author implements the second approach.
CAD models are taken as they are with no need of simplification. The original models are
de-constructed in to basic information such a boundaries and points. Then it is up to the
nuclear analyst to gather the relevant information and construct a CSG model.
GRASP was programmed in the scripting language add-on Grasshopper for Rhinoceros
[122]. Rhinoceros is a commercial 3D computer graphics application software. In the first
step GRASP disassembles CAD models in to basic information i.e. points and boundaries.
In the second step, the user, usually a nuclear analyst with knowledge on particle transport,
chooses the important geometrical features of the model. By clicking on three or more points
in the Rhinoceros graphical user interface the analyst defines the basic geometrical planes
which define CSG models. GRASP combines the points and based on their coordinates
calculates the CSG surface card entries for Monte Carlo codes e.g. MCNP. A graphical
representation of the surface cards is shown in the Rhinoceros graphical user interface. In the
third step the surface cards are combined with Boolean logic in to complicated bodies or cells.
This step is done manually by the analyst hence GRASP is a semi-automatic conversion tool.
GRASP has proven to be easy to use and fast. It has been applied to several fission,
fusion and shielding applications [47, 46, 34, 115, 117, 118] such as the development of the
complete PWR containment building and reactor pressure vessel. The CSG model developed
with GRASP based on a CAD model was constructed in 250 h. This time is comparable
to the time needed by analysts to simplify and correct imperfections of CAD models for
automatic conversion. Another advantage of such an approach is that the analyst is in control
of the complete conversion process and knows exactly where each measurement came from
and where it is used in the model. This ensures easier troubleshooting and modification of
the models in later stages.
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Visualization tools

Visualization of scientific data is an essential part of conveying information. Visualization
can also provide easier insight in to the results compared to raw scientific data. When
comparing results from different computational methods, using different input data and
different experimental setups it is much easier to apprehend the results if they are visualized
in a consistent and clear manner.
In this section some tools for visualization are presented which are used to construct
graphics of different parameters associated with the particle transport process. VisIt and Vised
are used to visualize the CSG and deterministic geometrical models. The SensitivitiesViewer
and ViSS.py on the other hand are used to quickly compare and display nuclear data sensitivity
information. Other tools for visualization were used in the thesis, mostly written using the
matplotlib [123] library from Python, but are not singled out in this section.

6.3.1

VisIt

VisIt [90] was developed at LLNL (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory) as an open
source analysis tool for multiple computer platforms. Its visual engine is scalable across
multiple computer cores and processors. This allows production of high fidelity static and
animated visualizations. It includes several integrated mathematical operators and expressions
and the ability to program custom operators in modern languages such as Python. VisIt is
capable of opening, manipulating and visualizing data from over 120 different scientific data
formats including the *.silo format. The silo format is used by Denovo and ADVANTG to
store flux, material, source and geometry information. Using VisIt one can easily check the
deterministic results from ADVANTG using 2D and 3D plots. An examples of a 2D plot of a
contributon filed was shown in Figure 5.10 where the geometry was added with VisIt using
an external CAD model. When an analyst is first presented with a new model it is beneficial
to visualize it in 3D. Unfortunately 3D representation of complex MCNP with i.e. Vised (see
next section on Vised 6.3.2) is very unstable. However using ADVANTG’s dx method one
can produce high fidelity Cartesian 3D model on a dense mesh which can be visualized by
VisIt. An example of a detailed model is given in Figure 5.2.

6.3.2

Vised

Vised [124] was developed with the aim of providing a graphical user interface (GUI) for
creating and displaying MCNP input files. Besides 2D MCNP geometry plotting Vised is
capable of cross section, tally and weight windows plotting. More advanced plotting features
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include the plotting of particle collision points, particles sources, 3D dynamic geometries
and simple 3D ray traced geometries. Vised also includes the options for creating surface,
lattice and cell cards within the GUI with helpful tips and guidelines. This feature was not
used as part of thesis but is a valuable feature for beginner users. Vised also includes basic
debugging features which includes visual representations of geometry errors. This feature
was extremely useful for troubleshooting of geometry errors when CAD models of complex
structures were converted in to CSG and when modifications needed to be made to existing
high fidelity models. An example of 2D geometry plot of an MCNP input file generated by
Vised was shown in Figure 4.5.

6.3.3

SensitivitiesViewer and ViSS.py

Multigroup nuclear data sensitivities calculated with SUSD3D can be visualized with two
programs. The Sensitivities Viewer [79] was developed at the OECD/NEA data bank. The
program can read several formats in which ND sensitivities are written including output
files from: TSUNAMI (A and B), SUSD3D, MCNP output, ABBN, WPEC SG33, Binary.
Such a capability is very useful when one wants to compare results from several different
codes for benchmarking and validation purposes. The program also includes the capability
to collapse or extrapolate the sensitivities data in to several standard energy group structures
for comparison to evaluated data available in the DICE [125] data bank.
ViSS.py (Visualize SUSD3D Sensitivities) is a Python based program developed by the
thesis author. It is used to prepare visually consistent plots of energy dependent sensitivity
profiles from the fort.7 SUSD3D output file. The program can plot absolute sensitivity
profiles from different source files and produce relative plots. The plots can be written to
several formats including jpg, png, pdf, eps etc. ViSS.py was used to plot all sensitivity
profiles in this thesis including the sensitivity profiles for the TIARA benchmark experiment
shown in Figure 4.2.

Part III
ASUSD program package

Chapter 7
Coupling of SUSD3D to ADVANTG
The main motivation behind the development of the ASUSD (ADVANTG + SUSD3D)
program package for deterministic Nuclear Data (ND) Sensitivity/Uncertainty (S/U) analysis
was the reduction of the user’s time needed to perform such an analysis. The largest time
bottle neck in performing perturbation based ND S/U analysis is the preparation of the input
files. With ASUSD much of the input preparation has been automated or simplified.
The basic premise of ASUSD is to use Denovo as part of ADVANTG coupled with
SUSD3D. Results from Denovo, angular fluxes or rather angular flux moments, are used by
SUSD3D together with cross section and covariance data to quantify the ND sensitivities
and uncertainties. Denovo as part of ADVANTG was chosen for ASUSD mainly because in
particle transport, specifically in neutronics, MCNP is still considered the benchmark code.
Because MCNP is considered as the de facto neutron transport code, models of experimental
setups ranging from simple benchmarks to high fidelity models of fusion and fission reactors
exist in MCNP. MCNP also retains complete backwards compatibility, so old models can
still be simulated using modern MCNP. Considering ADVANTG’s capability to automatically prepare a deterministic Denovo model based on an MCNP model, coupling SUSD3D
and ADVANTG was a straightforward decision. The coupled workflow of SUSD3D and
ADVANTG in ASUSD significantly reduces the user’s time needed to perform a perturbation
based ND S/U analysis.
SUSD3D was coupled with ADVANTG using several standalone programs written
in Python 2 [112] with dependencies to libraries from the Anaconda 2.3.0 [123] Python
distribution. The extended ASUSD program package also includes the GLG20 nuclear data
processing suite and TRANSX. The coupling process and each of the newly developed
programs is described in the following Section 7.1.
Considering that Denovo was mainly developed as a supporting discrete ordinate code
for the production of variance reduction parameters in the ADVANTG/MCNP and Monaco/
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SCALE workflows, it needed to be validated as a standalone deterministic solver. The
validation of Denovo is presented in Section 7.2. Following the Denovo validation, ASUSD
was validated on a fission and fusion relevant shielding benchmark experiment. The ASUSD
validation results are given in Section 7.3. Two applications of ASUSD on full scale high
fidelity fusion reactor models of JET are given in Section 7.4.
In Chapter 8 the ASUSD program package was used to quantify the effect of cross
section self-shielding on the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters. In Chapter 9
ASUSD was used to develop and verify a new alternative methodology for determining
deterministic variance reduction parameters for Monte Carlo particle transport codes. The
new methodology is based on first order perturbation sensitivity coefficients - the Sensitivity
Analysis Based variancE Reduction (SABER) method.

7.1

The ASUSD workflow

Primarily ASUSD couples ADVANTG and SUSD3D using interface files. As was presented
in Section 4.1 on SUSD3D the perturbation based nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty
code requires a series of input files. Namely direct and adjoint angular flux moment files
(defined with Equation 2.14) and multigroup cross sections and covariance in the same energy
group structure as the multigroup cross sections are needed. Additionally a SUSD3D input
file needs to be constructed with geometry and material information on the problem. The
coupling of SUSD3D with ADVANTG was subdivided in to three parts where each part
automatizes the preparation of specific files, i.e. angular flux moment files, or information
for the SUSD3D input file.
Geometry.py, Materials.py and Angular_moments.py were developed to aid the user in
preparing the input files needed by SUSD3D. They are written in Python 2.7 with dependencies on libraries included in the Anaconda 2.3.0 distribution. Angular_moments.py is used to
prepare angular flux moments, forward and adjoint, needed in Overlay-1 of SUSD3D. Besides angular flux moment files Overlay-1 requires geometry information which is prepared
by Geometry.py. Materials.py reads the pure and mixed materials ray traced by ADVANTG
and prepares all needed information for Overlay-2 and Overlay-3 of SUSD3D.
Angular_moments.py development started in 2018 [126]. The first version was used to
verify the Python written CCCC amflux (adjoint flux moments) and rmflux (forward flux
moments) format files and to perform initial Denovo validation examples. Results of Denovo
validation are given in Section 7.2. The current version of Angular_moments.py supports
calculation and writing of angular flux moment files (rmflux and amflux) based on Denovo
angular flux files in HDF5 format for level symmetric quadrature sets up to S8 . The flux
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moments are calculated according to Equation 2.14, where the spherical harmonics (Al,n ) are
quadrature dependant. S8 has been sufficient for shielding application but higher level and
specific, e.g. forward peaking, quadratures are need for nuclear data sensitivity/uncertainty
analysis of streaming dominated problems. Further development of Angular_moments.py
is under way which will include all Denovo included quadrature sets (level symmetric,
linear-discontinuous finite element (triangular), Gauss-Legendre product and Quadruple
range).
The current version of Angular_moments.py is also computer memory demanding. ADVANTG 3.0.3. only includes an option to either provide 0th and 1st order flux moments
(scalar flux and current) or the full angular flux file. The angular flux files written in HDF5
format quickly become very large because of the amount of independent variables they
include, i.e. geometrical mesh, angles and energy groups. For example the angular flux
file which was used as one of the test cases in the ND S/U analysis with ASUSD of the
JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment had 150×111×118 geometrical voxels, 175
energy groups and 80 directional angles. The resulting angular flux file was roughly 200 GB
in size. Calculation with such large files is impractical but without changing the source code
of Denovo it was the most practical solution.
In future versions of ASUSD the Angular_moments.py program will ideally be omitted.
SUSD3D will be integrated with ADVANTG at a lower level or alternatively Denovo will be
modified to output angular flux moment files with higher order moments which are needed
for ND S/U analysis.
Geometry.py is used to prepare the geometry information for SUSD3D. Geometry.py
reads the binary files used to define the Denovo geometry and material zone distribution.
The Denovo geometry in ASUSD is prepared automatically by ADVANTG based on an
MCNP input file. General information on the model is read from the denovo_db.json files
which include the geometrical and energy mesh boundaries. Information on the material
zone distribution is read form the matids.dat binary file.
Besides writing geometry information in SUSD3D format (needed for Overlay-1), Geometry.py also writes the geometry information in PARTISN format. In order to construct
a complete PARTISN input file source information is needed. The source spectra are read
from source_shape.dat binary file, while the position an intensity of the source locations are
read from source_intensity.dat. The automatically prepared PARTISN input files which are
based on Denovo input information ensures that user errors are not present in the PARTISN
input files. The functionality to automatically generate PARTISN input files is very useful for
Denovo validation purposes. In several examples of the Denovo validation efforts presented
in Section 7.2 this functionality was used to prepare PARTISN input files.
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Using graphical user interfaces for Python programming, such as Spyder [123] (Scientific
Python Develepoment Enviroment), binary files, which are used for Denovo geometry
definition, can be read and visualized. The binary geometry files can also be easily modified
with Spyder.
Materials.py is used to prepare the material information needed for Overlay-2 and
Overlay-3. Materials.py reads the pure and mixed material information produced by the
LAVA wrapper of ADVANTG. The pure material composition is read from the materials.dat
file. This file includes all the materials which are present in the original MCNP input file.
ADVANTG also adds materials at different densities as unique materials to the materials.dat
file. Additionally to the pure materials the LAVA wrapper can produce mixed material
specifications when a geometrical voxel encompasses several pure materials from the original
MCNP input files. The information on the fraction of each pure material in a mixed material
region is stored in the mix_table.json file. Materials.py program reads and interprets these
two files in such a way to produce SUSD3D relevant information. The program can write
Overlay-2 and Overlay-3 information for all input nuclides or it can be limited to a select
few key nuclides written on an auxiliary Susd3Mat.DAT file in order to reduce the SUSD3D
computation time and memory. The format of the Susd3Mat.DAT file has been adopted from
XSUN [71].
Material.py also outputs a TRANSX input file which can be used to prepare self-shielded
data or cross sections in a format compatible with other deterministic solvers i.e. PARTISN.
Besides the use case when self-shielded data is needed, this functionality is again useful for
validation purposes.

7.1.1

Execution of ASUSD

The described major (ADVANTG/Denovo, SUSD3D and GLG20) and auxiliary programs
(Materials.py, Angular_moments.py, Geometry.py and ViSS.py) are used in the automated
ND S/U ASUSD workflow. The ASUSD program package workflow is visually presented in
Figure 7.1. In the first step multigroup cross sections and covariance information is prepared
with GLG20. If self-shielding effects are neglected this step can only be executed once for
every new multigroup energy structure. This can be justified in the case of weak or thin
absorbing materials and in streaming dominated problems. Alternatively TRANSX can be
used to prepare self-shielded cross sections using information from materials.py.
The MCNP input file and the ADVANTG input file are needed for the next step execution of ADVANTG and Denovo. After the Denovo simulation has finished, the postprocessing programs for SUSD3D input preparation are used: Geometry.py, Materials.py and
Angular_moments.py. The produced SUSD3D input file is used to run SUSD3D together
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Figure 7.1 ASUSD program package workflow which includes Denovo as part of ADVANTG, GLG20 for ND processing, SUSD3D for ND S/U analysis and auxiliary programs
Materials.py, Angular_moments.py, Geometry.py and ViSS.py.
with the angular flux moment files amflux and rmflux, multigroup cross sections from GLG20
and covariance information from GLG20. The final sensitivity results can be visualized by
ViSS.py.
User input is needed only in the initial step - preparing of MCNP and ADVANTG input
files1 . The automated preparation of all needed SUSD3D input data needed for an S/U
analysis opens the possibility of analysing complex fusion and fission problems.
Before ASUSD can be rutinley used for nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty analyses
it has to be validated. The validation process is divided in to two parts and they are presented
in the following Sections.

7.2

Validation of Denovo

As mentioned previously, Denovo is primarily used for hybrid deterministic/Monte Carlo
workflows, where its approximate deterministic solutions of the transport equation are used to
construct variance reduction parameters. For such a use case even very rough approximations
of the deterministic solution suffice [127]. However for ND S/U analyses an accurate adjoint
and forward deterministic solution is needed. Therefore in the first validation step Denovo
1 GLG20

execution is optional.
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was validated as a standalone deterministic solver on several problems. The problems range
from very simple cases of cubes of water and iron, fusion and fission benchmark shielding
cases to complex large scale fusion applications.

7.2.1

Denovo validation on simple geometries

Two simple geometries were modelled to start of the Denovo validation process. Both
examples were cubes of homogeneous material.
In the first case a cube with 50 cm sides filed with water was modelled. The forward
neutron source was positioned in the centre of the cube with fast neutron energies in the range
of 0.907 18 MeV to 1.4227 MeV. The energy groups corresponds to one of the groups from
the 27n19g multigroup library which was also used for the simulation. The multigroup cross
sections, based on ENDF/B-VII.1, in ISOTXS and ANIGIF format for PARTISN and Denovo
respectively were processed with GLG20 and prepared with TRANSX. Self-shielding was
omitted. The PARTISN geometry was automatically prepared with Geometry.py based on
the Denovo input files prepared by ADVANTG. A uniform mesh with 50 voxels in each
dimensions was used alongside the S8 quadrature set (see Section 1.2.3) and a Legendre
scattering angle expansion up to the 5th order. The Weighted Diamond Difference (WDD)
Deonovo discretization scheme was used with the Source Iteration (SI) within-group and
upscatter solver. The Angular_moments.py program was used to calculate and write Denovo
angular flux moments in rmflux and amflux formats. This example also served as a verification
step for Geometry.py and Angular_moments.py. Only the 0th order flux moments, the scalar
fluxes2 , are compared.
In Figure 7.2 the forward neutron fluence lethargy spectrum is compared for two different
locations. On the left side of Figure 7.2 the fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo
in the cube centre are compared and the ratio between the two is given at the bottom. On the
right side of Figure 7.2 the fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube corner
are compared and the ratio between the two is given at the bottom. Excellent agreement
between the codes at the cube centre with discrepancies up to 5 % can be seen. In the cube
corner the discrepancies are larger, up to 15 %, but still acceptable considering the deep
shielding problem under consideration.
The adjoint fluences calculated with the two codes were also compared. The epi-thermal
neutron adjoint source was between 2.9023 × 10−5 MeV to 1.0130 × 10−4 MeV. On the left
side of Figure 7.3 the adjoint fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube
centre are compared and the ratio between the two is given at the bottom. On the right side
2 Neutron

transport codes usually deal with steady state operation where the time variable is neglected. In
such cases it is more physically correct to use the term neutron fluence - time integrated flux.
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Figure 7.2 Comparison of neutron fluence per unit lethargy for a simple water cube problem
calculated with Denovo and PARTISN. Fluence in the cube centre (left) and cube corner
(right). The ratio (FluenceDenovo /FluencePARTISN ) is given at the bottom of each figure.

Figure 7.3 Comparison of the adjoint fluence for a simple water cube problem calculated with
Denovo and PARTISN. Ajdoint fluence in the cube centre (left) and cube corner (right). The
ratio (Adjoint fluenceDenovo /Adjoint fluencePARTISN ) is given at the bottom of each figure.
of Figure 7.3 the adjoint fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube corner
are compared and the ratio between the two is given at the bottom. As was the case with
the forward neutron results excellent agreement between the codes at the cube centre with
discrepancies up to 1 % can be seen, while in the cube corner the discrepancies are larger, up
to a factor of 6 at lower energies. This discrepancy is still acceptable considering the fluence
drops by several tens of orders of magnitude.
The second simple validation example was a homogeneous cube of iron with a side of
1 m. The neutron source for the forward calculation and all other Denovo solver options were
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of neutron fluence per unit lethargy for a simple iron cube problem
calculated with Denovo and PARTISN. Fluence in the cube centre (left) and cube corner
(right). The ratio (FluenceDenovo /FluencePARTISN ) is given at the bottom of each figure.

Figure 7.5 Comparison of the adjoint fluence for a simple iron cube problem calculated with
Denovo and PARTISN. Adjoint fluence in the cube centre (left) and cube corner (right). The
ratio (Adjoint fluenceDenovo /Adjoint fluencePARTISN ) is given at the bottom of each figure.
identical to the previous case. In Figure 7.4 the forward neutron fluence lethargy spectrum is
compared for two different locations. On the left side of Figure 7.4 the fluences calculated
with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube centre are compared and the ratio between the two is
given at the bottom. On the right side of Figure 7.4 the fluences calculated with PARTISN
and Denovo in the cube corner are compared and the ratio between the two is given at the
bottom. Similarly to the water cube examples good agreement between the codes at the cube
centre with discrepancies up to 5 % can be seen. In the cube corner the discrepancies are up
to 10 % which is also an excellent result.
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In the case of the iron cube a thermal neutron adjoint source between 1 × 10−8 MeV
to 3 × 10−8 MeV was used for the comparison. On the left side of Figure 7.5 the adjoint
fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube centre are compared and the
ratio between the two is given at the bottom. On the right side of Figure 7.5 the adjoint
fluences calculated with PARTISN and Denovo in the cube corner are compared and the ratio
between the two is given at the bottom. Once again excellent agreement at the cube centre
with discrepancies up to 10 % can be seen. However in the cube corner the discrepancies
are larger, up to a factor of a few orders of magnitude difference at lower energies, but this
is deemed acceptable considering the agreement at higher energies is much better and the
fluence intensity drops severely at thermal energies.
The analysis of these two simple cases served a two-fold purpose. Firstly the Angular_moments.py and Geometry.py programs were verified. Angular_moments.py gives results
in a format consistent with CCCC recommendations for rmflux and amflux interface files and
Geometry.py automatically produces input files for PARTISN based on Denovo input files.
Secondly the comparison of the adjoint and forward fluences at different locations for two
different typical nuclear shielding materials give excellent results. The agreement between
the two codes is predictably better closer to the particle source but still acceptable for nuclear
data sensitivity/uncertainty calculations further away from the source.

7.2.2

Denovo validation on shielding benchmark experiments

The next step of the Denovo validation process was performed on more realistic problems.
Two shielding benchmark experiments from the SINBAD database where chosen. The ASPIS
Iron 88 benchmark experiment, already mentioned in Section 5.3.2.1, was chosen because
of its fission relevant neutron source spectra and shielding configuration (Section 7.2.2.1).
The second benchmark experiment analysed was a fusion relevant experiment performed at
the Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) known as Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) Test
Blanket Module (TBM) mock-up experiment (Section 7.2.2.2).
7.2.2.1

ASPIS Iron 88

The ASPIS Iron 88 experiment, schematically represented in Figure 5.9 and described in
detail in Section 5.3.2.1, was used as an example of a fission relevant shielding experiment
[128, 73]. APSIS Iron 88 is geometrically simple enough but is a realistic representation of a
shielding configuration. It has also been thoroughly analysed with different deterministic
and stochastic transport solvers. Thus it is a perfect test case for validation of Denovo.
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Figure 7.6 Comparison of the forward fluence at several experimental positions of the ASPIS
Iron 88 benchmark (A3, A6, A10 and A14). The fluence is calculated with Denovo, PARTISN
and MCNP. The top ratio given is between MCNP and PARTISN while the bottom is between
MCNP and Denovo.
ADVANTG was used to prepare Denovo input files, geometry, source and material
composition based on the latest high fidelity MCNP model [47]. The ADVANTG mesh was
defined to capture all details of the model and avoid mixed material regions. The S8 quadrature
set was used with the scattering order expansion of 5. The 27n19g multigroup energy structure
was used to prepare cross sections with GLG20 at various background cross sections (σ0 ).
TRANSX was then used to prepare self-shielded cross sections in appropriate formats for
PARTISN and Denovo. The typical chord-lenght based on geometrical information for
location A14 was used to account for the escape cross section (See Equation 1.57) This was
a crucial step because self-shielding has a large impact especially for measurement positions
farthest away from the neutron source in the fission plate i.e. A14. The Step Iteration
within group solver was used for Denovo and the Theta-weighted Diamond Differencing
spatial discretization scheme. Geometry.py was also used to prepare the PARTISN input file
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based on the Denovo input information. Besides the two deterministic solvers the problems
was also solved using MCNP using continuous energy cross sections based on the same
ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluation.
In Figure 7.6 the fluence per unit lethargy in 27 energy groups at several experimental
positions A3, A6, A10 and A14 (see Figure 5.9 for more information) is shown. The fluence
in the figure is calculated with PARTISN, Denovo and MCNP. The first ratio shown at the
bottom of each sub-figure is between the MCNP and PARTISN fluence (MCNP/PARTISN)
while the second ratio is between MCNP and Denovo (MCNP/Denovo). The agreement
between Denovo and PARTISN is excellent. The lines, blue - PARTISN and green - Denovo,
are practically indistinguishable. Agreement between the deterministic solvers and MCNP
is satisfactory in the fast energy range and worse at thermal energies which was to be
expected. It is interesting that the agreement is better for the farther locations A10 and A14.
This is because the TRANSX self-shielded cross sections were prepared with geometrical
information for location A14.
The PARTISN calculations were repeated without self-shielded cross sections. The
results are shown in Figure 7.7 for location A3 and A6. It is clearly seen that the agreement
between MCNP and PARTISN improves if self-shielding is omitted from the calculation for
the closer locations. Self-shielded cross sections should be prepared and accounted for in a
consistent way depended on the application.

Figure 7.7 Comparison of the forward fluence at two experimental positions of the ASPIS
Iron 88 benchmark (A3 and A6). The PARTISN calculation did not use self-shielded cross
sections while the Denovo calculation did use self-shielded cross sections. The top ratio
given is between MCNP and PARTISN while the bottom is between MCNP and Denovo.
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FNG HCPB TBM

The Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) Test Blanket
Module (TBM) experiment was performed at ENEA (Italian National Agency for New
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development) in 2005 [129, 130]. The
aim of the experiment was to validate the capability of transport codes and nuclear data to
accurately predict the tritium production rate in realistic scenarios. The HCPB TBM module
was designed in such a way to represent the relevant features of the test blanket module
which could be installed in ITER. The experiment was also designed to minimise the effects
of outside background factors.
The mock-up consists of a stainless steel box with dimensions 31 cm×31 cm×29 cm.
The box is filled with metal beryllium blocks and breeder cassettes filled with Li2 CO3 powder
with natural Lithium enrichment (7.5 % 6 Li, 92.5 % 7 Li). The tritium production rate (TPR)
was measured at 4 depths inside of the Beryllium enclosure. One measurement at each depth
was performed using Li2 CO3 pellets in the upper, above neutron beam line, and one in the
lower, bellow neutron beam line, cassette. The upper cassettes are known as Stack 1, 3, 5
and 7 while the lower cassettes are known as Stack 2,4,6 and 8.
The MCNP model was adopted from the SINBAD database. A schematic representation
of the experiment based on the MCNP model is given in Figure 7.8. The Figure shows all key
components of the experiment. The model includes the FNG particle target which contains
Tritium. Deuterium atoms are induced on to the target causing a DT reaction which results
in 14 MeV neutrons. From the FNG target the neutron beam is culminated on to the HCPB
mock-up.
ADVANTG was used to prepare Denovo input files, geometry, source and material
composition based on the MCNP model included in SINBAD. The ADVANTG mesh was
defined to capture all details of the model. The pellets and pellet holder models were
converted into Cartesian geometry from the original cylindrical geometry. Care was taken
to conserve the mass of all materials. The conversion was made to avoid producing mixed
material regions. The S8 quadrature set was used with the scattering order expansion of 5.
GLG20 was used to prepare VITAMIN-J energy group structure (see Appendix B) multigroup cross sections for ADVANTG/Denovo. Resonance self-shielding of cross sections was
omitted. The Step Iteration within group solver was used for Denovo and the Theta-weighted
Diamond Differencing spatial discretization scheme.
MCNP and Denovo were used to calculate the neutron fluence at Stack 1. The results calculated in the VITAMIN-J energy group structure using ENDF/B-VII.1 evaluated libraries are
compared in Figure 7.9. The left sub-figure shows the comparison and ratio (MCNP/Denovo)
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Figure 7.8 Schematic representation of the HCPB TBM mock-up experiment. The model,
based on the MCNP input ﬁle, shows the FNG target, mock-up with metal Beryllium and
two cassettes ﬁled with Li2 CO3 powder and upper (1-7) and lower (2-8) stacks of Li2 CO3
pellets at four depths.
over the complete energy range and in the Peak energy region above 100 keV in the right
sub-ﬁgure.
Agreement between 10 eV and 1 × 107 eV is mostly within 20 % while at some energy
groups it exceeds this margin reaching differences up to 50 %. The agreement at thermal
energies, i.e. bellow 10 eV, is also reasonable reaching a maximum difference of around
50 %. The large differences noticeable in the Peak energy region, above 10 MeV, shown in
the right sub-ﬁgure of Figure 7.9, are a consequence of the neutron source deﬁnition in the
Denovo input. Denovo uses an isotropic particle source while the original MCNP model uses
a directionally focused particle source. While this difference is large it does not effect the
nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty quantiﬁcation as can be seen in Section 7.3.
It should be noted that a signiﬁcant effort was made to also validate Denovo as a standalone solver for complex large-scale fusion related calculations. Denovo was applied to
the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment. Results from the ADVANTG accelerated MCNP simulations [14] were used for comparison. The analysis was performed by
ORNL with support from JSI and CCFE [131]. Good agreement between the Denovo results
and ADVANTG accelerated MCNP results was observed but at a large cost of computer
processing power.
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Figure 7.9 Comparison of the forward fluence of HCPB Stack 1 position calculated with
Denovo and MCNP. Whole energy regions (left), peak energy region (right). The ratio given
at the bottom is between MCNP and Denovo.
Denovo has proven to be a reliable stand alone discrete ordinates solver. Comparison
to PARTISN on simple geometries i.e. cubes of water and iron and on simple shielding
experiments i.e. ASPIS Iron 88 and FNG HCPB have shown little to no discrepancies
between the two deterministic solvers. When comparing results to stochastic solvers, i.e.
MCNP, the differences are larger most likely due to energy discretization and treatment of
cross sections. However these differences are acceptable and do not significantly affect the
nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty analyses which is the main purpose of ASUSD.

7.3

Validation of ASUSD

Before ASUSD can be routinely used it has to be validated. The verification and validation
of ASUSD was performed in two parts. The first part, already presented in the previous
Section (7.2), was the validation of Denovo as a stand-alone transport solver. This step also
included a verification process, where the Materials.py, Angular_moments.py and Geometry.py programs were tested. Specifically the formats and sequences of their output files. In
the second step ASUSD needs to be validated as a nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty
tool. For this purpose the two shielding benchmark experiments, already described in the
previous Section 7.2, ASPIS Iron 88 and FBG HCPB TBM were analysed. Besides being
of benchmark quality and the fact that they cover fission and fusion shielding examples,
the two experiments were previously analysed with different S/U workflows. These workflows include the legacy SUSD3D workflows with TORT and DORT and the probabilistic
track-length estimator based MCSEN [132] S/U code from KIT. Independent validation of
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ASUSD was performed for most cases by the thesis author using the hybrid probabilistic
TMC approach using SANDY coupled with ADVANTG and MCNP described in Section
4.3.2.

7.3.1

APIS Iron-88 benchmark experiment

Sections 5.3.2.1 and 7.2.2.1 give detailed information on the geometry, source and material
composition. The benchmark documentation also includes experimental measurements with
different activation foils including the 32 S(n,p)32 P reaction. The nuclear data sensitivities
and uncertainties of this reaction rate calculation was determined using ASUSD at several
locations - A7, A10 and A14. The experimental locations are marked in Figure 5.9. For validation purposes the sensitivities were also calculated with the legacy PARTISN + SUSD3D
workflow and the hybrid TMC approach with SANDY. Results provided by I. Kodeli [133]
from the 2D DORT+SUSD3D workflow were also used for validation purposes.
The ASUSD simulation used the angular flux moments from a Denovo simulation with
self-shielded cross section. Cross sections and covariance data based on the JEFF-3.3
evaluation collapsed in to 33 energy groups of the ECCO-33 multigroup energy structure
(see Appendix B) were prepared using GLG20. The ASUSD calculated sensitivity profiles
visualized with ViSS.py are compared to legacy SUSD3D workflows with PARTISN and
DORT in Figure 7.10. The sensitivity profiles are given in the units of %/%, where this
indicates a percentile change in the reaction rate due to 1 % change in the cross section in the
whole energy range. The left sub-figure of Figure 7.10 shows the sensitivity to the elastic
(MT2) cross section of 56 Fe, and the right sub-figure shows the sensitivity to the in-elastic
(MT4) cross section of 56 Fe which combined have the highest sensitivity in the problem at
hand. The sensitivity profiles calculated with the three approaches for the two reactions on
iron agree very well.
The relative uncertainties in percent calculated by folding the above mentioned sensitivities profiles with covariance data from JEFF-3.3 are given in Table 7.1. The results
from ASUSD are compared to results of the hybrid TMC calculation with SANDY and
legacy SUSD3D workflows with PARTISN and DORT. The results are given for the two
reactions, elastic and in-elastic scattering on 56 Fe, which are the highest contributors to the
total uncertainty. For the deterministic S/U approaches the total uncertainty is also given.
One has to remember that the SANDY and the ASUSD codes are based on completely
different approaches to ND uncertainty propagation but agree very well. The agreement with
the legacy workflows gives extra confidence in the performance of Denovo and ASUSD as a
deterministic S/U code system.
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Figure 7.10 Sensitivity profiles of 32 S(n,p)32 P reaction rate in regards to elastic scattering
MT2 (n, n) and in-elastic scattering MT4 (n, n’) of 56 Fe at position A14 calculated with
ASUSD and legacy workflows with PARTISN and DORT.

Table 7.1 Relative uncertainty [%] of 32 S(n,p)32 P reaction rate at positions A14, A12, A7 due
to nuclear data uncertainties calculated with different workflows using JEFF-3.3 covariance
data.
ASUSD [%]

SANDY [%]

PARTISN [%]

DORT [%]

Pos./
Reac.

MT 2

MT 4

Total

MT 2

MT 4

MT 2

MT 4

Total

MT 2

MT 4

Total

A14
A12
A7

21.4
18.1
8.2

16.4
14.8
8.9

27
23.4
12.1

23.9
19.5
8.2

19.5
17.1
9.5

22.8
16.6
7.6

18.1
13.9
8.4

29.1
21.7
11.3

22.2
18.4
8.3

18.2
15.9
9.1

28.8
24.4
12.4
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HCPB benchmark experiment

Section 7.2.2.2 gives a detailed description of the geometry, source and material composition.
Other benchmark model information is available from the SINBAD benchmark documentation [130, 129]. The nuclear data sensitivities and uncertainties of the tritium production rates
(TPR) were previously determined using the MCSEN [132] and legacy SUSD3D workflows
with DORT and TORT and reported in peer reviewed articles [134, 135] which provided
a reliable source of data for validation of ASUSD on a fusion relevant experiment. The
sensitivities and uncertainties were calculated in Li2 CO3 pellet stacks 1 - 7. The experimental
set-up with the stack positions, neutron source and Beryllium neutron multiplication blocks
is shown in Figure 7.8.
In the first step the energy dependent sensitivity profiles of the TPR on 6 Li in respect
to the elastic scattering (MT2) and neutron multiplication (MT16) on 9 Be was qualitatively
compared. The sensitivities can be interpreted as the percentile change of the TPR due
to 1 % change in the cross sections under consideration i.e. MT2 or MT16. The legacy
SUSD3D+TORT and MCSEN results were digitized from the journal article [134]. The
results of the comparison are shown in the top two sub figures of Figure 7.11. Excellent
agreement between the codes is seen, with slight discrepancies in the peak region. The source
of the discrepancy is the source description in the Denovo input. The ASUSD sensitivity
profile for MT2 is slightly higher at energies bellow 1 MeV due to the use of different cross
sections evaluations.
In the bottom two sub figures of Figure 7.11 the sensitivities of TPR on 6 Li in respect to
MT2 (left) and MT16 (right) calculated with ASUSD for stacks 1,3,5 and 7 are given. While
the MT16 sensitivities drop almost linearly with distance the differences in the sensitivities
to MT2 are more significant due to the spectral change at the farther locations resulting in a
negative sensitivity in stacks 5 and 7.
Besides the qualitative validation a quantitative validation of ASUSD on the FNG HCPB
TBM mock up experiment was also performed. Energy wise integral sensitivities were
calculated and compared to MCSEN results. The results of the comparison are summed up in
Table 7.2. The Table contains percentile sensitivities of the TPR on 6 Li due to 1 % change in
the total reaction cross section (MT1), the elastic (MT2) and neutron multiplication (MT16)
cross sections of 9 Be in stacks 1, 3, 5 and 7. Excellent agreement between the codes for all
four stacks is observed.
In the previously mentioned journal article [134] a specific set of covariance matrices for
the uncertainty quantification which was a combination of modified matrices from different
nuclear data evaluations was used. To perform a consistent and rigorous validation of the
uncertainty quantification capabilities of ASUSD a modern set of covariance information
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Figure 7.11 Sensitivity profiles of tritium production rate (TPR) on 6 Li (MT105) in regards
to elastic scattering MT2 (n, n) and neutron multiplication MT16 (n, 2n) of 9 Be in Stack 1
calculated with ASUSD, MCSEN and SUSD3D + TORT (top) and at positions Stack 1,3,5
and 7 calculated with ASUSD (bottom).

Table 7.2 Integrated cross section sensitivities of tritium production rate on 6 Li in regards to
the total cross section (MT1), MT2 (n, elastic) and MT16 (n, 2n) of 9 Be in Stacks 1,3,5 and
7 calculated with ASUSD and MCSEN.

Total
MT16
MT2

Stack 1 [%/%]
ASUSD MCSEN
2.63
2.67
1.99
1.99
0.67
0.72

Stack 3 [%/%]
ASUSD MCSEN
2.67
2.75
2.06
2.09
0.66
0.71

Stack 5 [%/%]
ASUSD MCSEN
2.28
2.40
1.73
1.78
0.61
0.66

Stack 7 [%/%]
ASUSD MCSEN
1.87
2.22
1.38
1.67
0.56
0.61
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Figure 7.12 FNG HCPB TBM hybrid Total Monte Carlo SANDY results. Distribution of
tritium production rate on 6 Li (MT105) due to random samples generated according to
covariance information from 9 Be ENDF/B-VII.1. All reactions from MF33 (All) (top row)
and MT16 (production of two neutrons) (bottom row) covariance information were sampled.
Results for Stack 1 (left column) and Stack 7 (right column) are shown.
was needed. The covariance information of 9 Be cross sections MT1, MT2 and MT16
was taken from ENDF/B-VII.1 and processed with GLG20 into a format compatible with
ASUSD. Because uncertainty information with this covariance matrix set was not available for
MCSEN and legacy SUSD3D calculations the nuclear data uncertainty propagation was also
performed with the hybrid TMC methodology with SANDY. The results of the hybrid TMC
workflow are shown in Figure 7.12. The top two sub figures show the distribution of transport
simulation results of TPR in stack 1 (left) and stack 7 (right) using 1000 stochastically
sampled total cross sections (MT1) of 9 Be sorted in to 100 bins. The bottom two sub figures
show the same quantities with 1000 random sampled neutron multiplication reaction cross
sections (MT16) of 9 Be. The mean value (µ), standard deviation (σ ) and uncertainty in
percent (σ /µ ∗ 100) are also given on the sub figures.
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Table 7.3 Relative uncertainties [%] of tritium production rate on 6 Li (MT105) in regards
to MT2 (n, elastic), MT16 (n, 2n) and the total cross section MT1 (n, total) of 9 Be. The
uncertainties were calculated using ENDF/B-VII.1 covariance data with ASUSD and SANDY
for Stack 1, Stack 3, Stack 5 and Stack 7 (N.C. not calculated).

Total
MT16
MT2

Stack 1 [%]
ASUSD SANDY
2.7
2.8
1.2
1.4
2.4
N.C.

Stack 3 [%]
ASUSD
2.6
1.1
2.4

Stack 5 [%]
ASUSD
2.3
1.1
2.0

Stack 7 [%]
ASUSD SANDY
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.2
1.7
N.C.

The covariances from ENDF/B-VII.1 were folded with the sensitivity profiles calculated
by ASUSD and given in Figure 7.11 and Table 7.2. The results are compared to hybrid TMC
results calculated with the SANDY workflow and shown in Figure 7.12. The 1σ relative
uncertainties [%] in the TPR on 6 Li due to uncertainties in the nuclear data, specifically the
elastic scattering cross section (MT2), neutron multiplication cross section (MT16) and the
total cross section fo 9 Be, calculated with ASUSD and SANDY are given in Table 7.3. At the
time of writing SANDY could not sample NC type covariances, hence N.C. (Not Calculated)
is used for MT2 SANDY results.
Much like the fission relevant ASPIS Iron 88 shielding benchmark experiment, the
agreement for the nuclear data uncertainty propagation analysis performed with ASUSD and
hybrid TMC with SANDY for the FNG HCPB TBM mock-up fusion relevant experiment
is excellent. The two shielding experiments, with source neutron energies from typical
fission and fusion reactions, show that ASUSD is performing excellently for such shielding
experiments. The code package has thus been verified and validated in two steps. Firstly
Denovo was validated as a stand alone transport solver and secondly ASUSD was validated
as a nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty code package.
ASUSD can now be applied to more complex geometries (Section 7.4) and used for
analysis of the effect of self-shielded cross sections on variance reduction (Chapter 8). It can
also be used to define effective variance reduction parameters based on sensitivity profiles
(Chapter 9).

7.4

Application of ASUSD

In the previous section of the thesis ASUSD was successfully validated on two shielding
benchmarks. Because ASUSD can tackle complex geometries via ADVANTG’s geometry
and material ray tracing capabilities and efficient deterministic based S/U analysis it was
applied to two complex fusion examples. Firstly ASUSD was used to quantify the uncertainty
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in the KN2 fusion power monitoring irradiation end (Section 7.4.1). Secondly, it was
successfully applied to the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment (Section 7.4.2).

7.4.1

JET KN2

Activation materials with well-known ND characteristics are routinely used to measure
neutron flux or to provide information about the neutron spectrum. Such a system, KN2, is
implemented in-vessel at JET in order to directly monitor the plasma without interference.
Since these measurements are used for plasma power monitoring and calibration at JET
it is imperative to know all associated uncertainties. In previous work [136, 137] a TMC
(Total Monte Carlo) approach for nuclear data (ND) uncertainty quantification was adopted.
300 random ND samples were produced by TALYS for a number of key nuclides (52 Cr,
54,56 Fe, 58,60 Ni, 63,65 Cu). Using MCNP transport simulations with the random samples the
uncertainty due to nuclear data uncertainty was determined from the distribution of the
transport results. The TMC method was applied to several positions around KN2.

Figure 7.13 MCNP model of KN2 irradiation position at JET. Tokamak side view (left), close
up of KN2 with the two analysed regions (right).
ASUSD was used to quantify the uncertainties at two locations, above the activation
foil stack (cell 417) and next to it in the intermediate port (cell 395). Both locations are
marked in Figure 7.13 which shows a cross sections of the MCNP JET model that includes
a detailed KN2 irradiation position [138]. The TENDL-2015 [29] nuclear data library was
used for both uncertainty quantification workflows - TALYS TMC and ASUSD. The ASUSD
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multigroup cross sections prepared with GLG20 were non-self shielded and the ECCO-33
energy group structure was used to collapse the continuous energy ND.
The results of the TALYS and ASUSD analysis are shown in Table 7.4. Uncertainties
in the 115 In (n,n’) 115m In and 93 Nb (n,2n) 92m Nb reactions rates and total neutron fluxes
(Flux) for the two different positions (417 and 395) and plasma sources (DD and DT) are
given. Excellent agreement between the two approaches can be observed for the DD plasma
source. The DT results vary significantly for some cases. This is most probably due to
the coarsening of the 33 energy group structure at higher energies and because the KN2
irradiation positions are highly sensitive to direct neutron flux. The effect of the direct flux is
even more pronounced with DT neutrons which have higher source energy (14 MeV) and on
average scatter with a smaller angle. This results in a more anisotropic streaming scenario
which is harder to simulate with discrete ordinates deterministic codes with low quadrature
sets. In future work a finer energy group structure and a higher order quadrature set needs to
be used to assess the uncertainties with DT plasma sources.
However one must acknowledge the complexity of the geometry under investigation
which includes toruses that are difficult to accurately describe with deterministic solvers.
Considering this the ASUSD results are excellent and prove that ASUSD can be used to
computationally effectively perform ND S/U with relatively low user input.
Table 7.4 Uncertainty in reaction rates and fluxes for two locations in KN2 due to nuclear
data uncertainty. Resutls from ASUSD and TALYS are compared.
DT
115 In

417

395

7.4.2

(n,n’)115m In

93 Nb

DD

(n,2n)92m Nb

ASUSD

2.4 %

0.6 %

Flux
1.3 %

TMC
TALYS

3.2 %

1.9 %

ASUSD

1.3 %

TMC
TALYS

4.5 %

115 In

(n,n’)115m In

0.9 %

Flux
1.2 %

2.8 %

1.2 %

0.9 %

2.1 %

2.1 %

1.5 %

0.8 %

2.2 %

3.3 %

1.7 %

1.1 %

JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark

All uncertainties connected to the JET3-NEXP streaming experiment (see Section 5.3.1)
need to be determined in order to assure benchmark quality data. Since the adoption of the
ADVANTG hybrid methodology in recent years the statistical uncertainty of the simulations
for all locations are negligible (< 3 %). The experimental part is being re-done during the
2019/2020 DD campaign and will be continued during the TT and DT campaigns in 2020
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and 2021. The uncertainties of the experimental campaigns will be re-evaluated. For the
sake of completeness of the benchmark experiment nuclear data uncertainties need to be
assessed. Considering the complexity, size of the model and resulting transport simulation
times, TMC methods for ND uncertainty propagation are simply inadequate because of the
computational time needed for such an analysis. Deterministic approach to ND S/U analysis
needs to be adopted. ASUSD with it’s automated input preparation and coupling with the
parallel capabilities of Denovo, are perfectly suited to analyse transport problems of this
scale.
ASUSD was used to perform sensitivity profile calculations for three measurement
positions: A7 (farthest from plasma inside of the SW labyrinth), A4 (entrance of SW
labyrinth) and A1 (closest to plasma near vacuum vessel). The geometrical meshes were
adopted from the determination of effective variance reduction parameter determination
(see Section 5.3.1.3). The homogenization process of the materials resulted in 36614 mixed
materials for location A1, 22293 for location A4 and 20450 mixed materials for location A7.
The S8 quadrature set was used for all three locations alongside the JEFF-3.3 based multi
group ND library with 47 neutron groups of the FENDL3_71 (see list 6.1.3) multigroup
library. The group structure is a collapsed version of the VITAMIN-J group structure (see
Appendix B). The first 6 (of a total of 16) forward flux moments in the DD source energy
group calculated with ASUSD for location A7 are shown in Figure 7.14.
Each of the key nuclides in the mixed material definitions were analysed by SUSD3D
which resulted in relatively long single-core computation times. 102 h, 60 h and 42 h for A1,
A4 and A7 respectively. These calculation times are impractically long compared to the
actual Denovo deterministic run times which were around 2.5 h for each of the locations on
40 threads (Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2) on a local computer cluster. SUSD3D will be streamlined
and parallelized for future applications of this scale. The sensitivities, shown in Figure 7.15
and Figure 7.16, of the total neutron fluence in regards to the elastic scattering cross section
(MT2) for 9 Be, 1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe, 40 Ca and 28 Si were found to be the largest contributors to the
total sensitivity.
These are preliminary results which are promising but need further analysis. Namely the
geometrical mesh needs to be refined and a finer energy group structure for the multigroup
cross sections needs to be used. Since this is a streaming dominated problem a higher order
or a specialized, e.g. forward peaking, quadrature set needs to be adopted. The energy
dependant sensitivity profiles of the total neutron flux for the DD plasma source in regards
to the the elastic scattering cross section (MT2) of the major contributing nuclides is given
in Figure 7.15. The energy dependant sensitivity profiles of the total neutron flux for the
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Figure 7.14 First 6 (Order: left→right, up↓down) forward flux moments (XY cross section
at z=0) calculated with ASUSD for location A7 of the JET3-NEXP streaming experiment.
The first four flux moments are the scalar flux, x direction current, y direction current and z
direction current. Higher order flux moment expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials
follows Equation 1.25. The moments are given in relative units.
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DT plasma source in regards to the the elastic scattering cross section (MT2) of the major
contributing nuclides is given in Figure 7.16.

Figure 7.15 Sensitivities of the neutron fluence with a DD neutron source to the elastic scattering cross section (MT2) of 9 Be, 1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe, 40 Ca and 28 Si at JET3-NEXP experimental
locations A1, A4 and A7.
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Figure 7.16 Sensitivities of the neutron fluence with a DT neutron source to the elastic scattering cross section (MT2) of 9 Be, 1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe, 40 Ca and 28 Si at JET3-NEXP experimental
locations A1, A4 and A7.
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Table 7.5 Uncertainties of the neutron fluence with a DD and DT neutron source at JET3NEXP experimental locations A1, A4 and A7. Nuclear data uncertainty (covariance) of 9 Be,
1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe, 40 Ca and 28 Si from JEFF-3.3 was used.
16 O

A1
A4
A7

DD
DT
DD
DT
DD
DT

[%]

0.102
0.257
0.276
0.695
0.676
1.761

56 Fe

[%]

1.300
1.102
0.615
0.551
0.596
0.671

1H

[%]

1.540
1.217
1.151
0.912
1.757
1.716

40 Ca

[%]

0.002
0.009
0.021
0.114
0.144
0.606

9 Be

[%]

0.173
0.128
0.097
0.068
0.048
0.049

28 Si

[%]

0.027
0.117
0.078
0.378
0.109
0.586

Total [%]
3.144
2.830
2.237
2.718
3.329
5.391

The corresponding total nuclear data uncertainties are in the order of 2 % to 5 % using JEFF-3.3 covariance information for a DD and DT plasma source. In Table 7.5 the
uncertainties are divided per nuclide, measurement location and plasma source.
Even tough the nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty calculations of the JET3-NEXP
streaming benchmark experiment are preliminary and need to be refined with an analysis
of the sensitivity of the results to the spatial mesh, quadrature set, multigroup energy group
structure etc., they do provide a rough quantification of the uncertainty. Furthermore if
one takes a closer look at the sensitivity results they make physical sense. For example the
sensitivity to Beryllium is highest closest to the plasma at location A1 where the largest
deposits of Beryllium inside of the vacuum vessel actually are. Moreover the sensitivities to
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Calcium and Silicon are larger at location A7 which is surrounded by
concrete. It is also interesting to look at the shape of the sensitivity profile to hydrogen which
flattens with distance from plasma. This is because the neutron spectrum is more thermalized
at these locations.
ASUSD is currently the most user friendly and automated code that can perform a ND
S/U analysis of such a high fidelity fusion application. However results of such a complex
streaming calculation would need to be validated. To validate ASUSD results a TMC
uncertainty analysis could be performed. A TMC uncertainty analysis of this experiment is
currently not possible because of long simulation times needed for one calculation. Each
simulation takes roughly 12 hours, so a TMC analysis of a single nuclide and partial cross
sections would take roughly 500 days with 1000 samples. A validation of the ASUSD results
could also be performed in the future with a different approach such as the path-length
approximation method incorporated in MCSEN.

Chapter 8
Self-shielding effects on variance
reduction
Throughout the thesis we have seen that both the deterministic and the probabilistic approach
to ND uncertainty propagation have their strengths and weaknesses. The comparison between
the two approaches is analog to the conclusions made about stochastic and deterministic
particle transport. While the deterministic approach is computationally effective and gives a
global result, it is limited by the accuracy of the deterministic transport solution. On the other
hand the probabilistic approach i.e. TMC can use Monte Carlo continuous energy solvers but
is extremely computationally expensive. The two approaches are therefore complementary.
While the deterministic approach to ND uncertainty propagation provides a global, less
accurate result it serves as a physical basis on which a decision on concurring probabilistic
analysis can be performed. Based on the global sensitivity/uncertainty information on the
nuclides and reactions which are the most sensitive in a given system, the annalist can decide
to perform a more precise probabilistic TMC analysis which is not bound by first order
approximations and inaccuracies introduced by deterministic transport solvers.
Because TMC is so computationally expensive it is imperative to accelerate each transport
simulation as much as possible. The hybrid TMC approach provides a significant speed-up
for shielding applications. However in the scope of this thesis two additional improvements
were researched and analysed. In this chapter the effect of self-shielding of cross sections on
the effectiveness of variance reduction (VR) parameters is investigated. It was assumed and
confirmed with the analysis presented bellow, that the effects of self shielded cross section on
VR could have a significant impact [15]. As we have seen in Section 7.2.2.1, self-shielded
cross sections are needed to accurately determine the neutron flux in deep shielding problems.
It was assumed that VR parameters based on more accurate deterministic results would be
more effective.
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The ASUSD program package can be used to perform such an analysis because it couples
nuclear data processing capabilities of GLG20, NJOY and finally TRANSX to prepare
self-shielded cross sections and ADVANTG to calculate deterministic based VR parameters.
In Section 8.1 the test case problem geometry, source and tally regions are described. The
calculation scheme with ASUSD is described in section 8.2. The results of the effect of
self-shielded cross section on VR are given in Section 8.3.
Additionally to the research on the effects of self-shielded cross sections on variance
reduction, an alternative method for determining variance reduction parameters based on
cross section sensitivity profiles, SABER, is described in Chapter 9.2,

8.1

Test problem description

A new simple test problem was defined to quantify the effects of self-shielded cross sections
on VR parameter. A pure iron rod 150 cm long consisting of only the 56 Fe nuclide with a
density of 7.874 g cm−3 . The rod has 48 cm × 48 cm sides. While this is a simple test case it
has dimensions which are typical for fusion device port plugs i.e. the ITER port plug which
is described in Section 5.3.2.4. The dimensions of the test case are even underestimated
resulting in conservative speed-up results compared to possible realistic examples. The iron
rod test case is shown in Figure 8.1.
The neutron source is defined in a box (2 cm × 8 cm × 8 cm) positioned on the YZ surface
at x=0 of the rod. The neutron source corresponds to the highest group of the 27n19g library
(see Section 6.1.3) 6.3763 MeV to 20 MeV.
The neutron flux was tallied in three tally regions. All of them were also filled with
pure iron 56 Fe. The tally regions were 2 cm thick and had a cross section of 48 cm × 48 cm
covering the complete YZ model cross section. The tally regions were subdivided in to a grid
of 12 × 12 voxels, resulting in tallies the size of 2 cm × 4 cm × 4 cm. The tally regions were
position at x=48 cm, x=98 cm, x=148 cm. These regions are addressed to as Tally region 1, 2
and 3 respectively.
The neutron flux in the tally region was tallied in three different energy groups. For
thermal energy neutrons the second to last energy group of the 27n19g group structure
was chosen between 1 × 10−2 eV and 3 × 10−2 eV. The epi-thermal region was represented
by the 27n19g energy group between 1.0677 × 101 eV and 2.9023 × 101 eV. The fast region was represented by the fourth 27n19g energy group between 1.4227 × 106 eV and
1.8268 × 106 eV.

8.2 Calculation scheme
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Figure 8.1 CAD model representation of a simple shielding test case. 1.5 m long pure iron
(56 Fe) rod with 48 cm × 48 cm sides. X direction is along the source-tally axis.

8.2

Calculation scheme

To prepare VR parameters with cross sections which take into account self-shielding effects
(SXS) the calculation was performed in the following steps:
• Prepare cross sections at different background cross sections values (σ0 ) using GLG20
and NJOY.
• MCNP and ADVANTG inputs are deﬁned by the user.
• ADVANTG is run in FW-CADIS mode to prepare all Denovo input ﬁles.
• Materials.py from ASUSD is used to automatically prepare a TRANSX input ﬁle based
on Denovo material information.
• The user provides a mean cord length which is problem speciﬁc. Based on this
parameter and material speciﬁcation TRANSX prepares geometrical and resonance
self-shielded cross sections - SXS (see Section 1.6 and 6.1.2). The cross sections are
written in a Denovo appropriate format.
• Denovo is re-run with SXS in forward and adjoint modes.
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• ADVANTG is forced to use the new, more accurate, deterministic solutions to calculate
variance reduction parameters.
• MCNP is run with variance reduction parameters, namely weight windows, which
were calculated with self-shielded cross sections (SXS) and infinitely diluted cross
sections (NON-SXS).
• Results are parsed and visualized.

In order to quantify the effect of self-shielded cross sections on the effectiveness of
variance reduction parameters the statistical test Figure-Of-Merit (FOM, see Section 1.4.4
and Equation 1.43) was compared. Careful attention was taken to run the problems on the
same CPU, with the same number of threads used and with the same amount of particle
histories. The results of the analysis are given in the following Section.

8.3

Results of self-shielding effects on variance reduction

The effects of self-shielded cross sections (SXS) on the effectiveness of ADVANTG FWCADIS produced variance reduction (VR) parameters was tested on the simple iron rod test
case described in Section 8.1. The problem was divided into three parts - thermal, epi-thermal
and fast. In the first part the effect of SXS on VR parameters where we wanted to converge
tallies in the thermal energy region (1 × 10−2 eV to 3 × 10−2 eV) was tested. Four tallies
in Tally region 3 (see Figure 8.1) where chosen as the regions of interest. These tallies
are denoted with black squares in Figures 8.2, 8.3, 8.4. In the second part an epi-thermal
(1.0677 × 101 eV to 2.9023 × 101 eV) energy group was used as the energy region of interest
and in the third part a fast energy group (1.4227 × 106 eV to 1.8268 × 106 eV).
The FOM statistical tests were compared for the cases where self-shielded cross sections
were used (SXS) and where infinitely diluted cross sections, which are distributed with ADVANTG by default, are used (NON-SXS). The absolute FOM values are given in Appendix
C. In Figure 8.2 the relative FOM (FOMrel ) or speed-up factor defined with Equation 1.43
is given for the thermal energy region of interest case. The FOM values with SXS for the
tallies of interest at Tally region 3, denoted with a black square, are about 4 times as high.
The grey results designate cases where the result for both the SXS and NON-SXS calculation
was equal to 0 - the results outside of the tallies of interest did not converge.
The relative FOM (FOMrel ) for the epi-thermal energy region of interest case is given
in Figure 8.3. The FOM SXS values compared to the NON-SXS values for the tallies of
interest are up to a factor of 40 higher.
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The relative FOM (FOMrel ) for the fast energy region of interest case is given in Figure
8.4. The FOM SXS values compared to the NON-SXS values for the tallies of interest in
Tally region 3 at 150 cm are up to a factor of 4 higher.
The results make physical sense if one takes into account the cross section of 56 Fe shown
in Figure 1.1. Iron has large resonance in the epi-thermal energy range so the effect of
accurately self-shielded cross sections has the highest effect in that energy region. Moreover
the effect in the thermal and fast energy regions are not as significant because of smaller
resonances but still show an improvement over infinitely diluted cross sections which are
used in ADVANTG by default. FOMrel value of 40 for the epi-thermal case is an excellent
improvement. When dealing with 1000’s of calculations in a TMC uncertainty analysis
a speed of 40 can reduce the analysis time from a month to 1 day. Using ASUSD the
preparation of self-shielded cross sections is straight forward and user friendly. The time
needed to prepare accurately self-shielded cross section data is negligible compared to the
simulation time gains.

Figure 8.2 FOMrel at 150 cm (Tally region 3) at thermal neutron energies. Results compare
self-shielded (SXS) to non self-shielded (NON-SXS) cross section results.
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Figure 8.3 FOMrel at 150 cm (Tally region 3) at epi-thermal neutron energies. Results
compare self-shielded (SXS) to non self-shielded (NON-SXS) cross section results.

Figure 8.4 FOMrel at 150 cm (Tally region 3) at fast neutron energies. Results compare
self-shielded (SXS) to non self-shielded (NON-SXS) cross section results.

Chapter 9
Sensitivity analysis based variance
reduction
The nuclear data sensitivity coefficient indicate the change of the system response in question
i.e. the neutron flux or reaction rate because of a change in the partial cross section. The
energy dependent sensitivity coefficient derived from first order perturbation theory is defined
with Equation 2.11. The first order perturbation theory based Equation 2.11 which defined
the sensitivity of a arbitrary response to the change in a cross section was written in terms of
discrete ordinates in Equation 2.13. In order to more easily follow the research into sensitivity
based variance reduction Equation 2.13 is re-written bellow.

 
1
Sk,x,g = ∑ Vi ρk,i − σk,x,g ∑ Ψg,i,m Ψ†g,i,m ∆Ωm +
R i
m


L
l
l,n †l,n
∑ ∑ (2l + 1)σsk,x ,l,g→g′ ∑ Mg,i Mg′,i + σdk,x ,g,i ∑ Ψg,i,m∆Ωm
g′ l=0

n=−l

(9.1)

m

As was mentioned in Section 2.2 on Deterministic uncertainty propagation, Equation
9.1 can be subdivided in to three terms. The first term which includes the microscopic cross
section for a given reaction x of nuclide k in energy group g σk,x,g is called the loss term
(MF3) because it represent the losses of neutrons via cross section interaction. The second
involving the differential scattering cross section σsk,x ,l,g→g′ is the gain term (MF6) and the
third with the detector response function σdk,x ,g is the direct term (MF2).
From the physical interpretation of the energy dependant sensitivity coefficients one can
find parallels to the topic of variance reduction. The idea of using nuclear data sensitivity
profiles for determining variance reduction parameters for Monte Carlo simulations is a logi-
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cal continuation of the physical interpretation of the sensitivity coefficients. The coefficients
tell us the likelihood of a specific spatial voxel and energy group to contribute to the response
of the detector. In this they are similar to contributon fields (Equation 5.1) but contain higher
flux orders and are weighted with nuclide dependent scattering and reaction cross sections.
In this chapter the idea of using energy dependant first order perturbation based sensitivity
coefficients for variance reduction (VR) of Monte Carlo transport simulations is researched.
The ASUSD program package served as a user friendly and efficient platform on which this
idea could be researched. Much like using self-shielded cross sections for improving the
effectiveness of VR parameters for TMC analysis, the idea of using sensitivity coefficients
for VR is to improve and provide an alternative to the current CADIS-based methodologies.
Diversity in methods is necessary for progress and advancement of any scientific field.

9.1

Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE Reduction - SABER
method

As was stated in the introduction of this chapter there is a straight forward connection between
nuclear data sensitivity coefficients (SC) and variance reduction of Monte Carlo particle
simulations because of the quantities that are present in equations for SC (Equation 2.11) and
for CADIS based VR (Equation 1.50). If one looks at Equation 9.1 two of the three terms,
the loss and gain terms, contain the forward and adjoint angular fluxes or moments. The
direct gain, as the name suggests, uses only the forward angular flux. In the first version of
the Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE Reduction method or SABER [15], the loss (MF3)
and the gain (MF6) terms were used directly to construct variance reduction parameters.
Using directly the MF3 and MF6 results, individually and summed-up, was the most straight
forward way to use SC for VR. However this implementation did not yield effective VR
parameters. If one looks at this implementation of SABER from a physical standpoint, it
is logical that the method did not work. Using both forward and adjoint fluxes which are
multiplied, much like contributon fields (Equation 5.1), produces VR parameters which
increases the simulated particle density in regions where both the forward and the adjoint
flux are high. This isn’t effective for variance reduction, because it means that computational
effort is spent in regions where the flux is already high (large forward flux) instead of where
it is low, but will eventually contribute to the detector response - where the ajdoint flux is
high.
From this failed attempt knowledge in the fact that the adjoint flux, or more specifically
the importance function, is the quantity that should be used to govern VR parameters was
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re-established and confirmed. But on the other hand the current CADIS methodology only
uses the 0th order flux moments or the scalar flux to determine variance reduction parameters.
Moreover VR parameters could be improved if one also took into account the effect of partial
cross section effects. With this knowledge the next version of SABER was developed where
the loss (MF3) and gain (MF6) terms from the SC equation were weighted with the direct
term (MF2). Specifically the current SABER methodology uses the following computation
steps which are all executed as part of ASUSD:
• MCNP and ADVANTG inputs are defined by the user.
• ADVANTG is run in either FW-CADIS mode or DX-adjoint/forward modes.
• ASUSD auxiliary programs Materials.py, Geometry.py and Angular_moments.py are
run to prepare SUSD3D input files.
• A modified version of SUSD3D is run to calculate sensitivity profile terms (gain, loss
and direct) in each individual geometrical voxel of the ADVANTG Cartesian mesh.
• SABER is executed to prepare lower weight window (WW) bounds in the MCNP
compatible WWINP format.
• MCNP transport is executed with SABER variance reduction parameters.
• The MCNP input is parsed and information on the statistical tests i.e. FOM for the
regions of interest is extracted.
The WW lower bounds are calculated with sensitivities of the detector response in respect
to the nuclide total cross section. The WW lower bounds (wwSABER ) are calculated according
to the following equation which defines the SABER methodology:

wwSABER (i, E) =

2 MF2sens (i, E)
=
1 + r MF3sens (i, E)

1
2
R ∑i Vi σdk,x ,g,i ∑m Ψg,i,m ∆Ωm
=
1 + r − 1 ∑i Vi ρk,i σk,x,g ∑m Ψg,i,m Ψ†g,i,m ∆Ωm
R

(9.2)

All variables in Equation 9.2 are defined with Equation 2.11 except r which is the ratio of
the upper and lower WW bounds and is usually equal to 51 . The i and E variables represent
1 The

normalization factor (2/1+r) was empirically deduced by previous authors and is routinely used in
ADVANTG and MCNP.
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the spatial and energy dependence of the weight windows. One can notice the similarities
to the CADIS method defined with Equation 1.50. However, as was stated above, SABER
uses cross-section weighted flux moments of a higher order to construct WW lower bounds.
SABER was tested with several options. The effect of using forward-weighted adjoint flux
moments (fw) to construct the WW lower bounds as opposed to using pure un-weighted
adjoint source (dx) to accelerate several regions of interest (i.e. tallies) was tested. Besides
using the loss term (MF3) as the denominator in Equation 9.2 the gain term (MF6) was also
used. The results of these variations are given in Appendix D.
The following chapter contains the best performing SABER results which used the loss
term (MF3) as the denominator in Equation 9.2 and the forward-weighted adjoint sources to
calculate the flux moments and consequently the sensitivity profiles.

9.2

SABER results

To test SABER the simple iron rod example from Chapter 8 was used. The problem geometry,
material and source are described in Section 8.1. To test SABER two cases were analysed.
Firstly convergence in tallies in all Tally regions (1,2,3) (see Figure 8.1) was analysed and
secondly only tallies in the Tally region 3 were analysed.
As mentioned, in the first part SABER was used to accelerate the convergence of one
region of interest in each of the three (1,2,3) Tally regions. One of the epi-thermal energy
groups of the 27n19g energy groups structure between 1.0677 × 101 eV and 2.9023 × 101 eV
was chosen as the energy region of interest and consequently the adjoint source. The
FOM statistical test results of SABER and FW-CADIS accelerated MCNP simulations were
compared. Once again careful attention was taken to run the problems on the same CPU,
with the same number of threads used and with the same amount of particle histories. The
FW-CADIS case also uses exactly the same ADVANTG and MCNP inputs.
In Figure 9.1 the relative FOM (FOMrel ) or speed-up factor defined with Equation 1.43
comparing SABER results to FW-CADIS results are given for the region of interest in Tally
region 1 at 50 cm. The grey results designate cases where the result for both the SABER
and FW-CADIS calculation was equal to 0 - the results outside of the tallies of interest
did not converge. The absolute FOM values are given in Appendix D. Similarly in Figure
9.2 and 9.3 the relative FOM for Tally region 2 (at 100 cm) and Tally region 3 (at 150 cm)
respectively are given. One can observe that SABER gives slightly better results, up to a
factor of 1.5, compared to FW-CADIS. This is an excellent results which shows that the
SABER methodology is appropriate for accelerating the convergence of tallies which are
physically significantly separated.

9.2 SABER results

Figure 9.1 FOMrel at 50 cm. Results compare SABER and FW-CADIS results.

Figure 9.2 FOMrel at 100 cm. Results compare SABER and FW-CADIS results.
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Figure 9.3 FOMrel at 150 cm. Results compare SABER and FW-CADIS results.

9.2 SABER results
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In the second part SABER was used to accelerate the convergence of four tallies denoted
with black squares in Tally region 3 (see Figure 8.1). One of the epi-thermal energy groups
of the 27n19g energy groups structure between 1.0677 × 101 eV and 2.9023 × 101 eV was
once again chosen as the region of interest and consequently the adjoint source.
In Figure 9.4 the relative FOM (FOMrel ) or speed-up factor, defined with Equation 1.43,
comparing SABER results to FW-CADIS results is given. The absolute FOM values are
given in Appendix D. At regions of interest locations designated with black squares SABER
performs slightly better than FW-CADIS. The ratio is between 1.6 and 1.7. Once again
this is an excellent results showcasing SABER’s ability to accelerate the region of interest
convergence in deep shielding applications.

Figure 9.4 FOMrel at 150 cm. Results compare SABER and FW-CADIS results.
To conclude this chapter the two improvements to the current methodology of deterministicly defining variance reduction parameters for Monte Carlo simulations proposed in
this thesis were combined. Self-shielded cross sections were used to calculate angular flux
moments with Denovo which were consequently used to determine weight windows with
SABER based on sensitivity profiles. The complete procedure was performed within ASUSD.
In Figure 9.5 the relative FOM for the combined SXS+SABER methodology is compared
to the FW-CADIS methodology which is routinely used in ADVANTG. The relative FOM
shows that a speed-up of a factor of around 60 can be achieved using this new methodology.
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As was already mention in the previous chapter on the effects of self-shielded cross sections
on the effectiveness of VR parameters, such a gain in computational speed could be crucial
in performing Total Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis of deep shielding or complex fusion
applications.

Figure 9.5 FOMrel at 150 cm. Results compare SABER + SXS and FW-CADIS results.
SABER shows that the use of higher order ﬂux moments when constructing variance
reduction parameters can result in a signiﬁcant increase of the effectiveness of variance
reduction parameters. However one must admit that the governing physical quantity in
SABER, like in CADIS, is the adjoint ﬂux or the importance function. SABER should
perform even more efﬁciently compared to CADIS and FW-CADIS in more anisotropic
cases, for example streaming experiments. This will be tested in the future.

Part IV
Conclusions

Chapter 10
Conclusions
10.1

Overview of the dissertation

The dissertation focuses on developing a new efficient and user friendly program package,
ASUSD, for deterministic assessment of nuclear data (ND) sensitivity and uncertainty (S/U).
Besides a large emphasis on ND S/U quantification the dissertation also addresses the topic of
hybrid transport methods i.e. deterministic based variance reduction parameter determination
for stochastic particle transport simulation. The improvements and alternatives introduced
to the current methodology of variance reduction parameter determination also ties into the
topic of probabilistic ND uncertainty quantification. The thesis work can be divided in to
four parts which are individually discussed in the following sections. The four topics can be
summed up as:
• Validation, evaluation and application of the hybrid code ADVANTG to various fission
and fusion applications including the complex and challenging JET3-NEXP streaming
benchmark experiment. ADVANTG was also used to accelerate probabilistic nuclear
data uncertainty quantification by the so called Total Monte Carlo (TMC) method. The
resulting method has been named as hybrid TMC.
• Development of the deterministic first order perturbation theory based ND S/U code
package ASUSD which couples ADVANTG and SUSD3D with several auxiliary
programs. The code package was validated on two shielding benchmark experiments:
the fission relevant ASPIS Iron 88 and fusion relevant FNG HCPB TBM shielding
experiments. ASUSD was also applied to two complex fusion problems including the
JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment.
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• ASUSD was used do quantify the effect of self-shielded cross sections on the effectiveness of variance reduction parameters.
• Within the ASUSD program package the SABER, Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE
Reduction, methodology was developed and tested. SABER provides an alternative
to the currently established methodology of deterministic based variance reduction
parameter determination.

The ASUSD program package provides a user friendly and simple tool for ND S/U
qualification. It can be used to routinely quantify ND uncertainty which hasn’t been the
established practice up until now. Using ASUSD and the improved hybrid variance reduction
methodologies one can quantify all uncertainties connected to the simulation of particle
transport more accurately and efficiently. Accurate and precise knowledge of all uncertainties
can in turn lead to reduction of established safety margins and consequently cost savings
related to building new experimental and commercial facilities.

10.1.1

Evaluation, validation and application of ADVANTG

ADVANTG was validated and evaluated on two benchmark experiments [44, 45] 1 and on
a simplified model of the JET tokamak [43]. The validation process provided a learning
experience. Using the knowledge gained during the validation process, ADVANTG was
applied to realistic problems including the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment [14,
33]. The JET3-NEXP experiment is currently the only experiment of streaming performed in
a full scale fusion environment. The particle transport simulations of such an experiments are
very challenging but have been successfully solved with ADVANTG. Several miscellaneous
problems were also solved with ADVANTG including: ITER computational shutdown dose
rate benchmark [105], JSI TRIGA Mark II Dry cell irradiation facility [104] and several
shielding applications. The use of highly efficient variance reduction parameters and the
SANDY random sampling code resulted in establishing a new method for probabilistic
nuclear data uncertainty quantification - hybrid Total Monte Carlo (TMC). Hybrid TMC
was applied to the ASPIS Iron 88 [12], TIARA [85] and FNG HCPB TBM [139] shielding
experiments. The hybrid TMC methodology provides a complementary method to the
deterministic based ND S/U methodology implemented in ASUSD.
1 All publications given in Section Conclusions are authored or co-authored by the thesis author. A complete
list of publications related to this doctoral thesis is given at the end of the thesis (Appendix E).

10.1 Overview of the dissertation

10.1.2
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ASUSD program package

ASUSD (ADVANTG + SUSD3D) [12] was developed with the intent of automatizing and
simplifying the process of ND S/U analysis. It couples the functionality of ADVANTG with
the capabilities of the first order perturbation based sensitivity and uncertainty code SUSD3D.
The code package includes ADVANTG (preparation of deterministic inputs and execution of
Denovo), SUSD3D (ND S/U), GLG20 (nuclear data processing input preparation for NJOY),
TRANSX (nuclear data self-shielding) and several auxiliary programs developed in Python
by the user. ASUSD was validated in two parts. Firstly Denovo was validated as a standalone
discrete ordinates solver on simple transport problems and shielding applications. Secondly
ASUSD’s ND S/U capability was validated on two shielding benchmark experiments the
fission relevant ASPIS Iron 88 and fusion relevant FNG HCPB TBM shielding experiment.
Excellent agreement between previous results and the hybrid TMC methodology results were
observed. ASUSD was also used to quantify the ND uncertainties in the JET KN2 irradiation
monitoring end [139]. The capability of ASUSD to tackle large, complex fusion applications
was tested on the JET3-NEXP streaming benchmark experiment [139]. Preliminary ND
S/U results were obtained with ASUSD in a reasonable time. ASUSD is currently the most
computationally efficient and user friendly program package for ND S/U that is capable of
analyzing full scale fusion application problems of such high fidelity and size.

10.1.3

Self-shielding effects on variance reduction

The effects of self-shielded cross sections on the effectiveness of ADVANTG produced
variance reduction parameters was assessed using the ASUSD program package [15]. In the
current ADVANTG methodology only infinitely diluted cross sections are used for Denovo
calculations of ADVANTG. Using appropriately defined self-shielded cross sections with
TRANSX, an increase in the computational efficiency of up to 40 times was observed on
a simple iron rod tests case. When performing hybrid TMC analyses any reduction of
simulation times is highly beneficial.

10.1.4

Sensitivity based variance reduction

The final contribution of the thesis author to the scientific field of hybrid transport simulations
was the development and application of a new method for determining variance reduction
parameters based on sensitivity coefficients. The Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE
Reduction (SABER) [15] method was developed and tested using the ASUSD program
package. SABER uses direct and loss terms of the first order perturbation theory sensitivity
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coefficient equation to construct effective variance reduction parameters in the form of
weight windows (WW). The sensitivity coefficients are calculated with ASUSD. The WW
were tested on a simple iron deep shielding test case where the transport was performed
with MCNP. SABER performs similarly or slightly better (up to a factor 1.7 better) to the
established methodology (FW-CADIS). Sensitivity coefficients have never before been used
for variance reduction of stochastic transport simulations. SABER is a viable alternative to
the currently established methodology which is necessary for the progress and advancement
of the field of hybrid particle transport.

10.2

Future work

The scientific fields of particle transport and nuclear data sensitivity and uncertainty analysis
will benefit with the development of ASUSD and the two improvements to the current
methodology of determining variance reduction parameters. ASUSD provides a simple and
user friendly platform for determining ND S/U which is usually neglected by particle transport annalists. Furthermore the improvements to the current variance reduction parameter
determination methodologies will increase the effectiveness of the hybrid TMC methodology
which is complimentary to the deterministic approach for ND S/U of ASUSD. Together the
two approaches, ASUSD and hybrid TMC, result in a comprehensive ND S/U computational
analysis package. Even tough ASUSD performs well, certain improvements will be done to
the code in the future:
• Parallelization and streamlining of SUSD3D for faster execution.
• Functionality to use all types of quadratures sets supported by Denovo.
• Coupling of SUSD3D to Denovo on a lower level to avoid unnecessary use of computer
memory.
ASUSD will be systematically applied to the shielding benchmark experiments included
in the SINBAD database. The results will be included in future releases to increase the quality
of the benchmark documentation and also provide benchmark results for any other ND S/U
code. Because of the automatic input preparation and execution, ASUSD can be used to
analyze complex particle transport applications such as the experimental fusion reactor ITER,
the European demonstration fusion power plant DEMO, the European Spallation Source
(ESS), the Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech Applications (MYRRHA)
project and other fission oriented applications such as generation IV reactor concepts and
small modular reactors.

Del V
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem jeziku

Poglavje I
Uvod
Po nesrečah na otoku Treh milj in v Černobilu je jedrska industrija v osemdesetih in devetdesetih doživljala zaton. Z zatonom industrije in negativnega javnega pogleda na jedrsko
energijo je nazadoval tudi razvoj novih varnejših in bolj ekonomičnih reaktorskih konceptov. V zadnjih letih, oziroma zadnjem desetletju, pa zanimanje za jedrsko tehnologijo kot
brezogljični vir energije ponovno narašča. Zaradi zapiranja eksperimentalnih objektov in
brez nadomeščanja le-teh, je za snovanje novih reaktorskih konceptov potrebna uporaba računalniških orodij. Na področju reaktorske fizike kjer nas zanima transport delcev, primarno
nevtronov, po prostoru, se uporabljata dva računska pristopa: deterministični in stohastični.
Vsak pristop ima svoje prednosti in slabosti. V zadnjih letih se za simulacijo transporta
nevtralnih delcev uporabljajo tudi tako imenovane hibridne metode, ki stremijo k temu, da bi
združile dobre lastnosti obeh metodologij in izničile slabe lastnosti. Primer hibridne kode za
transport delcev je ADVANTG [8].
Če želimo računska orodja uporabljati kot osnovo za nove reaktorske koncepte, je nujno
potrebna kvantifikacija vseh negotovosti povezanih s simulacijami. V nevtroniki, področju,
ki se ukvarja s transportom nevtronov, negotovosti izhajajo tako iz opisa geometrije in
materialov kot tudi iz same numerične metodologije. V limiti idealnega poznavanja in opisa
geometrije in natančne ter točne numerične metode vseeno pride do negotovosti, ki izvira
iz negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih. Propagacija negotovosti jedrskih podatkov skozi proces
transporta nevtronov je računsko intenziven proces, ki je obenem tudi uporabniško zahteven.
Programska koda, ki se uporablja za propagacijo negotovosti je SUSD3D [11].
V okviru doktorske disertacije je bil razvit nov programski paket ASUSD [12] (ADVANTG
+ SUSD3D) za računsko učinkovito in uporabniku prijazno propagacijo negotovosti jedrskih
podatkov in občutljivostno analizo. S pomočjo paketa ASUSD sta bili raziskani tudi dve
možnosti za izboljšavo trenutne hibridne metodologije za določevanje prametrov redukcije
variance. To sta: uporaba samoščitenih jedrskih presekov za izboljšano učinkovitost para-
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metrov za redukcijo variance in razvoj nove metode za določanje parametrov za redukcijo
variance na podlagi občutljivostne analize - SABER [15].
Razširjeni povzetek je v grobem razdeljen na tri dele. V prvem delu je predstavljeno
teoretično ozadje, ki vključuje razne izvore delcev, metode za transport delcev vključno z
metodami redukcije variance in teoretično ozadje za analizo negotovosti in občutljivosti.
V drugem delu so opisana računska orodja, ki so bila uporabljena v disertaciji, vključno z
nekaterimi primeri uporabe. V zadnjem delu je predstavljen razvoj programskega paketa
ASUSD, njegova validacija ter uporaba na zahtevnih primerih iz fuzije. Poleg tega je podana
uporaba paketa ASUSD za določevanje efekta samoščitenih jedrskih presekov na učinkovitost
prametrov za redukcijo variance in razvoja metodologije SABER. Razširjeni povzetek je
sklenjen s kratkim zaključkom in pogledom v prihodnost.

I.1

Izvori delcev

V fuzijskih in fisijskih reaktorjih pri interakciji delcev pride do produkcije nabitih in elektrostatsko nevtralnih delcev. Pri procesu fisije težka jedra razpadejo na fisijske produkte,
ko težkim jedrom dodamo presežno energijo ponavadi v obliki nevtronov pri termičnih
energijah. Pri cepitvi težkih jeder nastanejo težji nabiti delci, alfa delci, elektroni, žarki gama
in nevtroni. Pri procesu fuzije pa gre za obraten proces, kjer se lahka jedra pod ekstremni
pogoji (visoka temperatura in/ali tlak) zlijejo v težja jedra. Tudi pri tem procesu se, poleg
nabitih delcev, žarkov gama in nevtronov, sprosti energija. Poleg fuzije in fisije je v disertaciji
obravnavan kot izvor nevtronov tudi pospeševalnik, kjer z lahkimi delci npr. protoni ali
devterijem obstreljujemo tarčo s specifičnega materiala npr. 7 Li ali titanovo tarčo dopirano s
tritijem.
Doseg nabitih delcev je majhen, glede na doseg nevtralnih žarkov gama in nevtronov.
Disertacija naslavlja problematiko transporta nevtronov po prostoru, pri čemer veliko dognanj
velja tudi za žarke gama.

I.2

Transport delcev

Osnovna enačba, ki popisuje transport delcev v prostoru, temelji na Boltzmannovi enačbi,
ki je bila izpeljana za kinetično teorijo plinov. Enačba je pravzaprav bilančna enačba, kjer
lahko zapišemo člene z izgubo in produkcijo delcev na naslednji način, s tem da upoštevamo
določene predpostavke glede interakcije nevtronov s snovjo [18]:
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povisan je N = − (izguba s stru jan jem) − (izguba s trki)
+ (izvorni delci)

(I.1)

Kjer je N porazdelitev gostote delcev. Na podlagi te splošne opisne enačbe lahko zapišemo
transportno enačbo v integralno-diferencialni obliki za nepomnoževalno sredstvo kot:

h
i
Ω̂ · ⃗∇ + σ (⃗r, E) Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E) = + qex (⃗r, Ω̂, E)
Z

+

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂′ · Ω̂)Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E)

(I.2)

kjer je qex (⃗r, Ω̂, E,t) zunanji izvor nevtronov, σ mikroskopski (sipalni) presek, Ψ(⃗r, Ω̂, E)
kotni fluks in⃗r, Ω̂, E prostorska, kotna in energijska odvisnost.
Poleg direktne transportne enačbe I.2 lahko zapišemo tudi njeno adjungirano verzijo za
katero velja:
H † Ψ† = q†

(I.3)

kjer je q† adjungirani izvor in ajdunigrani transporti operator H † . H † lahko zapišemo kot:
†

H = −Ω̂ · ∇ + σ (⃗r, E) −

Z

dE

′

Z

dΩ′ σs (⃗r, E → E ′ , Ω̂ · Ω̂′ )

(I.4)

S pomočjo adjungiranega operatorja lahko zapišemo poljuben odziv detektorja v sistemu R
kot:
Z

R=

qex Ψ† (⃗r, Ω̂, E)dEd⃗rd Ω̂

(I.5)

Fizikalna interpretacije enačbe I.5 nam pove, da lahko smatramo adjungirani fluks Ψ† kot
indikator pomembnosti delca v prostoru, da bo prispeval k odzivu detektorja R v sistemu.
Ta lastnost adjungiranega fluksa je osnova za določanje parametrov za redukcijo variance s
pomočjo hibridnih kod.
Transportno enačbo I.2 lahko rešujemo numerično s tako imenovanimi determinističnimi
metodami in posredno s stohastičnimi metodami. Trenutno najbolj uveljavljena deterministična metoda je metoda diskretnih ordinat kjer transportno enačbo diskretiziramo v prostoru,
energiji in kotu. Obstaja več metod za diskretizacijo v prostoru kot so: diamond differencing,
theta weighted diamond differencing, diamond difference with negative flux fixup, step
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characteristics [18, 19] itd. Energijsko diskretizacijo opravimo na ravni jedrskih podatkov,
ki jih razdelimo v večgrupne strukture. Struktura energijskih grup je odvisna od aplikacije
in variira od nekaj deset do več sto grup. Kotna diskretizacija se implementira s pomočjo
končnega števila smeri, ki jih imenujemo diskretne ordinate.
Poleg determinističnega pristopa lahko transportno enačbo rešujemo posredno s pomočjo
stohastičnih oz. Monte Carlo metod. Pri metodi Monte Carlo simuliramo naključen sprehod
delca od njegovega rojstva v izvoru delcev, do njegove smrti z zajetjem ali pobegom iz sistema.
Fiziko pri metodi Monte Carlo popisujemo s pomočjo jedrskih podatkov, ki narekujejo
verjetnosti za en ali drugi dogodek. S simulacijo dovolj velikega števila delcev in oceno
njihovega povprečnega vedenja lahko določimo npr. nevtronski fluks v določenem delu
problema. Pri metodi Monte Carlo ni potrebe po diskretizaciji faznega prostora zaradi česar
je metoda izredno točna. Problem pa se skriva v natančnosti metode, saj rezultat konvergira
le s korensko odvisnostjo od števila zabeleženih delcev. Ta počasna konvergenca Monte
Carlo metod je velika hiba, ki je posebno izrazita pri analizi primerov ščitenja, kjer je ponor
delcev med izvorom in detektorjem velik. Problem se zmanjša s pomočjo metod za redukcijo
variance.

I.3

Redukcija variance

V zadnjih letih se z metodami Monte Carlo rešujejo vedno bolj kompleksni problemi ščitenja
nevtronov v fuzijskih reaktorjih kot so JET, ITER in DEMO [14, 33] in v celostnih modelih
fisijskih elektrarn, kot je jedrska elektrarna Krško [34–36]. Tako imenovane analogne Monte
Carlo simulacije, kjer je simuliran naključni sprehod brez modifikacije verjetnostne gostote,
ki narekuje izbiro dogodkov, so neprimerne za takšne aplikacije, saj bi konvergenca trajala
predolgo oziroma je računsko prezahtevna. V takšnih primerih se poslužujemo metod za
redukcijo variance, kjer verjetnostne gostote modificiramo na takšen način, da simulirani delci
potujejo v preferenčni smeri in energiji od izvora k detektorju. Da v simulacijo ne vnesemo
pristranskosti, dodamo simuliranim delcem uteži, ki se ustrezno glede na modifikacijo
verjetnostne gostote spreminjajo.
V nevtroniki se uporablja več metod za redukcijo variance kot so: pristranski izvor,
sekanje modela in implicitno zajetje. Pristranski izvor je definiran tako, da odrežemo
energijski in prostorski del izvora, ki je izven območja interesa. Podobno deluje sekanje
modela, kjer geometrijski del modela, ki vemo, da ne bo prispeval k odzivu detektorja
odsekamo, da se ne izgublja simulacijski čas v tem delu. Pri implicitnem zajetju delca, ki
naj bi bil zajet, ne ubijemo, ampak ga simuliramo naprej, pri čemer prilagodimo njegovo
utež. Implicitno zajetje je učinkovito predvsem v simulaciji transporta v materialih z visokim
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razmerjem med reakcijami zajetja in sipanja. Naprednejši metodi za redukcijo variance sta
cepitev in ruska ruleta. Obe metodi sta prostorsko odvisni. Pri cepitvi, delce, ki potujejo proti
detektorju cepimo in prilagodimo njihovo utež. S tem zagotovimo več delcev na območju
detektorja in s tem zmanjšamo statistično negotovost rezultata. Nasprotno, pri ruski ruleti,
delec ubijemo z določeno verjetnostjo, če potuje proč od detektorja. S tem ne izgubljamo
računskega časa z delci za katere je manj verjetno, da bodo prispeli v območje detektorja.
Kombinacija omenjenih metod je metoda utežnih oken. Utežna okna so tako prostorsko
kot energijsko odvisna. S pomočjo utežnih oken zmanjšamo varianco zabeleženih delcev
s tem, da točno omejimo utež delcev. Utež delca (w) ostane nespremenjena, če je utež
znotraj okvirov utežnega okna (ws < w < wz ), steče ruska ruleta, če je utež pod spodnjo mejo
utežnega okna (w < ws ) in se cepi, če je utež delca nad zgornjo mejo utežnega okna (w > wz ).
Princip je prikazan na Sliki I.1. Ostaja vprašanje, kako določiti učinkovita utežna okna?
Trenutna najsodobnejša metodologija uporablja hitre, približne deterministične transportne
izračune za določevanje utežnih oken za Monte Carlo preračune - hibridna transportna
metodologija.

Slika I.1 Metoda za redukcijo variance utežna okna. Utež delca (w) ostane nespremenjena,
če je utež znotraj okvirov utežnega okna (ws < w < wz ) (levo), steče ruska ruleta, če je utež
pod spodnjo mejo utežnega okna (w < ws ) (sredina) in se cepi, če je utež delca nad zgornjo
mejo utežnega okna (w > wz ) (desno).

I.4

Hibridne metode

Razvoj hibridnih metod za transport delcev se je začel konec prejšnjega tisočletja. Velik
korak naprej je prinesla utemeljitev metode CADIS (Consistent Adjoint Driven Importance
Sampling) [38]. Metoda utemelji uporabo adjungiranega fluksa za določanje spodnje meje
utežnih oken:
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w(P) =

R
Ψ† (P)

(I.6)

kjer je P vključuje vse spremenljivke faznega prostora. Kot vidimo je v metodologiji CADIS
uporabljena fizikalna lastnost adjungiranega fluksa za določevanje pomembnosti prostora za
doprinos k odzivu detektorja.
Metoda CADIS je namenjena pospeševanju konvergence enega detektorja. V namen optimizacije konvergence več detektorjev (R1 , R2 , . . . RN ) z odzivnimi funkcijami (σd,1 , σd,2 , . . . σd,N ),
ki so geometrijsko znatno oddaljeni med sabo je bila razvita metoda FW-CADIS oziroma
Forward Weighted CADIS method, kjer je adjungirani izvor delcev (q† ) proporcionalno
utežen z direktnim izračunom glede na:
q† =

1
1
1
1
σd,1 + σd,2 + σd,3 + · · · +
σd,N
R1
R2
R3
RN

(I.7)

Poleg metode CADIS in FW-CADIS je bilo v zadnjih letih razvitih več metod, ki pa v
osnovi temeljijo na metodi CADIS. To so MS-CADIS [48], N-CADIS [50] in MR-CADIS
[49]. V sklopu disertacije je bila razvita alternativa metoda, SABER, ki za določevanje
utežnih oken uporablja rezultate občutljivostne analize na jedrske podatke.

I.5

Analiza občutljivosti in negotovosti

Kot je bilo omenjeno v uvodu, je propagacija negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih skozi proces
transporta delcev, računsko intenziven in uporabniško zahteven proces s trenutno dostopnimi
orodji. V splošnem se, tako kot transporta delcev, propagacije negotovosti lahko lotimo na
probabilistični in deterministični način. Pri probabilističnem načinu ustvarimo naključen
set vhodnih jedrskih podatkov, kjer navadno vzorčimo eno reakcijo glede na normalno ali
log-normalno porazdelitev, ki jo omejuje kovariančna matrika. Tako ustvarjen set naključnih
jedrskih podatkov nato uporabimo v seriji transportnih preračunov. S porazdelitve rezultatov
tega seta transportnih preračunov lahko nato določimo negotovosti zaradi variacije v vhodnih
podatkih. Ko je za transportni preračun uporabljena metoda Monte Carlo, takšni analizi
rečemo tudi Totalni Monte Carlo oziroma TMC. Takšen pristop je lahko izredno računsko
potraten pri transportnih preračunih ščitenja saj lahko ena sama simulacija traja več dni, za
konvergenco metode TMC pa je potrebnih več tisoč simulacij. Problem lahko reduciramo z
uvedbo tako imenovane metode hibridni TMC [85], kjer transportne preračune pohitrimo s
hibridno transportno metodologijo. Prednost TMC metode je njena robustnost ter enostavnost
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implementacije, saj je neodvisna od metode in programa, ki se uporabi za sam transport
delcev.
Alternativno lahko uporabimo determinističen pristop, kjer z le dvema determinističnima
transportnima izračunoma, direktnim in adjungiranim, določimo občutljivostne koeficiente.
Občutljivostni koeficienti (Sk,x ) se lahko izračunajo na podlagi perturbacijske teorije [57]
prvega reda kot:
σk,x (E) ∂ R
R ∂ σk,x (E)


Z
Z
1
=
d⃗r d⃗Ω ρk (⃗r) − σk,x (E)Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)Ψ† (⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)
R

Sk,x (E) =


⃗ ′ , E → E )Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)Ψ (⃗r, ⃗Ω , E )
+
d⃗Ω dE σsk,x (⃗Ω → Ω
⃗′
Ω

+ σdk,x (⃗r, E)Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E)
Z

′

Z

′

′

†

′

′

(I.8)
kjer je
R = odziv detektorja,
ρk = številska gostota nuklida k,
σk,x (E) = mikroskopski presek za reakcijo x nuklida k pri energiji E,
⃗ ′ , E → E ′ ) = mikroskopski sipalni presek s kota Ω v kot Ω′ , energije E v
σsk,x (⃗Ω → Ω
E ′ za reakcijo x in nuklid k,
σdk,x (⃗r, E) = odzivna funkcija in adjungirani izvor,
Ψ(⃗r, ⃗Ω, E), Ψ† (⃗r, ⃗Ω, E) = direkten in adjungirani kotni fluks.
Prvi člen v enačbi I.8 se imenuje člen izgub (MF3), drugi člen, ki vključuje sipalni člen, se
imenuje pridobitveni člen (MF6) in tretji zadnji člen, ki vsebuje odzivno funkcijo, se imenuje
direktni člen (MF2). Občutljivostne koeficiente oziroma profile (energijska odvisnost) lahko
množimo s kovariančnimi matrikami presekov za reakcije (rcov(σ )) glede na Enačbo I.9 in
tako dobimo negotovosti odziva detektorja zaradi jedrskih podatkov.


∆R
R

2

= ⃗S · rcov(σ ) · ⃗S+

kjer je ⃗S+ transponirani občutljivostni profil.

(I.9)
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Uvod

Deterministični pristop k propagaciji negotovosti je računsko znatno manj intenziven kot
metoda TMC, a obenem zahteva več uporabniškega vnosa in znanja. V sklopu disertacije je
bil razvit programski paket ASUSD, ki avtomatizira velik del deterministične propagacije
negotovosti.

Poglavje II
Računska orodja
V okviru doktorske disertacije je bila uporabljena serija programov namenjenih simulacijam
transporta nevtronov, propagacijo negotovosti jedrskih podatkov, določanje parametrov za
redukcijo variance in raznih pomožnih programov. Vsak izmed programov je na kratko
opisan v tem poglavju.

II.1

Programi za transport delcev

V uvodnem poglavju sta bila predstavljena dva principa s katerim simuliramo transport
delcev po prostoru - stohastični in deterministični pristop. Za potrebe preračunov v doktorski
disertaciji sta bila uporabljena dva deterministična programa Denovo [19] in PARTISN [40]
in en stohastični program MCNP [7].
Denovo je moderen determinističen program, ki rešuje transportno enačbo (Enačba I.2) s
pomočjo formalizma diskretnih ordinat. Program je bil razvit na ORNL za namene reševanja
transportne enačbe v treh dimenzijah na kartezični geometrijski mreži. Za potrebe doktorske
disertacije je pomembna lastnost programa paralelno reševanje na več računskih jedrih.
Program vključuje tudi zapisovanje rešitev v modernih formatih za shranjevanje velikih setov
podatkov kot sta silo [66] in hdf5 [65]. Denovo je del programskega paketa ADVANTG, kar
je botrovalo k njegovi implementaciji v novo razvitem programskem paketu ASUSD.
Ker je Denovo razmeroma nova koda, ki še ni bila uporabljena za namene občutljivostnih in negotovostnih (O/N) preračunov je bila validirana s pomočjo programa PARTISN.
PARTISN (PARallel, TIme-dependent SN) je prav tako deterministični program, ki temelji
na reševanju transportne enačbe s pomočjo formalizma diskretnih ordinat. Program je bil
razvit v namene preračunov kritičnih sistemov in primerov ščitenja. Omogoča reševanje
transportne enačbe v eni, dveh ali treh dimenzijah na več geometrijah, vključno s sferično,
cilindrično in kartezično. Program je bil v preteklosti sklopljen s programov za O/N prera-
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čune SUSD3D. S sklopljenim sistemom je bila narejena serija O/N preračunov, ki je bila
validirana v interkomparaciji z drugimi programi. Zaradi dobrih rezultatov interkomparacije,
je bil program PARTISN izbran tako za validacijo programa Denovo kot programa za O/N
preračune ASUSD.
Kot edini stohastični, Monte Carlo, program za transport nevtronov je bil v disertaciji
uporabljen program MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle). Program MCNP vključuje funkcionalnost za transport tako nevtralnih kot nekaterih nabitih delcev. Lahko se ga uporablja tako
za kritične konfiguracije kot za primere ščitenja sevanja. Je koda za nevtronske transportne
preračune, ki je bila validirani na široki seriji referenčnih eksperimentov [74–76] in je uveljavljena kot referenčna koda za tako fisijske kot fuzijske preračune. V disertaciji je bila za vse
izračune uporabljena verzija MCNP5 ver. 1.6, ki ohranja združljivost z vhodnimi datotekami
za starejše verzije. Program ADVANTG je osnovan na MCNP5 ver. 1.6. zaradi česar je le-ta
tudi osnova za format vhodnih datotek za program ASUSD.

II.2

Programi za občutljivostne in negotovostne preračune

V teoretičnem uvodu disertacije sta bila omenjena dva pristopa za propagacijo negotovosti v
jedrskih podatkih - deterministični in probabilistični.
Za deterministično propagacijo negotovosti in občutljivostno analizo je bil uporabljen program SUSD3D [11]. Kodo SUSD3D je razvil I. Kodeli na CEA, NEA in IJS in je vključena
v programski paket za O/N preračune XSUN [71]. Namenjena je izračunu variance odziva
detektorja na podlagi občutljivostnih koeficientov. Program temelji na perturbaciji prvega
reda za izračun občutljivostnih koeficientov. Koeficiente se lahko izračuna za občutljivost na
preseke za reakcije, energijske in kotne porazdelitve sekundarnih delcev ter na energijsko
odvisne odzive detektorja. Program podpira eno, dvo in tro dimenzionalne preračune na
sferični, cilindrični in kartezični geometriji. Ena večjih prednosti programa je uporaba kotnih
momentov namesto kotnih fluksov za izračun občutljivostnih koeficientov, s čimer lahko znatno zmanjšamo zahteve po računalniškem delavnem spominu. Kot vhodne podatke SUSD3D
potrebuje: večgrupne jedrske preseke, večgrupne kovariančne matrike, materialno sestavo
problema, geometrijo problema ter direktne in adjungirane kotne momente. SUSD3D je bil
sklopljen z več programi za izračun kontnih momentov fluksa. V tej disertaciji je sklopljen s
programom ADVANTG, kar omogoča avtomatsko pripravo vseh vhodnih podatkov, ki jih
potrebuje SUSD3D.
Za probabilistično propagacijo negotovosti je v disertaciji uporabljen program SANDY
(SAmpler of Nuclear Data and uncertaintY) [10], ki ga je razvil L. Fiorito na SCK·CEN.
Prva verzija programa je bila namenjena interni uporabi. Avtor disertacije je bil prvi zu-
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nanji uporabnik kode. Nova verzija programa je prosto dostopna in na voljo na platformi
GitHub [80]. SANDY temelji na stohastičnem vzorčenju jedrskih podatkov. SANDY ustvari
naključen set vzorcev jedrskih podatkov pri čemer je njihova skrajna porazdelitev odvisna
od kovariančne matrike. Vzorce SANDY zapiše nazaj v izvorni format jedrskih podatkov.
Podatke nato uporabnik procesira in uporabi v seriji transportnih preračunov. Iz porazdelitve
rezultatov serije transportnih preračunov z naključnimi jedrskimi podatki lahko ocenimo
negotovost odziva detektorja zaradi jedrskih podatkov. Če je za transportne preračune uporabljen stohastični program, takšni propagaciji negotovosti v jedrskih podatkov rečemo tudi
Totalni Monte Carlo oziroma TMC. Za propagacijo negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih za eno
reakcijo enega nuklida je potrebno več sto do tisoč transportnih preračunov. Za konsistentno
analizo kompleksnejših primerov, posebno primerov ščitenja, je potrebnega veliko računskega časa. V namen pospešitve takšne analize je bila razvita metodologija hibridni TMC
[85], kjer se pri simulaciji transporta uporabi parametre za redukcijo variance, ki temeljijo na
determinističnem izračunu.
V naslednjem poglavju je opisana prva neodvisna validacija programa SANDY in uporaba
le-tega v sklopu hibridne TMC metodologije.

II.2.1

Primeri uporabe programov za propagacijo negotovosti

Kot prvi primer za validacijo programa SANDY je bil izbran kritični referenčni eksperiment
IEU-SOL-THERM-005 s priročnika IRPhEP [82]. Referenčni eksperiment je enostaven
enodimenzionalni problem, kjer se kritična raztopina UO2 F2 nahaja znotraj tanke aluminijaste sfere. V prvem koraku je bil problem analiziran s pomočjo ustaljene metodologije, kjer
je program SUSD3D sklopljen z determinističnim transportnim programom PARTISN. S
SUSD3D so bile določene reakcije, ki imajo največje občutljivosti in največji doprinos h
končni negotovosti v pomnoževalnem faktorju keff . Ker je metoda TMC s SANDY računsko
potratna, so bile z le-to metodo analizirane le reakcije, ki so na podlagi SUSD3D preračuna
pokazale velik doprinos k negotovosti. Tabela II.1 povzema rezultate občutljivostne in negotovostne analize s SANDY in SUSD3D. V prvem stolpcu tabele so našteti analizirani nuklidi
v problemu, v drugem stolpcu posamezne reakcije in v tretjem občutljivosti izračunane
s pomočjo SUSD3D. Občutljivost je podana kot procentna sprememba pomnoževalnega
faktorja v odvisnosti od spremembe preseka za reakcijo za 1 %. V stolpcih od 4-8 so podane
negotovosti v pomnoževalnem faktorju zaradi posameznih reakcij izračunane z različnimi kovariančnimi matrikami. Opažena je velika deviacija med različnimi evaluacijami. V zadnjem
stolpcu je podana negotovost izračunana z metodo TMC s pomočjo SANDY. S primerjavo
osmega in zadnjega, devetega, stolpca vidimo, da SANDY deluje dobro. Ujemanje je odlično
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za vse analizirane reakcije. Metoda TMC s SANDY je bila validirana in je lahko uporabljena
v drugih aplikacijah.
Tabela II.1 keff občutljivosti in negotovosti izračunane s SUSD3D in SANDY. Kovaričane
matrike uporabljene za SUSD3D preračune so bili vzete iz knjižnic JEFF-3.3, JENDL-4.0,
SCALE-6.0 in ENDF/B-VII.1.

Nuklid
1H
16 O
235 U

238U

Reakcija\
Število MT
(n,n)\2
(n,γ)\102
(n,n)\2
(n,n’)\4
(n,n’)\4
(n,f)\18
(n,γ)\102
ν̄\452
(n,n)\2
(n,n’)\4
(n,f)\18
(n,γ)\102
ν̄\452

Total

Občutljivost
[%/%]
3.09·10−1
-3.71·10−1
6.21·10−2
6.87·10−4
1.15·10−4
5.34·10−1
-8.14·10−2
9.99·10−1
2.87·10−4
2.52·10−4
4.50·10−4
-1.72·10−2
6.25·10−4

JEFF3.3
270.1
947.4
109.1
12.5
0.6
346.9
114.7
561.1
0.2
1.6
1.3
19.4
0.6
1210

SUSD3D [pcm]
JENDL- SCALE4.0
6.0
1
NP
233.9
NP
185.5
88.0
75.7
4.7
7.1
1.2
0.7
188.4
203.0
127.6
150.0
307.8
307.5
0.3
0.7
2.2
4.4
0.3
0.2
26.0
21.4
0.4
0.7
419
525

ENDF/BVII.1
270.1
947.4
109.8
8.1
0.7
188.7
127.7
705.43
0.6
4.5
0.2
26.0
0.7
12456

SANDY [pcm]
ENDF/BVII.1
250
1024
93
322
29
180
138
NC4
32
33
32
35
NC
NC

Hibridna TMC metodlogija je bila uvedena za potrebe TMC probabilističnih negotovostnih preračunov za analize ščitenje kjer so posamezni transportni preračuni dolgi do nekaj
dni. Hibridna TMC metodologija privzame dejstvo, da lahko s pomočjo deterministično določenih prametrov redukcije variance znatno pohitrimo konvergenco posameznega Monte Carlo
preračuna. Metodologija je shematično prikazana na Sliki II.1. V prvem koraku metodologije
se s SANDY ustvari serija naključnih jedrskih podatkov glede na vhodno ENDF-6 datoteko.
Vzporedno z ADVANTG odločimo parametre za redukcijo variance. V drugem koraku
izvedemo MCNP simulacijo, pospešeno z ADVANTG parametri, za redukcijo variance za
vsakega izmed naključnih jedrskih podatkov. S statistično analizo porazdelitve rezultatov
dobimo podatek o negotovosti zaradi jedrskih podatkov.
Hibridna TMC metoda je bila v sklopu doktorske disertacije aplicirana na referenčni
eksperiment ščitenja TIARA [83] z zbirke SINBAD [84]. TMC analiza negotovosti tega
1 Kovarainca

ni bila procesirana (NP).
negotovost posameznega MCNP preračuna je bila približno 25 pcm.
3 Z uporabo totalne ν̄ kovariance.
t
4 Ni izračunano (NC).
2 Statistična
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Slika II.1 Hibridna TMC metoda, ki združuje SANDY, ADVANTG in MCNP.
eksperimenta so bile mogoče zaradi pospešitve z ADVANTG, ki je bila od faktorja 3 za
tanjše ščite (10 cm) do faktorja 300000 za debelejši ščit (100 cm) narejen iz železa [85].

II.3

Programi za redukcijo variance

Velik poudarek doktorske disertacije je na validaciji in aplikaciji hibridne kode za transport
delcev ADVANTG (AutomateD VAriaNce reducTion Generator) [8]. ADVANTG je uporabljen kot metoda za določanje prametrov za redukcijo variance za analizo kompleksnih
primerov ščitenja, za pospeševanje simulacij kot del hibridne TMC metode in kot ključna
koda v programskem paketu ASUSD.
ADVANTG je bil ustvarjen z namenom zmanjšanja uporabniškega in računskega časa
potrebnega za določanje efektivnih parametrov redukcije variance. Specifično je bil program
napisan za pospeševanje konvergence simulacij s programom MCNP5 ver. 1.6. V ADVANTG
je implementirana metoda CADIS za pospeševanje konvergence enega detektorja in metoda
FW-CADIS za pospeševanje konvergence več prostorsko znatno oddaljenih detektorjev.
Poleg tega se ADVANTG lahko uporabi v tako-imenovani metodi dx kjer se izvede le
direktni in adjungirani preračun z Denovo, brez ustvarjanja prametrov za redukcijo variance.
Največja prednost ADVANTG-a je avtomatično pripravljanje vseh vhodnih podatkov za
izvedbo determinističnega Denovo preračuna na podlagi MCNP vhodne datoteke in dodatne
enostavne ADVANTG vhodne datoteke. Po prvem koraku, kjer ADVANTG pripravi vhodne
podatke o materialih, geometriji in izvoru, se zažene Denovo preračun. V primeru dx in FWCADIS je to to direkten izračun, v primeru CADIS pa le adjungirani preračun. Direktnemu
preračunu pri dx metodi in metodi FW-CADIS sledi še adjungiran preračun. Pri metodi
CADIS in FW-CADIS se izvede še določanje in zapisovanje, v ustreznem MCNP formatu,
parametrov za redukcijo variance.
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V naslednjem poglavju je predstavljeno nekaj primerov uporabe programa ADVANTG.
Najprej je predstavljen sklop analiz, ki so bile namenjene validaciji programa zatem pa
je ADVANTG apliciran na več kompleksnih geometrij. Rigorozna validacija in uporaba
programa ADVANTG je bil ključna za razvoj nove, alternative metode za določevanje
parametrov za redukcijo variance SABER ter sklopitev ADVANTG-a s programom SUSD3D
v paket ASUSD za občutljivostne in negotovostne preračune.

II.3.1

Primeri uporabe programa ADVANTG

Kot prvi primer uporabe je bil ADVANTG apliciran na poenostavljen model tokamaka JET
[43]. Poenostavljen model je bil ustvarjen z namenom poustvaritve vseh glavnih dimenzij
ter materialov tokamaka JET. Zaradi enostavnosti modela in realističnega odziva je model
idealen za analize občutljivosti na vhodne podatke. Aplikacija je bila namenjena predvsem
evalvaciji programa. Variirani so bili vhodni parametri, ki so bili v izračun vneseni preko
ADVANTG vhodne datoteke, kot so: večgrupne knjižnice jedrskih podatkov, set parametrov
diskretnih ordinat, porazdelitev in gostota geometrijske mreže, verzija MCNP, metoda za
določanje parametrov redukcije variance. Odzivi so bili rigorozno analizirani in zabeleženi
zato so služili kot osnova za vse nadaljnje analize.
Kot naslednja aplikacija [44] je bil izbran referenčni eksperiment strujanja ALARM-CFAIR-LAB-001 [91] z zbirke referenčnih eksperimentov ICSBEP [92]. Referenčni eksperiment je sestavljen iz 252 Cf izvora nevtronov, betonskega labirinta in meritev s pomočjo
Bonnerjevih sfer. V okviru eksperimenta so merili odziv detektorjev v odvisnosti od različnih
konfiguracij labirinta. ADVANTG se je izkazal za učinkovito orodje, ki je pospešilo konvergenco vseh detektorjev v vseh konfiguracijah labirinta. Konvergirani rezultati se poleg tega
niso razlikovali od tako imenovanih analognih preračunov, kjer ni bila uporabljena redukcija
variance, kar pomeni, da ADVANTG ne vnese pristranskosti v izračune.
Drugi referenčni eksperiment izbran za validacijo ADVANTG-a je bil eksperiment
nebnega-odboja (skyshine) ALARM-REAC-AIR-SKY-001 [93], ki je prav tako del zbirke
ICSBEP. Eksperiment je bil izveden v Kazahstanu, kjer so delujoči raziskovalni reaktor
odprli oz. odmaknili vse ščitenje nad reaktorjem. Nevtronsko in dozo gama, ki je posledica
sipanja delcev od ozračja, so merili do 1500 m stran od reaktorja. S pomočjo ADVANTG so
bila ustvarjena utežna okna, ki so pospešila konvergenco nevtronske doze od 1 do 1400 in
dozo gama od 10 do 30000 krat. Poleg tega je bilo ponovno pokazano, da ADVANTG ne
vnaša pristranskosti v izračune.
Velik del raziskav v okviru doktorske disertacije je bil namenjen preračunom nevtronskega
fluxa na eksperimentalnih lokacijah v zgradbi tokamaka JET [14, 33, 100, 101]. Preračuni
so bili opravljeni v okviru projekta JET3 - NEXP [94–97], ki je namenjen validaciji metod
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za transport nevtronov in jedrskih podatkov za potrebe preračunov strujanja nevtronov v
kompleksnih fuzijskih geometrijah kot so JET, ITER ter DEMO. Referenčni eksperiment
strujanja JET3-NEXP je sestavljen iz meritev s pomočjo termoluminiscenčnih detektorjev
(TLD) in aktivacijskih folij (AF) na eksperimentalnih pozicijah v zgradbi tokamaka JET
(A1-A8, B1-B8) ter preračunov nevronskega fluksa in reakcijske hitrosti na le-teh pozicijah.
Pozicije v jugo-zahodnem labirintu (A1-A8 - SW Labyrinth) in jugo-vhodnem dimniku (B1B8 - SE Chimney), označene na sliki II.2, so do 40 m oddaljene od plazemskega nevtronskega
izvora v vakuumski posodi.

Slika II.2 Jugo-zahodni labirint (SW Labyrinth) in jugo-vhodni dimnik (SE Chimney) v 3D
vizualizaciji MCNP modela zgradbe JET (levo). TLD in AF eksperimentalne pozicije v
zgradbi JET (desno).
Preračun nevtronskega fluksa in reakcijske hitrosti na takih oddaljenostih je zaradi močnega ščitenja in strujanja izredno zahtevno. S pomočjo ADVANTG-a je bil od leta 2015
narejen velik korak naprej, kjer je s pomočjo agresivnih parametrov za redukcijo variance
konvergenca pod 5 % dosežena znotraj enega dneva simulacije na 18 računskih jedrih za vse
eksperimentalne lokacije.
JET3-NEXP eksperimentalna kampanja z Devterij-Devterij plazemskim izvorom narejena
leta 2016 je bila neodvisno podprta s preračuni treh raziskovalnih inštitucij - IJS, ORNL
in CCFE [14]. Vse inštitucije so uporabile enako MCNP vhodno datoteko, ADVANTG
vhodne parametre pa je vsaka inštitucija pripravila sama. Rezultati interkomparacije in
primerjave z eksperimentalnimi rezultati so predstavljeni na Sliki II.3. Interkomparacija je
pokazala dobro ujemanje med različnimi pristopi k določanju parametrov redukcije variance
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z ADVANTG in vzpodbudno ujemanje z eksperimentalnimi rezultati, pri čemer se moramo
zavedati kompleksnosti tako meritev kot preračunov. Eksperimentalna kampanja in izračuni
bodo ponovljeni v 2019, 2020 ter 2021 tudi s Tritij-Tritij ter Devterij-Tritij plazemskim
izvorom.

Slika II.3 Primerjava absolutnih (levo) in relativnih (desno) rezultatov izračunane nevtrosnke
fluence. Izračune so prispevale tri institucije: IJS, ORNL in CCFE. ADVANTG pospešeni
rezultati so primerjani in normalizirani z analognimi izračuni (zgoraj) in eksperimentalni
rezultati (spodaj)..
V sklopu disertacije je bil ADVANTG apliciran tudi na nekaj projektov manjšega obsega
kot so: konsistentno in rigorozno določanje parametrov redukcije variance za referenčna
eksperimenta TIARA [46] in ASPIS Iron-88 [47] v sklopu projekta CIELO [55], karakterizacija nevtronskega doznega polja v obsevalni napravi suha celica reaktorja IJS TRIGA mk.
II [104] ter pospeševanje konvergence nevtronskega fluksa za potrebe validacije programa
JSIR2S na referenčnem eksperimentu Doznega polja po zaustavitvi tokamaka ITER [105].

II.4 Pomožni programi

II.4
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V doktorski disertaciji so bili poleg ključnih programov uporabljeni tudi pomožni programi.
Od tega so omenjeni le nekateri, ki se v grobem delijo v tri kategorije: programi za procesiranje jedrskih podatkov, programi za risanje ter manipulacijo CAD modelov ter programi za
vizualizacijo.
Za procesiranje jedrskih podatkov je bila primarno uporabljena koda NJOY [52], ki se
uporablja za procesiranje jedrskih podatkov, ki so navadno shranjeni v surovem ENDF-6 [22]
formatu, v formate, ki jih uporabljajo programi za transport nevtronov. To so lahko zvezni
ali večgrupni preseki pri raznih temperaturah. Program NJOY zahteva zapleten set vhodnih
podatkov, katerih priprava je bila avtomatizirana s pomočjo programskega paketa GLG20
[111]. GLG20 je bil razširjen tudi s funkcijo za pripravo kovariančnih in večgrupnih presekov
v formatih primernih za SUSD3D. Za pripravo makroskopskih, samoščitenih večgrupnih
jedrskih presekov formatih primernih za PARTISN in Denovo pa je bil uporabljen program
TRANSX [53].
Za izdelovanje in vizualizacijo obstoječih CAD (Computer-Aided Design) modelov je
bil uporabljen program Rhinoceros [122]. Večina inženirskih in fizikalnih ved uporablja
modele CAD neposredno za potrebe simulacij [47, 46, 87, 34, 114–118]. Zaradi posebno
nizkih toleranc v nevtroniki se CAD modeli navadno pretvorijo v tako imenovane CSG
(Constructive Solid Geometry) modele. V sklopu disertacije je bila pretvorba CAD modelov
v CSG format primeren za MCNP narejene z lastnim programom GRASP [87] razvitem v
odprto-kodnem dodatku programa Rhinoceros za pisanje vtičnikov Grasshopper.
Za vizualizacijo CSG modelov v MCNP formatu je bil uporabljen program Vised [124],
ki omogoča 2D vizualizacijo kompleksnih modelov ter 3D vizualizacijo posameznih enostavnejših komponent. Poleg tega omogoča vizualizacijo lokacije ter energijske porazdelitve
izvornih delcev, mreže cenilk, jedrskih presekov ter utežnih oken. S programom VisIt
[90] se lahko vizualizirajo izhodne datoteke tako ADVANTG kot Denovo v 3D. Program
omogoča tudi vizualizacijo utežnih oken ter kartezične geoemtrije, ki je bila uporabljena
za ADVANTG izračun. Poleg tega VisIt vključuje možnost računskih operacij na vizualiziranih podatkih. S pomočjo programa Sensitivities Viewer [79] in na novo razvitega
programa ViSS.py (Visualize SUSD3D Sensitivities) so bili vizualizirani energijsko odvisni
občutljivostni koeficienti določeni s pomočjo programa SUSD3D.

Poglavje III
Programski paket ASUSD
V poglavju je opisan razvoj, verifikacija ter validacija programskega paketa ASUSD za
občutljivostne in negotovostne preračune zaradi jedrskih podatkov. Poleg tega je opisana
aplikacija programskega paketa na dve kompleksni fuzijski aplikaciji. S pomočjo ASUSD je
bil raziskan učinek samoščitenih jedrskih presekov na učinkovitost prametrov za redukcijo
variance. V okviru paketa ASUSD je bila razvita tudi nova metoda za določevanje parametrov
za redukcijo variance na podlagi občutljivostnih koeficientov - SABER.

III.1

Združitev programov ADVANTG in SUSD3D

Primarna programa v paketu ASUSD, kot namiguje ime, sta ADVANTG in SUSD3D. Programa sta sklopljena preko pomožnih programov Geometry.py, Materials.py and Angular_moments.py napisanih v programskem jeziku Python [112] z odvisnostmi od knjižnic, ki
so vključene v distribucijo Anaconda 2.3.0 [123].
Razvoj programa Angular_moments.py se je začel leta 2018 [126]. Program bere kotne
flukse v hdf5 formatu, ki jih izračuna in zapiše Denovo. Poleg tega izračuna kotne momente in
jih zapiše v binarni format, ki je kompatibilen s programom SUSD3D. Program Geometry.py
intepretira geometrijske podatke, ki jih je za Denovo pripravil ADVANTG. Geometrijske
podatke zapiše v format primeren za SUSD3D. Poleg tega omogoča pripravo vhodne datoteke
za program PARTISN. Ta funkcionalnost omogoča enostavno validacijo programa Denovo
saj uporablja enako vhodno datoteko kot PARTISN. Podobno funkcionalnost ima program
Materials.py, ki pripravi podatke o materialih problema za SUSD3D. Poleg tega Materials.py
pripravi vhodno datoteko za TRANSX s katerim lahko pripravimo večgurpne samoščitene
preseke.
Poleg tega programski paket ASUSD vsebuje še program GLG20 s katerim enostavno
pripravimo večgrupne jedrske podatke, preseke (MG XS) in kovariance (COVARIANCE), na
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podlagi evaluiranih knjižnic jedrskih podatkov v ENDF-6 formatu. Občutljivostne koeficiente
v datoteki fort.7 (SENS out) lahko vizualiziramo s pomočjo ViSS.py. Podatki o končni
negotovosti odziva detektorja se nahajajo v datoteki UNC out.
Celoten programski paket, vključno s sklopitvijo programov je prikazan na Sliki III.1.
ASUSD potrebuje za izvrševanje občutljivostne/negotovostne analize le MCNP vhodno
datoteko in dodatno enostavno ADVANTG vhodno datoteko. Pri tem smo predpostavili, da
lahko večgrupne jedrske podatke pripravimo le občasno, saj so univerzalni, če zanemarimo
samoščitenje. Avtomatska priprava vseh vhodnih podatkov za SUSD3D omogoča analizo
kompleksnih geometrij.

Slika III.1 Potek dela programskega paketa ASUSD, ki vključuje Denovo kot del ADVANTG,
GLG20 za procesiranje jedrskih podatkov, SUSD3D za analizo občutljivosti/negotovosti in
pomožne programe Materials.py, Angular_moments.py, Geometry.py in ViSS.py.

III.1.1

Validacija programskega paketa ASUSD

Programski paket ASUSD je bil validiran v dveh stopnjah. Denovo je bil do sedaj uporabljen
le za določanje parametrov za redukcjio variance. Pri tej uporabi zadošča že groba ocena
rešitve transportne enačbe. Za potrebe občutljivostne/negotovostne (O/N) analize zaradi
jedrskih podatkov (JP) je potreben natančen rezultat transportne enačbe. Zaradi tega je
bil Denovo na prvi stopnji validiran kot samostojen determinističen program za reševanje
transportne enačbe. Validacija je bila izvršena s pomočjo rezultatov programa PARTISN, ki
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Tabela III.1 Relativne negotovosti [%] reakcijske hitrosti na 32 S(n,p)32 P na eksperimentalnih
lokacijah A14, A12 in A7 zaradi negotovosti v jedrskih podatkih za reakciji elastičnega sipanja MT2 (n,n) in in-elastičnega sipanja MT4 (n,n’) na 56 Fe. Negotovosti so bile izračunane z
različnimi postopki na podlagi kovarianc s knjižnice JEFF-3.3.
ASUSD [%]

SANDY [%]

PARTISN [%]

DORT [%]

Poz./
Reakc.

MT 2

MT 4

Total

MT 2

MT 4

MT 2

MT 4

Total

MT 2

MT 4

Total

A14
A12
A7

21.4
18.1
8.2

16.4
14.8
8.9

27
23.4
12.1

23.9
19.5
8.2

19.5
17.1
9.5

22.8
16.6
7.6

18.1
13.9
8.4

29.1
21.7
11.3

22.2
18.4
8.3

18.2
15.9
9.1

28.8
24.4
12.4

Tabela III.2 Relativne negotovosti [%] produkcije tritija na 6 Li (MT105) glede na presek
za elastično sipanje MT2 (n,n), in podvajanje nevtronov MT16 (n,2n) in totalnega preseka
MT1 (n,total) izotopa 9 Be. Negotovosti so bile izračunane s kovariancami s knjižnice
ENDF/B-VII.1 (N.C. not calculated).

Total
MT16
MT2

Stack 1 [%]
ASUSD SANDY
2.7
2.8
1.2
1.4
2.4
N.C.

Stack 3 [%]
ASUSD
2.6
1.1
2.4

Stack 5 [%]
ASUSD
2.3
1.1
2.0

Stack 7 [%]
ASUSD SANDY
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.2
1.7
N.C.

je bil v preteklosti že uporabljen za O/N analize. Ujemanje na enostavnih primerih, kocki
železa in vode, je bilo zelo dobro.
Poleg tega je bil na prvi stopnji Denovo validiran tudi na dveh referenčnih eksperimentih
ščitenja. Fisijsko relevantnem eksperimentu ASPIS Iron 88 in fuzijsko relevantnem eksperimentu Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG) Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) Test
Blanket Module (TBM) [129, 130]. Tudi na teh dveh realnih eksperimentih je bilo ujemanje
direktnega in adjungiranega fluksa med Denovo in PARTISN ter MCNP rezultati zadovoljivo.
Na drugi stopnji je bila validirana funkcionalnost ASUSD kot paketa za O/N analize
zaradi jedrskih podatkov. Validacija je bila prav tako izvedena na primerih referenčnih
eksperimentov ščitenja ASPIS Iron 88 in FNG HCPB TBM predvsem zaradi dostopnosti
zanesljivih prehodnih rezultatov O/N analiz. Primerjava negotovosti za ASPIS Iron 88
izračunanih z ASUSD ter hibridno TMC metodo s SANDY ter rezultati, ki so bili navedeni v
literaturi, kjer je bil SUSD3D sklopljen s PARTISN-om in 2D deterministično kodo DORT
[133] so v Tabeli III.1.
Primerjava negotovosti za FNG HCPB TBM izračunanih z ASUSD ter hibridno TMC
metodo s SANDY na štirih pozicijah (Stack 1, Stack 3, Stack 5 in Stack 7) so v Tabeli III.2.
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Ujemanja med negotovostmi izračunanimi z ASUSD ter hibridno TMC metodo s SANDY
so zelo dobra. Ker sta metodi fundamentalno različni, to nakazuje na dobro delovanje
obeh. Validacija s prejšnjimi ustaljenimi metodami prav tako nakazuje dobro delovanje
ASUSD za O/N analize. Na podlagi dobrih rezultatov validacije lahko ASUSD apliciramo
na kompleksnejše probleme.

III.1.2

Aplikacija programskega paketa ASUSD

ASUSD je bil apliciran na dva primera kompleksne fuzijske geometrije - že omenjeni
eksperiment strujanja nevtronov v zgradbi tokamaka JET ter kvantifikacija negotovosti zaradi
jedrskih podatkov na eksperimentalni lokaciji KN2 v JET-u.
Eksperimentalna lokacija KN2 se uporablja za meritve fuzijske moči na podlagi nevtronske aktivacijske analize na raznih materialih. Negotovosti zaradi jedrskih podatkov na
tej lokaciji so bile že določene s pomočjo TMC metode, ki je uporabila naključne jedrske
preseke s programa TALYS [136, 137]. S pomočjo ASUSD je bila opravljena negotovostna
analiza za dve lokaciji označeni kot 395 in 417 na Sliki III.2.

Slika III.2 MCNP model eksperimentalne pozicije KN2 na JET. Stranski prerez tokamka
JET (levo) in približana eksperimentalna lokacija KN2 z dvema analiziranima lokacijama
395 in 417 (desno).
Rezultati negotovostne analize narejene s TALYS in ASUSD so podani v Tabeli III.3.
Izračunane so negotovosti v reakcijski hitrosti na 115 In (n,n’) 115m In in 93 Nb (n,2n) 92m Nb ter
v totalnem fluksu za dve poziciji v KN2 (417 in 395) za Devterij-Devterij (DD) in Devterij-
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Tritij (DT) plazemski izvor. Dobro ujemanje med metodama je opazno za DD izvor medtem
ko je ujemanje za DT izvor v splošnem slabše. Do razhajanj pride verjetno zaradi grobe
večgrupne energijske delitve, le 33 grup, ki je bila uporabljena in zaradi večje občutljivosti
na direktni nevtronski fluks pozicije KN2. Kljub temu je ujemanje dobro in potrjuje, da se
ASUSD lahko uporablja za analizo kompleksnih fuzijskih geometrij.
Tabela III.3 Negotovost v reakcijski hitrosti in totalnem fluksu na dveh pozicijah znotraj KN2
zaradi jedrskih podatkov. Primerjani so rezultati ASUSD in TMC metodologije z naključnimi
jedrskimi preseki narejenimi s TALYS.
DT
115 In

417

395

(n,n’)115m In

93 Nb

DD

(n,2n)92m Nb

ASUSD

2.4 %

0.6 %

Fluks
1.3 %

TMC
TALYS

3.2 %

1.9 %

ASUSD

1.3 %

TMC
TALYS

4.5 %

115 In

(n,n’)115m In

0.9 %

Fluks
1.2 %

2.8 %

1.2 %

0.9 %

2.1 %

2.1 %

1.5 %

0.8 %

2.2 %

3.3 %

1.7 %

1.1 %

Če naj bi eksperiment JET3-NEXP postal referenčni eksperiment strujanja nevtronov v
kompleksnih fuzijskih geometrijah, je nujno potrebno kvantificirati vse negotovosti povezane z eksperimentom in simulacijami. To vključuje eksperimentalne negotovosti, ki bodo
zmanjšane med novo eksperimentalno kampanjo v letih 2019, 2020 in 2021. Z uveljavitvijo
hibridnega postopka za simulacijo transporta nevtronov z ADVANTG, je statistična negotovost za vse eksperimentalne lokacije padla pod 5 %. Poleg omenjenih negotovosti je nujno
pomembna kvantifikacija negotovosti, ki izvirajo iz jedrskih podatkov. ASUSD je trenutno
najbolj uporabniku prijazna in avtomatizirana koda za O/N analize kompleksnih geometrij
ščitenja. Uporabljena je bila za določanje negotovosti v totalnem fluksu na eksperimentalnih
Tabela III.4 Negotovosti totalnega nevtronskega fluksa z DD in DT nevtrosnkim izvorom na
eksperimentalnih lokacijah A1, A4 in A7 eksperimenta JET3-NEXP. Kovariančne matrike za
nuklide 9 Be, 1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe, 40 Ca in 28 Si so bile vzete iz knjižnice JEFF-3.3.
16 O

A1
A4
A7

DD
DT
DD
DT
DD
DT

[%]

0.102
0.257
0.276
0.695
0.676
1.761

56 Fe

[%]

1.300
1.102
0.615
0.551
0.596
0.671

1H

[%]

1.540
1.217
1.151
0.912
1.757
1.716

40 Ca

[%]

0.002
0.009
0.021
0.114
0.144
0.606

9 Be

[%]

0.173
0.128
0.097
0.068
0.048
0.049

28 Si

[%]

0.027
0.117
0.078
0.378
0.109
0.586

Total [%]
3.144
2.830
2.237
2.718
3.329
5.391
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lokacijah A1, A4 ter A7. Kot izvor je bil vzet tako DD kot DT plazemski izvor pri čemer so
bile analizirane negotovosti zaradi totalnih presekov ključnih nuklidov 9 Be, 1 H, 16 O, 56 Fe,
40 Ca in 28 Si. V Tabeli III.4 so podani rezultati negotovostne analize z ASUSD kjer so bile
uporabljene kovariance s knjižnice jedrskih podatkov JEFF-3.3. Ti preliminarni rezultati
kažejo na negotovosti zaradi jedrskih podatkov v rangu od 2 % to 5 %. Rezultati imajo dobro
fizikalno osnovo, a bo v prihodnosti potrebna še natančnejša analiza občutljivosti na vhodne
podatke programa ASUSD.

III.2

Efekt samoščitenja na učinkovitost prametrov za redukcijo variance

Če želimo hibridno TMC uporabljati za kvantifikacijo negotovosti v odzivu detektorja zaradi
jedrskih podatkov, so nujno potrebni čim bolj učinkoviti parametri za redukcijo variance.
Znano je, da za pospešitev konvergence odziva detektorja Monte Carlo simulacijo zadoščajo
parametri za redukcijo variance, ki temeljijo že na zelo grobi deterministični oceni rezultata
[127]. V sklopu doktorske disertacije pa je bil dan poudarek na določanje čim bolj učinkovitih
parametrov za redukcijo variance - specifično utežnih oken (UO). Predpostavljeno je bilo, da
z izboljšanjem natančnosti determinističnega rezultata lahko povečamo učinkovitost utežnih
oken.
Eden od načinov kako izboljšati natančnost determinističnega rezultata je priprava tako
imenovanih samoščitenih jedrskih presekov. Pri pripravi le teh upoštevamo, da material z visokim lokalnim resonančnim presekom za zajetje lahko znatno vpliva na oceno nevtronskega
fluksa. Upoštevamo tudi dimenzije problema kjer samoščitenim presekom dodamo še en člen,
ki popisuje verjetnost za pobeg delca iz sistema. Izkaže se, da s tako pripravljenimi preseki
lahko veliko bolj natančno izračunamo porazdelitev fluksa z determinističnimi kodami kot
sta Denovo in PARTISN. Dejstvo je znano, a v ADVANTG ni uporabljeno. ADVANTG
uporablja le tako imenovane neskončno-razredčene preseke.
V okviru programskega paketa ASUSD so bili s pomočjo TRANSX pripravljeni samoščiteni jedrski preseki za enostaven primer 1,5 m dolge železne palice, ki je predstavljen na Sliki
III.3. Kot izvor je bila izbrana energijska grupa med 6,3763 MeV in 20 MeV. Nevtronski
fluks je bil beležen na treh lokacijah cenilk, Lokacije cenilke 1 je oddaljena x=48 cm, lokacija
2 x=98 cm in lokacija 3 x=148 cm od izvora. Cenilke so bile modelirane kot mreža 12 × 12
razdelkov. Posledično je vsak razdelek velik 2 cm × 4 cm × 4 cm.
Za optimizacijo z metodo FW-CADIS so bili izbrani trije razdelki cenilke na lokaciji 3, ki
so označeni z debelo črno obrobo. Utežna okna so bila določena z ADVANTG pri čemer so

III.3 Redukcija variance na podlagi občutljivostnih preračunov
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Slika III.3 CAD model enostavnega testnega primera ščitenja. 1,5 m železna palica iz čistega
železa (56 Fe) s presekom 48 cm × 48 cm. X smer je vzdolž osi izvor-cenilka.
bili uporabljeni jedrski preseki brez samoščitenja (NON-SXS) in s samoščitenjem (SXS). Na
Sliki III.4 je predstavljeno razmerje testa učinkovitosti simulacije (Relative Figure-Of-Merit
ali FOMrel ) epi-termične cenilke za MCNP simulacijo pospešeno z UO z SXS in z UO z
NON-SXS. Razmerje je bilo izračunano za tri energijske grupe cenilk, termično epi-termično
in hitro. Razmerje je bilo vedno večje kot 1, a največji učinek je viden pri epi-termični grupi.
Zaradi visokih resonanc 56 Fe v tem energijskem območju, epi-termičnem, je izboljšava tu
največja, do faktorja 40 [15]. Takšna izboljšava učinkovitosti je znatna in dobrodošla pri
izvajanju hibridnih TMC analiz, kjer je navadno potrebna analiza z več tisočimi transportnimi
preračuni.

III.3

Redukcija variance na podlagi občutljivostnih preračunov

V okviru doktorske disertacije je bila razvita nova, alternativna metode za določanje utežnih
oken (UO). Nova metoda temelji na občutljivostni analizi, specifično na občutljivostnih koeficientih, ki podajo občutljivost odziva detektorja glede na spremembo v določenem jedrskem
preseku. Izvirna ideja, ki je gnala raziskave na tem področju izvira prav iz te definicije, ki
nakazuje, da bi bili lahko občutljivostni koeficienti dober indikator za pomembnost delca,
npr. nevtrona, da bo prispeval k odzivu detektorja. Prva verzija metoda za določanje UO
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Slika III.4 Razmerje faktorja učinkovitosti FOM na Lokaciji cenilke 3 (150 cm) pri epitermičnih energijah za utežna okna določena s samoščitenimi jedrskimi preseki (SXS) in ne
samoščitenimi preseki (NON-SXS).
na podlagi občuljivostne analize je uporabljala direktno občutljivostne koeficiente, Sk,x (E)
z enačbe I.8. Metoda ni delovala, saj za izračun občutljivostnih koeficientov uporabimo
zmnožek direktnih in adjungiranih momentov, kar v primeru UO pomeni, da bo populacija
delcev povečana ne le na področju visokega adjungiranega fluksa ampak tudi na področju
visokega direktnega fluksa. Povečana populacija delcev na območju visokega direktna fluksa
ne doprinese k izboljšani konvergenci, saj delci tam enostavno že so.
Na podlagi ponesrečene verzije metode je bila razvita druga verzija, ki je bila poimenovana SABER (Sensitivity Analysis Based variancE Reductio) [15]. SABER privzame
dejstvo, da je adjungirani fluks najboljši indikator pomembnosti delca, da bo le-ta doprinesel
k odzivu detektorja. SABER je soroden metodi CADIS, a nadgrajen z višjimi momenti fluksa
in primernim uteževanjem momentov fluksa z jedrskimi preseki. Metodo SABER lahko
enostavno zapišemo z Enačbo III.1:

wwSABER (i, E) =

2 MF2sens (i, E)
=
1 + r MF3sens (i, E)

1
2
R ∑i Vi σdk,x ,g,i ∑m Ψg,i,m ∆Ωm
=
1 + r − 1 ∑i Vi ρk,i σk,x,g ∑m Ψg,i,m Ψ†g,i,m ∆Ωm
R

(III.1)

III.3 Redukcija variance na podlagi občutljivostnih preračunov
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kjer so wwSABER spodnje meje utežnih oken, ki se zapišejo v format kompatibilen z MCNP.
Vse ostale spremenljivke so definirane v skladu z Enačbo I.8.
Metoda SABER je bila razvita v okviru programskega paketa ASUSD. Vsi potrebni
računski koraki za določanje spodnjih mej UO (wwSABER ) se izvedejo v okviru ASUSD pri
čemer je dodan še dodatni program SABER.py za izračun in pisanje UO v MCNP formatu.
Metoda SABER je bila prav tako testirana na enostavnem testnem primeru železne palice
s prejšnjega poglavja, ki je prikazana na Sliki III.3. Testiranih je bilo več konfiguracij, a v tem
poglavju je predstavljen le rezultat za že prej omenjeni problem, kjer je zaželena pospešitev
konvergence treh razdelkov na lokaciji cenilke 3 epi-termičnih energij označenih s črno
obrobo. V tem primeru je faktor učinkovitosti izračunan s SABER primerjan z rezultatom
uveljavljene metode FW-CADIS. Relativni faktor učinkovitosti (FOMrel ) med SABER in
FW-CADIS za opisani primer je prikazan na Sliki III.5.

Slika III.5 Razmerje faktorja učinkovitosti FOM na Lokaciji cenilke 3 (150 cm) pri epitermičnih energijah za utežna okna določena določena z na novo razvito metodo SABER in
uveljavljeno metodo FW-CADIS.
SABER za vse konfiguracije enostavnega testnega primera dolge železne palice deluje
enako ali rahlo bolje od metode FW-CADIS. Izboljšanje faktorja učinkovitosti je do 1.7, kar
ni veliko, a nakazuje, da SABER deluje dobro in konsistentno. Boljše delovanje SABER-ja
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glede na FW-CADIS je posledica upoštevanja višjih momentov ﬂuksa, kar bi bilo lahko še
dodatno očitno pri testiranju metode na bolj anizotopnih primerih.
Za zaključek doktorske disertacije podajmo še relativno izboljšavo faktorja učinkvitosti
obeh predlaganih metod - efekt samoščitenja (SXS) in metoda SABER. Na Sliki III.6 je
podan relativni faktor učinkovitosti (FOMrel ) med SABER + SXS in FW-CADIS za opisani
primer, kjer je zaželena pospešitev konvergence treh razdelkov na lokaciji cenilke 3 epitermičnih energij označenih s črno obrobo. Dosežena je pospešitev do okoli faktorja 60 kar
je nezanemarljivo in posebno uporabno pri preračunih zahtevnih primerov ščitenja ali pri
hibridnih TMC analizah za propagacijo negotovosti.

Slika III.6 Razmerje faktorja učinkovitosti FOM na Lokaciji cenilke 3 (150 cm) pri epitermičnih energijah za utežna okna določena določena z na novo razvito metodo SABER in
upoštevanim samoščitenjem jedrskih presekov (SXS) in uveljavljeno metodo FW-CADIS.

Poglavje IV
Zaključki
IV.1

Povzetek dela

Doktorska disertacija je osredotočena na razvoj novega, uporabniku prijaznega, računsko
učinkovitega programskega paketa, ASUSD, za občutljivostno analizo in propagacijo negotovosti jedrskih podatkov skozi proces transporta nevtronov. Poleg velikega poudarka na
občutljivostni/negotovostni (O/N) analizi transporta nevtronov na jedrske podatke, je poudarek na hibridni simulaciji transporta nevtronov t.j. določanja parametrov redukcije variance
za stohastičen transport delcev na podlagi determinističinh preračunov. Izboljšave, oziroma
alternative, trenutni hibridni metodologiji so povezane tudi z izboljšavami probabilistične
propagacije negotovosti. Doprinos disertacije k področju hibridnih metod in O/N analiz se
lahko v grobem razdeli na štiri dele:
• Validacija, evalvacija in aplikacija hibridne kode ADVANTG na razne primere ščitenja
iz fisije in fuzije [43–45], vključno z zahtevnim referenčnim eksperimentom strujanja
nevtronov v zgradbi tokamka JET - JET3 NEXP streaming benchmark experiment
[14, 33]. ADVANTG je bil uporabljen tudi za pospeševanje izračunov probabilistične
propagacije negotovosti jedrskih podatkov t.j. utemeljitev hibridne TMC (Totalni
Monte Carlo) metode [85].
• Razvoj determinističnega programskega paketa za O/N analize jedrskih podatkov
ASUSD [12], ki temelji na perturbacijski teoriji prvega reda. Paket združuje ADVANTG in SUSD3D s pomočjo več pomožnih programov. Programski paket je bil
validiran na fisijsko relevantnem referenčnem eksperiment ASPIS Iron 88 [12] in
fuzijsko relevantnem referenčnem eksperimentu FNG HCPB TBM. Poleg tega je
bil ASUSD uporabljen za analizo negotovosti zaradi JP dveh kompleksnih fuzijskih
aplikacij - JET KN2 in JET3-NEXP [139].
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Zaključki
• ASUSD je bil uporabljen za raziskavo efekta samoščitenih jedrskih presekov na
učinkovitost parametrov redukcije variance [15].
• V okviru ASUSD je bila razvita in testirana metoda SABER [15], Sensitivity Analysis
Based variancE Reduction. SABER predstavlja enakovredno oziroma izboljšano
alternativo uveljavljeni metodologiji CADIS in FW-CADIS.

Programski paket ASUSD uporabniku omogoča enostavno in učinkovito analizo O/N
zaradi jedrskih podatkov. Paket se lahko uporablja za rutinske O/N analize, kar do sedaj ni
bila uveljavljena praksa. S pomočjo ASUSD in hibridne TMC metodologije, ter izboljšav na
področju determinističnega določanja parametrov redukcije variance, uporabnik lahko učinkovito in natančno kvantificira vse negotovosti povezane s simulacijo transporta nevtronov.
Točno in natančno poznavanje vseh negotovosti lahko privede do zmanjšanih uveljavljenih
varnostnih faktorjev, kar direktno vpliva na zmanjšanje stroškov povezanih z gradnjo novih
eksperimentalnih in komercialnih jedrskih objektov.

IV.2

Pogled v prihodnost

Za raziskovalni področji transporta nevtronov in področja občutljivosnih ter negotovostnih
preračunov zaradi jedrskih podatkov, je razvoj programa ASUSD velik korak naprej. Poleg
tega je doprinos izboljšav trenutni metodologiji za deterministično določanje parametrov
za redukcijo variance visokega pomena za izboljšanje uporabnosti TMC metodologije za
propagacijo negotovosti za primere ščitenja. ASUSD in hibridna TMC metodologija sta
komplementarni, s širokim naborom možnih prihodnjih aplikacij. Kljub temu, da trenutna
verzija ASUSD deluje dobro, ostajajo možnosti za izboljšavo kot so: paralelizacija in
optimizacija SUSD3D, uporaba vseh možnih setov diskretnih ordinat, ki jih podpira Denovo
ter združitev SUSD3D z Denovo-om na bolj osnovni ravni s čimer se izogne nepotrebni rabi
računalniškega delavnega spomina.
V prihodnosti bo ASUSD sistematično apliciran na referenčne eksperimente ščitenja
z zbirke SINBAD. Rezultati bodo vključeni v prihodnje izdaje zbirke SINBAD, s čimer
bodo eksperimenti znatno pridobili na kvaliteti in uporabnosti. Zaradi enostavne uporabe
in avtomatiziranega izvrševanja ASUSD, bo le-ta apliciran na kompleksne probleme kot
so eksperimentalni fuzijski reaktor ITER, evropski demonstrativni fuzijski reaktor DEMO,
European Spallation Source (ESS), the Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for Hightech Applications (MYRRHA) projekt in na druge fisijsko orientirane projekte kot so mali
modularni reaktorji in reaktorji četrte generacije.
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S8 level symmetric quadrature set

Table A.1 S8 level symmetric quadrature set parameters.
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Multigroup energy structures

Table B.1 Energy group structure of the ECCO 33-neutron group fast reactor group structure.
Energy group
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Upper boundary [MeV]
1.964033E+01
1.000000E+01
6.065307E+00
3.678794E+00
2.231302E+00
1.353353E+00
8.208500E-01
4.978707E-01
3.019738E-01
1.831564E-01
1.110900E-01
6.737947E-02
4.086771E-02
2.478752E-02
1.503439E-02
9.118820E-03
5.530844E-03
3.354626E-03
2.034684E-03
1.234098E-03
7.485183E-04
4.539993E-04
3.043248E-04
1.486254E-04
9.166088E-05
6.790405E-05
4.016900E-05
2.260329E-05
1.370959E-05
8.315287E-06
4.000000E-06
5.400000E-07
1.000000E-07
1.000010E-11
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Table B.2 Energy group structure of the VITAMIN-J 175-neutron group fission application
group structure.
Grp.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

U. bnd. [MeV]
1.964000E+01
1.733300E+01
1.690500E+01
1.648700E+01
1.568300E+01
1.491800E+01
1.455000E+01
1.419100E+01
1.384000E+01
1.349900E+01
1.284000E+01
1.252300E+01
1.221400E+01
1.161800E+01
1.105200E+01
1.051300E+01
1.000000E+01
9.512300E+00
9.048400E+00
8.607100E+00
8.187300E+00
7.788000E+00
7.408200E+00
7.046900E+00
6.703200E+00
6.592400E+00
6.376300E+00
6.065300E+00
5.769500E+00
5.488100E+00
5.220500E+00
4.965900E+00
4.723700E+00
4.493300E+00
4.065700E+00
3.678800E+00

Grp.
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

U. bnd. [MeV]
3.328700E+00
3.166400E+00
3.011900E+00
2.865000E+00
2.725300E+00
2.592400E+00
2.466000E+00
2.385200E+00
2.365300E+00
2.345700E+00
2.306900E+00
2.231300E+00
2.122500E+00
2.019000E+00
1.920500E+00
1.826800E+00
1.737700E+00
1.653000E+00
1.572400E+00
1.495700E+00
1.422700E+00
1.353400E+00
1.287300E+00
1.224600E+00
1.164800E+00
1.108000E+00
1.002600E+00
9.616400E-01
9.071800E-01
8.629400E-01
8.208500E-01
7.808200E-01
7.427400E-01
7.065100E-01
6.720600E-01
6.392800E-01

Grp.
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

U. bnd. [MeV]
6.081000E-01
5.784400E-01
5.502300E-01
5.234000E-01
4.978700E-01
4.504900E-01
4.076200E-01
3.877400E-01
3.688300E-01
3.337300E-01
3.019700E-01
2.985000E-01
2.972000E-01
2.945200E-01
2.872500E-01
2.732400E-01
2.472400E-01
2.351800E-01
2.237100E-01
2.128000E-01
2.024200E-01
1.925500E-01
1.831600E-01
1.742200E-01
1.657300E-01
1.576400E-01
1.499600E-01
1.426400E-01
1.356900E-01
1.290700E-01
1.227700E-01
1.167900E-01
1.110900E-01
9.803700E-02
8.651700E-02
8.250000E-02

Grp.
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143

U. bnd. [MeV]
7.950000E-02
7.200000E-02
6.737900E-02
5.656200E-02
5.247500E-02
4.630900E-02
4.086800E-02
3.430700E-02
3.182800E-02
2.850000E-02
2.700000E-02
2.605800E-02
2.478800E-02
2.417600E-02
2.357900E-02
2.187500E-02
1.930500E-02
1.503400E-02
1.170900E-02
1.059500E-02
9.118800E-03
7.101700E-03
5.530800E-03
4.307400E-03
3.707400E-03
3.354600E-03
3.035400E-03
2.746500E-03
2.612600E-03
2.485200E-03
2.248700E-03
2.034700E-03
1.584600E-03
1.234100E-03
9.611200E-04
7.485200E-04

Grp.
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

U. bnd. [MeV]
5.829500E-04
4.540000E-04
3.535800E-04
2.753600E-04
2.144500E-04
1.670200E-04
1.300700E-04
1.013000E-04
7.889300E-05
6.144200E-05
4.785100E-05
3.726700E-05
2.902300E-05
2.260300E-05
1.760300E-05
1.371000E-05
1.067700E-05
8.315300E-06
6.476000E-06
5.043500E-06
3.927900E-06
3.059000E-06
2.382400E-06
1.855400E-06
1.445000E-06
1.125400E-06
8.764200E-07
6.825600E-07
5.315800E-07
4.139900E-07
1.000000E-07
1.000000E-11
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Table B.3 Energy group structure of the FENDL3_71 multigroup library distributed with
ADVANTG. Only the 47 neutron group boundaries are given.
Energy group
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Upper boundary [MeV]
5.500000E+01
1.419070E+01
1.349860E+01
1.221400E+01
1.105170E+01
1.000000E+01
9.048370E+00
8.187310E+00
7.408180E+00
6.703200E+00
6.065310E+00
5.488120E+00
4.965850E+00
4.493290E+00
4.065700E+00
3.678790E+00
3.328710E+00
3.011940E+00
2.725320E+00
2.465970E+00
1.826840E+00
1.353350E+00
1.002590E+00
7.427360E-01
5.502320E-01
4.076220E-01
3.019740E-01
2.237080E-01
1.657270E-01
1.227730E-01
6.737950E-02
3.182780E-02
1.503440E-02
7.101740E-03
3.354630E-03
1.584610E-03
7.485180E-04
3.535750E-04
1.670170E-04
7.889320E-05
3.726650E-05
1.760350E-05
8.315290E-06
3.927860E-06
1.855390E-06
8.764250E-07
4.139940E-07
1.000010E-11

Appendix C
Additional SXS results
Additional results for the analysis of self-shielded cross sections (SXS) on the effectiveness
of variance reduction parameters. Absolute Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) results for the test case
from Chapter 8.3 are given for non-self-shielded (NON-SXS) and self-shielded (SXS) cases
at Tally region 3 (see Figure 8.1) at 150 cm for three energy regions: thermal, epi-thermal
and fast.

Figure C.1 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for non self-shielded cross sections (NON-SXS)
at thermal neutron energies.
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Figure C.2 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for self-shielded cross sections (SXS) at thermal
neutron energies.

Figure C.3 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for non self-shielded cross sections (NON-SXS)
at epi-thermal neutron energies.
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Figure C.4 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for self-shielded cross sections (SXS) at epithermal neutron energies.

Figure C.5 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for non self-shielded cross sections (NON-SXS)
at fast neutron energies.
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Figure C.6 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for self-shielded cross sections (SXS) at fast
neutron energies.

Appendix D
Additional SABER results
Absolute Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) results for the second SABER test case from Chapter 9.2.

Figure D.1 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for FW-CADIS.
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Figure D.2 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER.

Figure D.3 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER + SXS.
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Absolute Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) results for using MF6 (gain term) as the denominator
in Equation 9.2. MF6 SABER results are denoted with subscript 26. The DX refers to the
use of non-forward weighted adjoint fluxes as opposed to the FW - forward-weighted fluxes.

Figure D.4 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER26+dx .
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Figure D.5 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER26+fw .

Figure D.6 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER23+dx .
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Comparison of SABER with non-forward weighted adjoint sources (DX) to FW-CADIS
results. In comparison to the SABER results with the forward weighted adjoint source results
shown in Figure 9.4 this combinations performs slightly worse.

Figure D.7 Relative figure-of-merit (FOMrel ) at 150 cm. Results compare SABERdx and
FW-CADIS results.
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Absolute Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) results for the first SABER test case from Chapter 9.2.
MF6 SABER results are denoted with subscript 26. The DX refers to the use of non-forward
weighted adjoint fluxes as opposed to the FW - forward-weighted fluxes. Tally region 1 from
Figure 8.1 corresponds to 50 cm, Tally region 2 to 100 cm and Tally region 3 to 150 cm.

Figure D.8 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 50 cm for FW-CADIS.
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Figure D.9 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 50 cm for SABER23+fw .

Figure D.10 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 50 cm for SABER23+dx .
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Additional SABER results

Figure D.11 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 50 cm for SABER26+fw .

Figure D.12 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 50 cm for SABER26+dx .
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Figure D.13 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 100 cm for FW-CADIS.

Figure D.14 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 100 cm for SABER23+fw .
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Figure D.15 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 100 cm for SABER23+dx .

Figure D.16 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 100 cm for SABER26+fw .
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Figure D.17 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 100 cm for SABER26+dx .

Figure D.18 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for FW-CADIS.
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Figure D.19 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER23+fw .

Figure D.20 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER23+dx .
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Figure D.21 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER26+fw .

Figure D.22 Figure-of-merit (FOM) at 150 cm for SABER26+dx .
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